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The Faculty of the College of Medicine
The Faculty of the College of Nursing
The Faculty of the College of Dentistry
The Faculty of the College of Architecture
The Faculty of the College of Allied Health Professions
The Faculty of the College of Home Economics
The Faculty of the College of Library Science
The Faculty of the College of Social Professions
The Directors and Faculty of the Community Colleges
The Faculty and Staff of Other University Units
The Deans of the Colleges and Administrative Officials
The Vice Presidents
The Official Guests
The Governor and the Board of Trustees







The exercises of the ODe hundred and fifth annual commencement are enacted
today at the University of Kentucky. The counterpart of the pageantry is enacted each
year on campuses all over the world. It is the solemn climax and recognition of the
graduates' years of study and preparation for responsibility.
The following description of the academic pageantry is provided for your interest.
PROCESSION
The procession, which forms on the Avenue of Champions, will enter the Coliseum
through the south entrance. It is led by the University Marshal and followed by the
Color Guard carrying the National and State flags and the University banner. The
University Marshal is bearing the ceremonial mace, emblematic of the endorsement of the
State and the University. Led by Assistant Marshals, the candidates march behind the
identification banner of the respective colleges which recommended them for their
degrees.
The order of march is as follows:





The candidates for degrees:








College of Allied Health Professions
College of Home Economics
College of Library Science
College of Social Professions
As the candidates reach their seats, the members of the faculty of the University of
Kentucky march into the Coliseum wearing the colorful hoods of the colleges and
universities from which they were graduated. The climax of the procession brings to
the platform the Trustees of the University, the Deans of the various colleges, honorary
degree recipients, alumni award recipients, University of Kentucky Research Foundation
faculty research award recipients, Philip D. and Elsie O. Sang award recipient, Sullivan
award recipients, the Vice Presidents, guests, state officials, and finally, the President
of the University. The Trustees of the University can be identified by their blue gowns
with white panels. They wear blue caps with blue tassels.
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ACADEMIC ATTIRE
All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including University
officials, faculty, and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and gown. The
basic color for most caps and gowns is formal black. However, recipients of different
degrees wear distinctive tassels on their caps (called mortarboards) and hoods of various
hues draped down the back of the gowns.
CAPS
Candidates for Bachelors' and Masters' degrees wear the regulation cap with the
tassel appropriate to the school or division from which they are being graduated, with
the exception of those who already hold Doctors' degrees and are privileged to wear
gold tassels. Except during the positioning of the Colors, the playing of the National
Anthem, and prayers, men in academic regalia are requested to wear their caps. The

















The gown for the Bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves. It is designed to be worn
closed. The gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, like
the others. The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of
its oblong shape is square cut and the front part has an arc cut away. The gown is
designed and supplied with fasteners so that it may be worn open or closed. The
gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-shaped sleeve on which are three velvet bars
(usually black but sometimes other colors depending on the degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appropriate
color (see list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institution-blue
and white at Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and exposes
more of the lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degree which the
person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the
wide panels at either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lining. The
colors of the edging most frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green for medicine,
and purple for laws; the colors for the honorary Doctors' degrees are purple for laws,
white for letters, and golden yellow for science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the degree has
been conferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to his honorary degree
consists in his being formally invested with the hood.
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ALMA MATER"
Hail Kentucky, Alma Mater!
Loyal sons and daughters sing;
Sound her praise with voice united;
To the breeze her colors fling.
To the blue and white be true;
Badge triumphant age on age;
Blue, the sky that o'er us bends;
White, Kentucky's stainless page.
Hail thee ever, old Kentucky!
Glorious is thy heritage;
Proud thy name and thy traditions;
Proud thy place on history's page!
May we ne'er forget thy fame
Mother of the great and free;
May we 'er uphold thy name,
Old Kentucky, hail to thee!
o Words by Josephine Funkhouser
Music by Carl A. Lampert
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-spangled Banner yet wave




Otis A. Singletary, President
PROCESSIONAL
STAR SPANGLED BANNER (Francis Scott Key)
INVOCATION Rabbi William J. Leffler
Temple Adath Israel
Lexington
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS President Singletary
GREETINGS-ALUMNI ASSOCIATION Mr. John R. Crockett
REMARKS President Singletary
PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES AND CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Dean Wimberly Royster
















College of Allied Health Professions
Dean Betty Jean Brannan
College of Home Economics
Dean Lawrence Allen
College of Library Science
Dean Ernest Witte






. College of Medicine
Dean Harry Bohannan
College of Dentistry
RECOGNITION OF RECIPIENTS OF ALUMNI
GREAT TEACHER AWARDS President Singletary
PRESENTATION OF UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
RESEARCH FOUNDATION FACULTY
RESEARCH AWARDS Vice President Lewis W. Cochran
PRESENTATION OF PHILIP D. AND
ELSIE O. SANG AWARD President Singletary
PRESENTATION OF SULLIVAN AWARDS President Singletary
Professor Holman Hamilton, University Orator
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES President Singletary
Professor Hamilton
ALMA MATER (Carl A. Lampert)
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e Degree awarded August 11, 1971
00 Degree awarded December 22, 1971
"00 Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred May 13,
1972, if all requirements are met
Graduate School




Dissertation: "Nco-lund Summability of Series"
Louise S. Appell, Reston, Va.
Major: Education
Dissertation: "Effect of an Auditory Training Program on Auditory
Discrimination and Reading Achievement of Educable Mentally
Retarded Children"
Louis George Arnold, Columbus, O.
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Inherent Problems With Continuum Shell Model Calculu-
tions"
Nanik Bakhru", Albany, N.Y.
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Heat Transfer and Boiling from Cylinders of Small Size
or Under Reduced Gravity"
Jean-Claude Ballaux, Ibadan, Nigeria
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Adsorption and Desorption of Phosphorus in Five Kentucky
Soils"
Robert F. Benner, Frankfort
Major: Diplomacy
Dissertation; "International Subcontracting and Industrial Development
in Africa"
Roger Colman Bennett" ", Bardstown
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation; "The Nature of 'White Heifer Disease and its Mode of
Inheritance"
William Lloyd BirchGO, Florence, S.c.
Major: Sociology
Dissertation; "A Comparison of Observational Data and Interview Data:
A Validity Study"
lise Alice Boenig, Lexington
Major; Chemistry
Dissertation; "A Study of the Formation of Salt-Like Intermediates in
the Formation of Borazines and Related Compounds"
Robert Michael Brecht" ", Kansas City, Kan.
Major: Anatomy
Dissertation; "An Investigation of the Effects of Two Local Anesthetics,
Lidocaine and Dibucaine, on DNA, RNA, and Protein Synthesis
in Rat Spleen Cells In Vitro"
Frederick Eugene Brenk"", Milwaukee, Wis.
Major: History
Dissertation; "Rationalism and Faith in Classical History; The Religious
Ideas of Plutarch of Chaironeia"
John Michael Brown", Blacksburg, Va.
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "An Application of Richardson's Equations to U.S. and
U.5.S.R. Military Outlays, 1948-1968"
Kurt Herman Buerger?", Lake Zurich, Ill.
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "40Ar(p,p'y)4°Ar Angular Correlation Studies of Isobaric
Analog Levels of ~lAr in 41K"
Anthony Burry" ", New York, N.Y.
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "The Use of Modeling and Direct Reward in the Verbal
Conditioning of Good and Poor Premorbid Schizophrenic Patients"
Parshall B. Bush" ", Monroe, N.Y.
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation; "Physiology of Sterols in Genninating Seeds and Developing
Seedlings of Nicotiana Tabacum L."
Thomas J. Cheatham", Bradfordsville
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Finite Dimensional Rings and Torsion-Free Covers"
Zouqul Hussain Chowdhury", Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Zero-Commutative Rings"
June Spicer Church, Lexington
Major: Education
Dissertation: "Effect of Individual and Group Cue-Reinforcement
Counseling as Interventional Techniques for Modifying Elementary
Classroom Behaviors"
Daniel Irwin Cohen, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "An Experimental Investigation of Hypnotic Hypermnesia:
The Effects of Hypnotic Induction and Regression Suggestions on
Recall"
George H. Cohen, New York, N.Y.
Major; Education
Dissertation; "Personality, Cognitive Style, and Student Marijuana Use"
Susan Eirich Cohen, New York, N.Y.
Major: Education
Dissertation; "Sexual Identification, Parent Identification, and Mate
Selection; An Exploration of the Theory of Complementary Needs"
Larry N. Craft, Lexington
Major: Education
Dissertation; "Predictive Factors Associated with Final Grades in a
General College Biology Course"
Ben H. Crawford, Jr. f!, Hodgenville
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation; «Digestion of Energy Sources in Different Segments of the
Equine Intestinal Tract"
J. Ronald Cruse", Galveston, Tex.
Major: Psychology
Dissertation; "The Effects of Premorbid Adjustment and Response-
Contingent Versus Non-Contingent Censure upon Reminiscence in
Schizophrenic and Nonnal Subjects"
Robert Darcy"", Washington, D.C.
Major: Political Science
Dissertation; "Communications and Political Attitudes"
Joe Barton Darnall"""", Benton
Major: Diplomacy
Dissertation: "The Council of Mutual Economic Assistance as an
Irrstrument of Transformation in the East European Communist
Subsystem"
Travis Talmadge Du Priest, jr., Petersburg, Va.
Major: English
Dissertation: "The Liturgies of Jeremy Taylor and Richard Baxter; A
Study of Structure, Language, and Rhythm"
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Louise Gettys Dutt", Lexington
Major: Education
Dissertation; "Student Persistence in College; An Analysis"
Abubakr A. El-Saiedy, Alexandria, Egypt
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Chemical Vapor Deposition of Graphite and Boron Nitride
on Tubular Reactor Walls at Elevated Temperatures"
John Merle Elson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "The Interaction of Photons at Rough Dielectric Surfaces"
Richard Lee EngstromH, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Major: Political Science
Dissertation; "Political Cartography in Kentucky: Legislative Redis-
tricting, 1971"
Arsenio Espinoza B.e~, Lexington
Major: Education
Dissertation; "Organizational Needs for Organization Development for
the Kentucky System of Vocational Education"
Edson W. EwingQ~, Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Contributions to the Study of Regular Semigroups"
Carl Farler, Lexington
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation; "An Interindustry Analysis of the Florida Economy"
Gaston Juan Fernandez", Clemson, S.C.
Major: Spanish
Dissertation; "La Vida y Poesia De Alfonso Moscoso Sanchez"
J. Douglas Ferry", Wellsburg, W. v«.
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Thermal- and Photo-Induced Rearrangements of Ni-Sub-
stituted Pyrroles and 2-Substituted 2H_Pyrroles"
Chester L. Fields~, Houma, La.
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "T'apazole in Steer Finishing Rations"
Frederick Howell Fornoff" Q, La Jolla, Calif.
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Ttrso de Molina's Vida y Muerte de Herodes-A Study
of the Ritual Forms in Tragedy"
Terrence Stanley Foe" ", Concrete, Wn.
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation; "Three Dimensional Turbulent Boundary Layer with Mass
Transfer"
William Robert FriebenQQ, Johnstown, Pa.
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Elucidation and Characterization of the Biphasic Germina-
tion Kinetics of Bacillus Cereus T Spores"
Paul Eugene Fuller"'Q, Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: "Laura Clay and the Woman's Rights Movement"
Ruby Joyce Carrett" ", Greenville, S.C.
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation; "Placental Transport of Iron in the Rat"
Philip Nathan Ctlbertson"", Moscow, Id.
Major: English
Dissertation; "Time and the Timeless in the Poetry of T. S. Eliot,
Dylan Thomas, and Edwin Muir"
Michael Ward Ciles", Florissant, Mo.
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Dimensions of Support for the Supreme Court"
Jack Tilden Coodykoontz, Jr.Q, Louisville
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation; "Connectivity Properties of Hyperspaces"
Anil P. Gore, Lexington
Major: Statistics
Dissertation; "Contributions to the Analysis of Two-Way Layouts Using
U-Statistics"
Marilyn Hunter Creen "", Louisville
Major: Psychology
Dissertation; "The Effectiveness of A and B College Males as Inter-
viewers, as Hesponse-Biasers and as Verbal Conditioners with
Schizophrenic and Neurotic Patients"
David L. Creene", Louisville
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Spectrochemical and Thermal Studies of Some Metal
Complexes Involving a,w-Dinitriles"
Robert Horace Cnzaard" ", McLean, Va.
Major: Psychology
Dissertation; "Latitudes of Acceptance and Rejection; Some Antecedents
and Consequences"
Gerald D. Hale, Lexington
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation; "Oral Versus Abomasal Supplemental DL-Methionine,
Methionine Hydroxy Analog, Casein, Gelatin, Whey or Zein and
Urea or Soybean Meal Orally for Lactating Cows"
Charles Rodger Hammons", Paris
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "On Paracompact p-Space Completions of Some Uniform
Spaces"
Carla Humphrey Hay, Waukesha, Wis.
Major: History
Dissertation; "Crusading Schoolmaster; James Burgh, 1714-1775"
Robert Vernon Hoskins III""", Harrisonburg, Pa.
Major: English
Dissertation; "The Symbol of the Severed Head in Twendetb-Centurv
British and American Fiction"
Etim Bassey Ituen, Uyo, Nigeria
Major: Education
Dissertation; "The Role of Education in Nigeria in Modernizing Attitudes
and Values Conductive to National Development"
Harry Mason joiner", Athens, Ala.
Major: Diplomacy
Dissertation; "NATO and MLF"
Hall Kinney" ". Cynthiana
Major: Education
Dissertation; "Principals' Perceptions of Citizen School Study Committees"
Jack L. Kreider""", Miami, Okla.
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Antifertility Action of 3-Chloro-I, 2-Propanediol in Rams"
Alice Virginia Kruegel, Lexington
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Synthesis of Prime Tri-, Tetra-, and Penta-Methyl Deriv-
atives of 4-Dimethylaminoazobenzene"
James Harold Larson, Grand Forks, N.D.
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "The Impact of Teacher Education on the Politicization
of the Prospective Teacher"
Porter Preston Layne" ", Harold
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation; "Extrachromosomal Elements in Escherichia coli And
Proteus mirabilis"
Richard W. Leggett, Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation; "On the Invariant Subspace Structure of Compact, Dissi-
pative Operators"
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Man Kon Leung, Lexington
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "A Study of Nuclear Levels in a2S By the Reaction
28Si(a,a)2SSiand Single Particle Potential Representation"
Michael Chen-Yun Lung, Lexington
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "A Study of Differential Transmission of Isolates of
Cauliflower Mosaic Virus by Aphids"
Samir Maamary", Lexington
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Attitude Towards Migration Among Rural Residents: Stages
and Factors Involved in the Decision to Migrate"
Leonard Anthony Macaluso, Mobile, Ala.
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Political Lives of Antoine Christophe Saliceti,
1780-1809"
Paul J. Martin, Indianapolis, Ind.
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Anxiety Extinction and Therapeutic Suggestion in Im-
plosive Therapy"
Donald Joseph Marxen", Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Uniform Semigroups"
Robert Fraser McClureH, Lexington
Major: Education
Dissertation: "The OPI, the ACT, and the WAL: Prediction of University
Student Problems"
Thomas Bruce Mcl.ean", Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Confluent Images of Tree-Like Curves"
Michael Robert McPherson, Lexington
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "A Study of (p,n) Reactions in e-Mo and llaMa"
Loren Louis Mtller"", Lexington
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Acquisition and Extinction in the Runway as a Function
of Percentage of Reinforcement, Reward Magnitude, and Level of
Training with Widely Spaced Trials"
Sanford Stuart Miller", Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "On Properties of Bazilevic Functions"
Manindra K. Mohapatra"", Norfolk, Va.
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Intervener and Non-Intervener: A Study of Legislators'
Administrative Role Orientations in an Indian State"
Henry Edward Montgomery, Jr."""",Lancaster
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Applications of Variational Perturbation Theory to
Molecules"
Coy Patrick Moore?", Jonesville, Va.
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Influence of One- or Fourteen-Day Flushing on Ovulation
Rate and Litter Size at 28 Days Gestation in Gilts"
Nancy Becker Munro""Q, Lexington
Major: Physiology & Biophysics
Dissertation: "Control of Gonadotropin Secretion in the Rat: Effects of
Prior Ovariectomy on Prolactin Secretion and Cytology in Adeno-
Hypophysial Hornografts"
Jane Elliott Nicholson?", Bardstown
Major: Anatomy
Dissertation: "Radioactivity in Neonatal Reproductive Organs Following
Administration of uj-l-Testosterone or 3H-Estrodiol"
Kent R. Patterson", Lexington
Major: English
Dissertation: "The Uncertain Light"
Philip Joseph Perricone CH> , Winston-Salem, N.C.
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Attitudinal Correlates of Intergenerational Mobility: The
Case of a High Status Profession"
Bruce A. Peseau, Lexington
Major: Education
Dissertation: "An Assessment of the Quality of Quick Quantitative
Judgments Among Educational Finance Specialists"
Marija Petrovska, Knoxville, Tenn.
Major: French
Dissertation; "Iaroslav Vrchlicky Critique De La Poesie Romantique
Fran(,"aise"
Ruth Ann Phillips, Danville
Major: Education
Dissertation: "An Epistemological Justification of the Place of Literary
Art in the Curriculum"
Arnold Hubert Pieterse, Aerdenhout, The Netherlands
Major: Biological Sciences
Dissertation: "Studies on Flowering and Turion Formation in Lernnaceae"
Ronald Ray Proffitt" (degree awarded posthumously), Vilas,
N.C.
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Isobaris Analog States in the 88Sr. (p,n) !l8Y and 88 Sr.
(p,p) sa Sf. Reactions"
James Alfred Ramage, Ft. Thomas
Major: History




Dissertation: "The Physiological Activity of Calcitonin in Avians"
Jose Luis Rey-Barreau", Louisville
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "El Concepto de La Muerte en Cuatro Poetas Premodern-
istas"
Samuel Anthony Rodgers, Winchester
Major: Education
Dissertation: "A Comparative Analysis of All Accredited Two-Year
Colleges"
Dale Maurice Royalty" "",Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: "Banking, Politics, and the Commonwealth, Kentucky,
1800-1825"
James A. Ryan", Blandville
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Effect of Salts on Ammonification in Soil"
I-Iardeo SahaiQ-, Lexington
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Contributions to the Estimation of Variance Components
in Balanced Random Models"
Ronald Lee Sanders", Carbondale, Ill.
Major: Business and Economics
Dissertation: "The Demand for Distilled Spirits and an Evaluation of
the Quasi-Experimental Method of Estimating Price Elasticity"
Milwant Singh Sandhu", Lexington
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation; "Physiology of Dwarfism in Cucumber (Cucumis Satlvus L.)"
Patricia M. Santoliquido", Arlington, Mass.
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "The Determination of Bismuth in Meteorites and Rocks
by Neutron Activation Analysis"
Calvin L. Schoulues" ", Highland Heights
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Biological and Biochemical Aspects of Zoospore Production
in Aphanomyces euteiches Drecbs"
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Hubert Donovan Scott" ", Kenly, N.C.
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Diffusion of Selected Herbicides in Water and in Soil
to Soybeans"
Linda Preston Scott, Richmond
Major: Education
Dissertation: "Teaching, Action and Metaphor: Toward a Resolution
of the Cognitive-Affective Debate"
Dolok T. H. Sihombing, Lexington
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effects of Iodine Level, Type of Diet and Coitrogens on
Performance and Thyroid Status of Growing Pigs"
Wood Carlton Sisarcick", Wheeling, W. Va.
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Variations of the Definition of a Function of Bounded
Index"
Arend E. Smid Q Q, Thedford, Ontario
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Influence of Potassium and Shade on Carbon Dioxide
Assimilation and Potassium and Sugar Distribution in Maize"
Peter Craig Smith, Lexington
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Negro Hamlets and Gentleman Farms: A Dichotomous
Rural Settlement Pattern in Kentucky's Bluegrass Region"
Richard Weldon Snarr, Lexington
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "An Analysis of the Relationship Between Professional
and Bureaucratic Orientations and Rule of Law Among Policemen"
Charles James Sniffen", Orono, Me.
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The Measurement of Metabolite Absorption Employing




Dissertation: "Growth and Development of the Choroid Plexuses of the
Domestic Fowl (Gallus domesticus)"
Carl R. Spitznagel, Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "The Lattice of Congruencies on a Band of Groups"
William Charles Steen Q, Clarksdale, Miss.
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Oxidation of Thiosulfate-Sulfur in Three Kentucky Soils
as Influenced by Rate of Sulfur Application, Inoculation of Auto-
trophic and Heterotrophic Microorganisms and Exchangeable
Manganese"
Charles Edward Storie", Blacksburg, Va.
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Investment Analysis of Public Teacher Retirement Systems
with Emphasis on Investment Policies and Practices"
Alan James Svajgr"", Lexington
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effects of Reduced Lactation Duration on Reproductive
Performance of Sows"
Gerald Ted SwansonQ, Denver, Colo.
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Electrical Properties of Bone as a Function of Age,
Immobilization, and Vibration"
James A. Tahmisian", Norfolk, Nebr.
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Premorbid Adjustment and Goal Directed Self-Presentation
of Schizophrenic Patients"
•• ..1.
Henry Sip-ie Tan Q, Lexington
Major: Pharmaceutical Chemistry
Dissertation: "The Synthesis of Potential Analgetic
Pyraznlidine and Piperidazine Rings"
Agents Based on the
Gene Franton Tarver", Monroe, La.
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "A Comparative Study of Gubernatorial Roles in Four
Southern States"
Charles W. Thomas I1Q, Richmond, Va.
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Determinants of Prisonization a Test of Two Analytical
Perspectives on Adult Resocializntion in Total Institutions"
Christopher Dante Tori "", Lexington
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "A Comparison of thc Contributions of Counterconditioning,
Expectancy, and Cognitive Information to Systematic Desensitization"
Patricia Lysbeth Tobin", Westwood, Mass.
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Conjugal Role Expectations, Identity, Evaluation of
Children and Family Planning Behavior"
C. J. WaechterH, Baltimore, Md.
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Regulatory Controls Exerted on the Methylation Pathway
Leading to Phosphatidylchcline Biosynthesis in Saccharomyces
Ccreotetoe"
Patricia Ann vValker"', Lexington
Major: Education
Dissertation: "The Effects of Hearing Selected Children's Stories that
Portray Blacks in a Favorable Manner on the Racial Attitudes of
Groups of Black and White Kindergarten Children"
Philip Weinstein", Bayside, N.Y.
Major: Education
Dissertation: "A Study of the Dental Student-Patient Relationship"
Mervin Forrest White", Pullman, Wash.
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Drinking Behavior as Symbolic Interaction"
UBa Marjatta Williams", North Miami Beach, Fla.
Major: German
Dissertation: "Das Mare Von Der Halbert Decke In Der Mittelhoch-
deutschen Literatur"
Werner Theodore WiliiamsQ, North Miami Beach, Fla.
Major: German
Dissertation: "Elements in the Works of Franz Kafka as Analogue of
his Inner World"
George Lee Wyatt", Athens, Ga.
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Residential Construction and the Composition Decision:
An Empirical Analysis, 1960-68"
Ainslie Thomas Young, [r.", Memphis, Tenn.
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Electron-Transfer Trapping of Carbanions: Kinetic and
Mechanistic Study of the Ionizntion and Subsequent Electron-
Transfer to Nitroaromntics of 9-Methoxyfluorene"
Richard Yukhin", Lexington
Major: Diplomacy
Diss~rtation: "Analysis of Industrial and Human Resource Development
in the Big Sandy Area"
Ruth ZimmerQ", Lexington
Major: English
Dissertation: "A Study of the Heroines in the Dramatic Pieces of James
Shirley"
Robert Dennis Zwicker, Lexington
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Model Calculation of the Effective Hamiltonian For a
Crystal Electron in a Magnetic Field"
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----------------------------------------------------------------
James Glenn BaughmanH, Lexington
Major: History
Lee Bernard Becker", Cold Spring
Major: Communications
Linda Lou Biggerstaff", Whitesburg,
Major: Communications
Elliot Michael Binns, Lexington
Major: Library Science
Crawford Harris Blakeman, jr.,
Middlesboro
Major: Anthropology
Luana Smith Blanton, Lexington
Major: Library Science
Doctor of Educotion
Jackson Wayne Ashley#O, Brownsville
Major: Educational Psychology and Counseling "
Dissertation: "The General Aptitude Test Battery as' r· Predictor of
Success in Vocational Courses in Selected Kentucky Schools"
Howard Cecil Barnett, Lexington
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "An Investigation of Relationships Among Achievement,
Perception of Teacher Style, and Cognitive Preferences of Students
in Tenth Grade Biology"
William Dean Bender", Lexington
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "Growth in Understanding Among Lay Citizens Through
Participation in School Planning"
James Verner Bolen", Mousie
Major: Educational Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "The Relationship Between Schools with Self-Induced
Educational Innovation and Schools with Externally Introduced
Educational Innovation on Selected Variables"
Sam Brown, Jr.0o, Lexington
Major: Educational Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "Democratic Management: Implications for Local School
Administration in Educational Planning"
Rupert Dean Burkett", Lexington
Major: Business Education
Dissertation: "The Business and Office Programs in the Vocational
Schools of Kentucky: An Appraisal"
Elsa Merle Clemonsoo, Lexington
Major: Business Education
Dissertation: "An Assessment of the Cooperative Education Programs
in the Secondary Schools of Kentucky"
William Edward Collie, Lexington
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "The Effect of Videotape Replay on a Teacher's Self-
Evaluation of his Teaching Performance"
Paul Burton Cook, Bowling Green
Major: Higher and Adult Education
Dissertation: "The Involvement of Academicians in Government Service
from 1900 Through the Early Years of the New Deal"
Albert J. Hauselman 0, Lexington
Major: Educational Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "Personality and the Choice of Undergraduate Major: A
Test of Holland's Theory"
Marcus Ray Kelly", Teaneck, N.J.
Major: Educational Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "Pupil Tutoring in Reading of Low-Achieving Second
Grade Pupils by Low-Achieving Fourth Grade Pupils"
Master of Arts
Nicos Emmanuel Alexandrakis" (10,
Lexington
Major: Economics
Charles T. Alton", Lexington
Major: Diplomacy
Melvin Slay Arrington, [r., Jackson, Miss.
Major: Library Science
Richard Francis Bantle, Louisville
Major: History
George Peter Bartnik, Lexington
Major: Geography
Ed R. Perkins", McKenzie, Tenn.
Major: Educational Psychology and Counseling
Dissertation: "Relationships Among Empathy, Genuineness, Nonpossessive
Warmth, and College Teacher Effectiveness and Selected Character-
istics"
Everett Earl Pfanstiel, jr.", Lexington
Major: Educational Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "A Discriminant Analysis of the Orientation of Principals
and Teachers in Changing and Stable Schools"
Roy Vance Ramage 0, Lexington
Major: Educational Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "The Organizational Identification of a State's Public
School Administrators in Relation to Selected Personal Variables
and to Selected Organizational Variables"
Robert Wesley Randall, Richmond
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "The Effects of Videotaped Microteaching on the Self
Concepts of Social Studies Student Teachers"
Charles Herbert Reedy", Lexington
Major: Higher and Adult Education
Dissertation: "Personality Characteristics of Students in Correspondence
Courses"
Diane J. Renne e\;-,Lexington
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "Effects of Three Teaching Procedures on Student Achieve-
ment and Satisfaction in an Introductory Special Education Course"
John Coakley Richardsonu, Hartsville, S.C.
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "The Effects of Teacher Race, Segregation/Desegregation,
Student Race, and Student Sex on Teacher-Reported Student
Behavior"
John Henry Vansant, Sanely Hook
Major: Educational Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "Perceptions of the Secondary School Held by Twelfth
Grade Students and Secondary Teachers in Eastern Kentucky"
Doctor of Musicol Arts
Mary P. Hansard", Northport, Ala.
Dissertation: "The Vocal Polyphonic Style of the Latin Church Music
by Thomas Tallis (c. 1505-1585)"
Robert Lee Patrick" 0, Lexington
Dissertation: "A Computer-Based Thematic Index to the Works of
Heinrich Schiitz"
John David Book, Jr.oo", Morehead
Major: History
William Dillon Brockhaus", Lexington
Major: English
Sister M. Barbara Rose Brockhoff",
Covington
Major: Music




Robert Michael Buckley, Lexington
Major: Economics
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Dianne Howard Caines:", Frankfort
Major: Physical Education
Jessica Clay Cannon, Lexington
Major: Political Science
William Wallace Caywood 0, Paris
Major: English
James B. Channon, Lexington
Major: Communications
George Michael Cincala, Jr.H, Natrona
Heights, Pa.
Major: Geography
John Francis Clancy, jr. Manchester,
N.H.
Major: Diplomacy
Barbara Evans Clark" 0, Lexington
Major: Mathematics
James David CliburnH, Scottsville
Major: Economics
Lucien E. Coleman, Jr,4, Louisville
Major: Communications
Lana Lou Cooper", Somerset
Major: English
Nicholine Mellish CoreH, Jacksonville,
N.C.
Major: Spanish
Patsy Clay Cox", Lancaster
Major: Mathematics
Michael S. Croussore", Lafayette, Ind.
Major: Physical Education
Jonathan Edwin Culver"", Lexington
Major: History
Sara Elizabeth Dance, Erlanger
Major: Library Science
Carol Edwina Davis, Owensboro
Major: History
William Stephen Davis" 4, Lexington
Major: Anthropology
Joseph Young DeSpain, Greensburg
Major: English
Patricia Ann Dtcktnsonv", Saint Albans,
W. Va.
Major: Communications
Margaret Elaine Dillhunt, Ft. Wright
Major: Communications
Edward H. Dougherty", Lexington
Major: Psychology
Wallace Lee Dryden, Lexington
Major: Physical Education
Tom Verne Ellis, Lexington
Major: Communications
Joseph Hedges Ewalt, Lexington
Major: Communications
William Roy Fewell", Dallas, Tex.
Major: Political Science
Roland P. Ficken", Lexington
Major: Sociology
Elizabeth Jane FirthOO, Edmond, Okla.
Major: French
John Robert Flaningam"", Columbus,
Ind.
Major: History
Clark Fleming, Clintwood, Va.
Major: Mathematics
Jill Fothergill, Bellerose, N.Y.
Major: Theatre Arts
Marilyn Lee Fox, Dayton
Major: English
Linda Lou Freese, Florence
Major: Psychology
Janet Kay Gardner, Henderson
Major: Spanish




Mary Linda Granacher, Lexington
Major: Physical Education
Barbara Peercy Hale44, Lexington
Major: Spanish
William Clinton Hendersonoo, Bowling
Green
Major: Economics
Craig Edward Hodge, Medina, 0,
Major: Political Science
Margaret May Hcward" ", Lexington
Major: Communications
Ned Glenn Howenstine't ", Lexington
Major: Economics
Virginia F. Hurst", Jeffersonville, Ind.
Major: Sociology
Ronald Richard [anssen", Lexington
Major: English
Maurice W. Jeffries, [r., Louisville
Major: Communications
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Arvin Howard Jupin, Lexington
Major: English
Daniel Melvin Keeran, Marion, O.
Major: History
Patricia Hopkins Khazaeli" ", Lexington
Major: English
Mary Alice Knierim, Atlanta, Ca.
Major: English
Lesley Lissc Koster"0, Lexington
Major: French
David R. Lairson't ", Covington
Major: Economics
David Dale Lanier f '", Winchester
Major: Psychology
Linda Luray Larimore, Lexington
Major: Physical Education
Gerald Joseph LynchOO, Lexington
Major: Economics
James Michael Mcfkrrmick"", Adairville
Major: Diplomacy
James Anthony McDowell, South
Boston, Va.
Major: Mathematics
James Barry Mcltadyen" ", Lexington
Major: Economics
Carol Landgraf McKayo 0, Lancaster
Major: Spanish
Lawrence Robert Mand"", Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Vickie Rita Marley't ", Beud, Tex.
Major: Spanish
Edward W. Maynard" 0, Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Carolyn Lunsford Mears, Flagstaff, Ariz,
Major: English
Francis Joseph Mellens ", Henderson
Major: English
Randall C. Merris, Lexington
Major: Economics
Matthew Mark Miller, Lexington
Major: Communications
Wayne Edward Mtller" ", Lexington
Major: Economics
Bill David Minix, Lexington
Major: Political Science
Connie Lee Mitchelloo, Baxter
Major: History
Eve G. Monk, Pipestem, W. Va.
Major: German
Elaine Long Montjoy", Lexington
Major: English
Kathleen Marie Morrison, Louisville
Major: English
Mario Munoz, Medellin, Columbia
Major: Spanish
Sharon E. Myrick", Jacksonville, Fla.
Major: Sociology
Vincent John Nerviano, Lexington
Major: Psychology
Mary Jo Martin Netherton", Morehead
Major; French
Edward Albritton Newton"", Henderson
Major: Economics
James Merle Nickell, Lexington
Major: History
Alvar L. Nieves", Lexington
Major: Sociology
Carole Anne O'Brien", Warwick, R.I.
Major: English
James Russell Ogden" ", Louisville
Major: Economics
Marguerite Marie Ogden, Covington
Major: Philosophy






Thomas Marshall Patrick" 0, Lexington
Major: Economics
Barbara A. Patterson", Crownsville, Md.
Major: Physical Education
Philip Edwin Paulin, Lexington
Major: Political Science
Diane Dennis Paxton, Lexington
Major: Economics
Sandra Kay Perkins", Joplin, Mo.
Major: Physical Education
William B. Plummer, Lexington
Major: Sociology
Frances H. Pozzuto ", Lexington
Major: Sociology
Carl Joseph Post, Valley Stream, N.Y.
Major: History
William John Price III, Lexington
Major: Psychology
Gregory D. Rawlings, Midway
Major: Geography
Jonathan Scott Raymond, Wilmore
Major: Psychology
Burnam William Reynolds, Wilmore
Major: History
Linda Gay Johnson Bfoux"", Ottawa,
Ontario
Major: English
Catherine Eileen Rising, Melrose, Fla.
Major: Music
Carol B. Robertson'>, Bowling Green
Major: English
Harold D. Hosenheim" ", Lexington
Major: Psychology
Margaret Jean Ryan", Elizabethtown
Major; Germanic Languages and
Literatures
Michael Wayne Schaefer, Lexington
Major: Communications
Barry J. Schellhase", Lexington
Major: English
Edith Ann Hammonds Schneider",
Lexington
Major: English
Judy Ann Shaw", Louisville
Major: English
Sara Judith Smiley", Lexington
Major: History
Hanford Dozier Stafford, Prospect
Major: History
Thomas Leo Stengel", Louisville
Major: French
James Darwin Stephens, Georgetown
Major; History
James Thomas Sturgis, Ir."", Snow Hill,
Md.
Major; History
Susan SutterOO, Forest Hills, N.Y.
Major: Communications
Wayne Kenneth Talley", Lexington
Major: Economics




Richard Carlton Thornton, Bowling
Green
Major: Communications
Pierre Marie Torquebiau, Montpellier,
France
Major: Political Science
Stephen Little Traughber", Louisville
Major: Diplomacy




Paul Richard Wagner, Louisville
Major: Communications
Glenn Reed Wallace, Lexington
Major: Library Science
John Joseph Watson, [r.", Berea
Major: Spanish





Sandra C. Williams", Louisville
Major: English
James M. Wood, Louisville
Major: English
Vonda Lynn Wood, Lexington
Major: Communications
Diana Ward Woodroof", Maysville
Major: Sociology




Jeanne Reynolds Angus", West Chicago,
Ill.
Major: Chemistry
Larry Wayne Ashbys ", Russellville,
Major: Chemistry
Crump Walker, Bakeroo, Hopkinsville
Major: Mathematics
Billy Joe Barber, Lexington
Major: Physics
Stephen H. Benedict?", Lexington
Major: Microbiology
joye Norris Bennett" ", Shelbyville
Major: Physical Education
Richard A. Borden <I '>, Lexington
Major: Anatomy
Barbara Anne Burr, Lexington
Major: Anatomy
Andrew Cammack" ", Owenton
Major: Botany
Jerry Wayne Campbell, Corbin
Major: Physics
Sharon Dennett- Chandler'>". Ft. Knox
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Jimmie D. Conrad, Rumsey
Major: Botany
Randall William Cox, Georgetown
Major: Botany
Frederick Hershel Cranford, Middletown,
O.
Major: Mathematics
Judith K. Goodspeed, Amherst, O.
Major: Animal Sciences
Marie Antoinette Cutiahr" <I, Cincinnati,
O.
Major: Physical Education
Thomas Leslie Hearn, Frankfort
Major: Chemistry
William R. Henning'>, Lexington
Major: Animal Sciences
Mary Faith Hershey, Lexington
Major: Zoology
Mel-Ann Angela Hsieh HsuH,
Lexington
Major: Chemistry
Rungruang Isarangkura '>'>, Lexington
Major: Horticulture
David Horton Johnson, Lexington'
Major: Botany




Robert Lewis Jolly'><I, Hardinsburg
Major: Physics
James Kimbro Kearby?", Hickman
Major: Geology
James Alan Kuhlenschmidt, Lexington
Major: Chemistry
Thomas P. LaFontaineU, Ft. Wayne,
Ind.
Major: Physical Education
Thomas Fredrick Lundeen, Lexington
Major: Zoology





Joseph Jan Michalsky, Jr.H, Lexington
Major: Physics
Henry Doyle Mills, Artemus
Major: Physics
Billy Wayne Morrison", Warren, O.
Major: Plant Patholoby
Frederick Connerley Nahm", Bowling
Green
Major: Chemistry
Tawachai Na Nagara, Lexington
Major: Agronomy
Enrique NavarroH, EI Marques,
Caracas, Venezuela
Major: Geology
Ernesto P. Parreno, Lexington
Major: Botany
Kenneth William Patterscn" ", Lexington
Major: Statistics
Kennon V. Pavona ", Lexington
Major: Geology
Susan Hasse Pepe<llli, Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Dennis Alan Perkinson ° '>, Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Beth Elaine Prtce" ", Shickshinny, Pa.
Major: Chemistry
David George Pursley, Lexington
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
John William Riffe, Kingwood, W. Va.
Major: Economics
Darrell Windell Robinson, Louisville
Major: Mathematics
Wilbur Lynn Schertz <I , Gibson City, Ill.
Major: Chemistry
Michael D. Schlosseroo, Nicholasville
Major: Mathematics
Robert Leo Schoenhoff" 0, Louisville
Major: Microbiology
Ronald Leonard Seeling, Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Mary E. Skillman, Hardinsburg
Major: Economics
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John David Wallen, Prestonsburg
Major: Chemistry
Shirley J. Wasson, Lexington
Major: Chemistry
Nancy Ann Wilmes", Harper Woods,
Mich.
Major: Botany
William Edward Woods, Smithfield
Major: Zoology
Man-Shu Chang Yang" ", Lexington
Major: Chemistry
Master of Science in Agri~ulture
Gerald R. Bradley" 0, Powderly
Major: Cooperative Extension Education




Harold David Collins", Georgetown
Major: Agricultural Economics
Afifuddin Bin Hajiomar ", Kedah,
Malaysia
Major: Sociology
Robert H. Hatton?", Lexington
Major: Animal Sciences
Douglas Howard'"", West Liberty
Major: Agronomy








Carlos Roel Marroquin e", Cuyotemango,
Guatemala
Major: Animal Sciences
Kampanart Mookdee ", Lexington
Major: Agronomy
John Allen PlambeckH, Davenport, Ia.
Major: Animal Sciences






Prinya Srisavangvonk" ", Lexington
Major: Agronomy







Master of Science in Agricultural
Engineering
Ronald E. Clower, Mt. Airy, Md.
Arnemann Rolf Crender" ", Pippa Passes
Terry Michael Midden, Lexington
Frederick A. Payne, Hardinsburg
William O. Peterson(!(!, Loretto
Larry Gene wells?", Raleigh, N.C.
Philip Wayne Westerman, Corydon
Master of Science in Chemical
Engineering
Ronnie Joe Burkhead?", Elizabethtown
James Andrew Carlton", Maceo
Stephen Scott Felton, Middletown, O.
Vtshwanath R. Keshaviah" ", Bangalore,
India
Richard Nils Lindstrom'i ", Peoria, Ill.
Gary Duane McCutchen e"", Lexington
Ronald Kenneth NilsenH, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Virendra K. RavalH, Lexington
Jaime L. Sampedro"", Lexington
Hans G. Schroeder" ", Lexington
Master of Science in Civil
Engineering
Eduardo Caicedo(!(!, Lexington
Elliott Padgett Cleveland, Jr., Marietta,
S.C.
Jose R. DelgadoH, Lexington
Daniel R. Dolan, Lexington
Kenneth Donald Kaltenbach, Ft. Thomas
Gustavo Renan Leoro, Lexington
Charles Ronald Lovan (!(!, Owensboro
Ora Clinton Main, Lexington
Joseph Michael Osborne", Stillwater,
Minn.
Alfredo Pineda, Lexington
Charles Reece Scroggin, Williamstown
Bruce Spence Siria", Lexington
Caroline Patrick Wade" ", Lexington
George Markham Woolwine", Princeton
Master of Science in Electrical
Engineering
John Patton Baker, Jru, Lexington
Ben W. Carr, jr., Harlan
Larry M. Ernst, Lexington
James Henry Hubbard, Lexington
Randall A. Maddox?", Lexington
Paul Joseph RiegerH, Lexington
William Franklin Robinson, Versailles
Wilson M. Routt, Jr.04, Lexington
Robert Ray Schomburg, Lexington
Dale Stanford White, Lexington
Master of Science in Engineering
Mechanics
Walter William Steinmann, Ft. Thomas
Michael H. Ulrich, Lexington
Master of Science in Mechanical
Engineering
Amit Bhattacharya (!, Lexington
Thomas W. Blanck, Lexington
Leslie Dennis Boggs" ", High Splint
Clifford Glenn Brown, Austin, Texas
Jagjit Singh Ded", Lexington
John P. Grannis, Lexington
Ramaswamy Lakshmikanthan ", Lexington
Joseph c. Lambiotte, Lexington
Shantaram R. Parulekar", Lexington
Eduardo Rivadeneira, Guayaquil,
Ecuador
Kenneth N. K. Singh", Lexington
Douglas Virgil Smith, Lexington
Master of Science in Metallurgical
Engineering
Vishwas Vinayak Cadgil", Lexington
Thomas Byron Hurshman, Lexington
Ramakant Pandurang Indap ", Lexington
Vinay Vithal Shnkhande"", Lexington
Kingyeh Wang(!<>,Hanover Park, Ill.
Master of Science in Nuclear
Engineering
Daniel Wilson KaneH, Morganfield
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Master of Arts In Education
Deborah Pierson Agsten, Charlestown,
w. Va.
John Hunt Alexander", Lexington
Marcella Pitts Allen", Englewood, Ohio
Leslie S. Anderson", Lexington
Marilynn Vire Anderson, Monticello
Gerald Lawrence Atkins", Louisville
Stefanie Spikell Auslander", Lexington
Kenneth L. Bailey, Louisville
Gary Wayne Baker, Lexington
Kenneth Ray Baldridge", Lackey
Carole Gwen Banks", Lexington
Nancy Fowler Barton, Lexington
Peter Wade Beaty, Wilmore
Cinda Raye Belanger, Hammond, Ind.
Michael P. Bell", Lexington
Rebecca Bell, Dawson Springs




Joanne Elizabeth Bistany", Massapequa
Park, N.Y.
Glenda Martin Blakeman", Harrodsburg
Sarah Yeary Boggs, Lexington
Julien Hope Fuller Bolling", Lexington
John Edwin Bond", Cumberland
Susan Lee Botkin, Lexington
Mildred Correll Brainard <>,Somerset
Dana Joel Brehm, Queens, N.Y.
Princess Alona Bright-o-o,Erie, Penn.
Robert Broniecki, Jeffersonville, Ind.
Brenda Ann Brooks", Lexington
Henry Matthew Brown", Louisville
Patricia Leonard Brown, Paris
Ann Horton Burns, Lexington
Susan Elizabeth Bush (!(!, Louisville
E. Charles J. Butcher", Lexington
Charles V. Caldwell, Walton
Marvin Arnold Carney, Jr., Louisville
Calvin R. Chaney", Campbellsville
Jessica M. Charron", Lexington
Virginia Carol Cheek", Lexington
Anita janett Childress" ", Lexington
Jeanne Agnes Chilton (!, Salvisa
Catherine Clark", Lexington
Jane Ellen Clark", Louisville
Diana Parker Clay", Maysville
Paula Deana Clifford, Elizabethtown
Patricia Dell Cole, Louisville
Clarence Ronald Coleman, Louisville
Melissa W. Cook", Lexington
Barbara Sue Coombs(!Q, Indianapolis,
Ind.
Penelope Ann Cooper, Louisville
Cora Lee Cornett", Viper
JoAnn Crigger Cornett", Lexington
Jina B. Craft<>,Hazard
Marilyn B. Creech, Lexington
James Eric Cullen, Lexington
Judith Hoover Culver(!(!, Lexington
Jane L. Dal1etQQ, Tupper Lake, N.Y.
Patrick Henry Dallet", New York City,
N.Y.
Harriet Damon, Louisville
Lorraine Kroeger Darley, Lexington
Sandra B. Diamond", Louisville
Daniel Reed Doman, Wheeling, W. Va.
Roy Hancock Dorsey, Ir", Jeffersontown
Sandra Hays Dorsey", Jeffersontown
Jessica Victoria Downey, Durham, N.C.
Phyllis Ann Drake, Louisville
Gerald V. Dugan, Jr. (I (I, Louisville
Linda Dille Duncan (I , Chesapeak, O.
Lucy Terry Eddins", Frankfort
Ellen H. Feldman, Elkins Park, Pa.
Minerva Spicer Figgs, Lexington
Martha G. Ftghtmaster" ", Lexington
Gregory Franics Fisher, Louisville
Sherry T. FlorenceH, Lexington
William Haywood Fossett" (I, Cincinnati,
O.
John Bernard French, Louisville
Rebecca Daugherty Garmon, Covington
James A. Garvey, Oak Park, Ill.
James Edwin Oash"", Harrodsburg
Brenda Kay George, Paducah
Patricia Landman Cersh", Lexington
Bernard Marshall Cershenson",
Bethesda, M (1.
Harold E. Gilmer (I , E. Tallassee, Ala.
Linda Jo GloreH, Louisville
David K. Coff", Lexington
Margie Burrows Coldie", Mt. Sterling
Sister Sharron Coller", Covington
James B. Coode", Louisville
Donald Ray Graham (I , Elizabethtown
Janet Morrison Graham", Campbellsville
Hawley Meredith Gravitt", Lexington
Mary Todd Gregory", Mt. Vernon
Susan Jane Hagedorn, Gaithersburg, Md.
Judith Ray Hahn", Bloomfield
Sally Ann Hale, Liberty
Joseph Raymond Hampton, Louisville
Steven Bishop Hansen", Lexington
Ann Kirk Hardman", Louisville
Mary Elizabeth Hardy"', Irvine
Ruth Watts Harshbarger(l(l, Lexington
Virginia Hedges"', Henderson
Doris Jean Hill"', Benham
Bertie Wenzel Hines, Lexington
Rosemary HoBing, Cincinnati, O.
Marvin Clinton Holmes, Lexington
Pamela Jean Hough, Paducah
Patricia Jane Howard"', Wallins
Donna Louise Howell "', Louisville, O.
Mary E. Hoyer, Tacoma, Wash.
Peggy Schalk Hull, Lexington
Ellen Neely Hurt, Mayfield
Leonore Morgan Ittmann ¢!¢!,Lexington
Leonard L. Iverson, Austin, Minn.
Bettye Killough Jackson>:>,Lexington
Pamela Sue Jahn, La Mesa, Calif.
Don Lloyd Johnson"', Louisville
Judith Johnson Jones, Louisville
Howard Robert JustH, Radcliff
Carolyn P. Kavs" ", Louisville
Gretchen Kehle, Lexington
Margaret I-Iare Kellar" ¢!,Lexington
Margie Lee KennedyH, Louisville
Glenn Charles Kirku, Warfield
Ron Magnus Kisch¢!(I, Lexington
Nancy Cowin Knight" ", Lexington
Rosemary Ann Koch" ", Lexington
Paul George Koshgerian, [r.",
Havertown, Penn.
Carole Kurtz Kruse, Lexington
Nadine Laws Ladd, Lexington
Marie Cottingham Lambert, Henderson
Thomas Stanley Lawton, jr.",
Birmingham, Mich.
Vicki Leet>:>,Lexington
Gerard J. Legere, Lexington
Lora A. Lehman", Versailles
Judith Munro Leighton, Louisville
William Munro Leighton, Louisville
Barry Vincent Lepera, Portola Valley,
Calif.
Earl Levan Lewis", Winter Haven, Fla.
Diana Denee Linkous", Lebanon, O.
Warren Robert Luckner, Louisville
Betty Ann Luscher", Frankfort
Elaine Cora McCormick"', Fairborn, O.
Mary Ann Mclilwee", St. Albans, W. Va.
Mercedes A. Mcffann ", Jamesville, N.Y.
John Neil Mclntyre, Jr.u, Badin, N.C.
Andrew James McMahon, Louisville
Dottie M. McRae, Lexington
Mary Warfield MacNutt"', Lexington
Patricia Ann Magee", Galveston, Texas
Patricia Ann Magee", Lexington
Jane Williams Maguire, Lexington
Ann Goben Major, Lawrenceburg
Karen Gabriel Mann'"", Lexington
Lawrence Robert Martin", Lexington
Rose Elvis Meads, Nicholasville
Mary Ellen Meece, Lexington
Sara Leggett Mtddleton" ", Dry Ridge
Teresa S. Mitsch", Lexington
Judith King Moore", Georgetown
Susan Moorhead l>, Lexington
Mary [o Morrow", Wilmore
Beverly Ann Moss, Midway
Martha Jane Moutz(l, Wilmore
Ann R. Muir(l(l, Bardstown
Donald Lee Musselman, Lexington
Kenneth Eugene Noah, Danville
Jane Huddleston Nooe¢!, Harrodsburg
Richard Leo O'Malley, Louisville
Lark Helen Ortman, Valley Station
Wendy Yohe Osborne, Louisville
Cheryl Elaine Parks¢!, Lexington
Robert Joseph Patrick""", Lexington
James Bryan Parsons (I , Louisville
Sylvia Kay Patton¢!, Canon City, Colo.
Charles David Peters, Lawrenceburg
Carolyn N. Phillips, Lexington
Norma Jean Phillips"'''', Lexington
Rick P. Phillips, Lexington
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Ann Tucker Pike", Lexington
Susan Claire Pillans ", Lexington
Irma Strache Pinkerton", Lexington
Susan Marie Plasz, Lexington
Mary Sackfield Porter", Louisville
Rozella Motley Potter, Lexington
Budiharta Powachana, Lexington
Audrey H. Pratt", Paintsville
Dan Calvin Quigley, Oakland, Calif.
Nancy-]o Hawlins", Lexington
Lawrence J. Hay", Vine Grove
Rose Marie Ray", Elizabethtown
William Moss Redmond, Lexington
Joanna B. Reed", Lexington
Deborah Earlene Rice"'¢!, Versailles
Patricia Ward Richards", Frankfort
Jane Lynn Richardson", Nicholasville
Jerry K. Richardson", Lynch
Carol Ann Hizk", Lexington
Linda Kaye Cluck Robinson",
Elizabethtown
Samuel Joseph Romano, Cumberland
Paul Rominger, Berea
Rosalee Hey", Nancy
Roberta Kramer Hush" (I, Lexington
Lee Chadwick Russell, Harrodsburg
Lynne P. Sanders", South Bend, Ind.
Thomas Ray Sanders, Royal Oak, Mich.
Ruth Epperson Sandidge", London
Dorothy Dorrycctt Savage, Lexington
Kathleen Groves Schaffer, Lexington
Thomas William Schmitt, Louisville
Charles Richard Schubert", Benham
Stephen Neal Schwartz, Lexington
Marcia Jenne Schwertman, Georgetown
Mary Kathryn SecrestU, Maloneton
Michael J. Seiler", Lexington
Ruth Ann Badgett Shaw", Frankfort
Mary George Shewmaker", Harrodsburg
William David Shewmaker", Springfield
Edward Ellsworth Shook, Jr. (I, Kokomo,
Ind.
David Craine Shulhofer, Louisville
John Raphael Simon, Kenmore, N.Y.
Nell Browder Simpson" ¢!, Irving, Tex.
Michael McLeod Sinclair, Louisville
Lydia Wells Sledge", Bowling Green
Robert Michael Somogyi"', Poughkeepsie,
N.Y.
Rosalyn Cynthia Sontz, Louisville
Joyce Munford Southgate"', Lexington
Carol Wiley Spotts¢!, Lexington
Cheryl Ann Starnes"', Paintlick
Sarah Wiley Stephens¢!, Millersburg
Lantis W. Stewart, Lexington
Larry Brent Stewart¢!, Lexington
Henry Alan Stivers(l, Lexington
Genevieve Stokes, Louisville
Anne Irvin Sullivan>:>,Lexington
Mary Ellen Swindler, Louisville
Cherry L. Swint"', Sandersville, Ga.
Beulah Carolyn Sykesl>, Louisville
Charleen Burris Tate¢!, Paris
Patricia T. Tatman(l, Lexington
Ann F. Taylor, Lexington
Sister Mary David Thomas", Lebanon
James Hamilton Thompson",
Brandenburg
Patsy Berry Thompson", Brandenburg
Judy Lynn Tipton, Lexington
Margaret Virginia Tobin", Bardstown
Ronald L. Trabandt", Ashland
Linda Kaye Vicini", Lynch
Robert Powell Walker", Neon
Robert Gerard Walko", Lexington
Dorothy Rieke Wardv", Wilmore
Ronald B. Ward, Lexington
Sue Beckley Watson", Lexington
Sarah Margaret Weatherby, Louisville
Mary Kay Wells 4-, Pikeville
Bruce S. Werber, Louisville
Cheryl Shaw Westerfield", Lexington
Shirley Maye White, Albany
Tanya Sisk White", Lexington
Gladys Turner Willey4-, Versailles
Carol Ann Williams", Portsmouth, O.
Patricia Ellis Williams, Lexington
Kay Irvin Wills", Carlisle





Susan M. wood":", Springfield
Pamela Simpson Woodford"'''', Lexington
Carolyn Ann Hiner Worley, Harrodsburg
Goldie Bell Young", Lexington
Marjorie A. Young.", Lexington
James F. Zabierek'", Chelmsford, Mass.
Master of Science in Education
Danny Gale Bailey", Frankfort
William Raymond Benjamin, Lincroft,
N.J.
Ronald Wayne Boyle, Moreland
Judy Hamilton Burnett", Georgetown
Rosalie Wright Calloway" 4-,Georgetown
Connie Bruce Carpenter 4-, Nicholasville
Marilynn Holt Cunningham", Lexington
Jon Charles Dalton, Lexington
George Lindsey Davis, Lexington
Paul Theodore Davtson"", Jackson
Susan Ann Dempsey", Lyndhurst, N.J.
Walter E. Ellison 4-, Moores Hill, Ind.
Marsha Sue Fields4-4-,Ashland
Gale Phillips Hillenmeyer, Lexington
Pamela Steele Hoskins", Lexington
Thomas Edwards Isaacs", Lexington
Sharon Ann Jackson 4-,Loyall
Johnny Kent Johnson, Lexington
Peggy Sisk Meszaros, Lexington
Charles Alfred Parrish, Lexington
Joe Finrow Pedersen, Lexington
David Michael Radford 4-, Burkesville
Ulysses Simpson Reneauo, Albany
Sue Gibson Ruddy, Lexington
Lois Jean Sillaman", Wilmore
Arnold R. Spokane, Lexington
Helen Lilly Wheat", Lexington
Master of Science in Accounting
Carl David Coffee", Louisville
Martha Fuqua Johns""", Louisville
Thomas Michael Jones4-4-,Elizabethtown
Gary Mullins", Lexington
Davinder Singh Sahni, Lexington
Joseph Mitchell Szorcstkt" Lexington
Moster of Business Administration
Walter Ray Allen4-0, Lexington
Edgar Earl Baker, jr., Demossville
Clarence Henry Besten, jr., Lexington
Charles Philip Black", Shelbyville
William Anthony Block, Louisville
Jerry Thomas Booher", Lexington
Thomas G. Braun"'''', Lexington
Michael Ross Buchanan", Lexington
David Alan Collier, Paris
William Leslie Fisher, Russell
John Ward Floyd", Ashland
Georgia Irene Fullerton"'''', Lexington
Michael Louis Geiger, Bethlehem, Pa.
Larry Vincent Gilpin" 4-,Lexington
Henry Scott Hankla, Jr. 4-,Danville
James Ronald Jackson, Lexington
Lary Duane jones", Flemingsburg
Rong-Hwei Kuo4-4-,Kaohsiung, Taiwan,
China
Giles A. Light, Jr., Harrisburg, Pa.
Wallace MacGregor"', Dayton, O.
Melvin Eugene Morris4-4-,Lexington
Richard Morris Nelson", Ashland
Earl Phillip Pfeffer"', Louisville
Allen Ramsey Porter, Lexington
Walter Clay Rose", Ft. Campbell
John Shirley Shropshire 4-4-, Lexington
James Thomas Soder4-, Madisonville
Samuel Weaver Tinsley IIIo, Darien,
Conn.
Master of Science in Library Science
Caroline Everitt Allen4-4-,Jackson, Miss.
Sarah Burchett Allen, Prestonsburg
Marion Susan Amdursky", Rochester,
N.Y.
Saul J. Amdursky", Rochester, N.Y.
Michael Robert Averdicko"" Lexington
William H. Bacharachoo, Philadelphia,
Pa.
Mary Kathleen Baker, Louisville
Sydney C. Baker, Lexington
Marie B. Beckett"', Spring Hill, W. Va.
Susan Elizabeth Bennett, Circleville, O.
Charlotte Jane Bilz, Erlanger
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Eugenia Walker Boone", Springfield
Elizabeth Lee Boume", Mt. Sterling
Frances Gayle Boyd", Clover, S.C.
Sylvia Geertsen Boyd, Peekskill, N.Y.
Judith Muller Brown", Columbia, S.C.
Barbara Marianne Brundage"'4-, Bath,
N.Y.
Mary Kathryn Bunner, Chesterland, O.
Phyllis Durgan Calderonoo, Silver City,
N.M.
William LeRoy Carter ", Lexington
Kwing-Man Cheng""", San Francisco,
Calif.
Yvonne Haldi Cole, Lexington
Rose Jewell Colliero"" Lexington
Chloe Creech 4-,Bulan
Sara Poe Davidson (14-,Lexington
Barbara Kay Eubank", Eubank
Albert H. Evans, Lexington
Joel Wesley Evans, Midway
Barbara Sivis Fanning", Mt. Sterling
David William Faupel, Wilmore
Sally Ann Fiske", Pittsburgh, Pa.
Joe Brown Forsee, Murray
Henry Lawton France", Barboursville,
W. ve.
Rosemary Caiser ", Cincinnati, O.
Karen Lee Garrison", Somerset
Donlta Zane Gregory, Wilmore
Suzanne Hart" 4-,Henderson
Lynn Marie Hawkins 4-, New Orleans, La.
Carolyn Sue Hay, Prestonsburg
Mary Rebekah Harleston HeathU,
Lexington
Laurel Henage"", Lexington
Thomas Cooper Hobbs, Lexington
Carolyn Sue Holman 4-, Florence
Gretchen Louise Holzhauer",
Thornwood, N.Y.
Deanna B. Hudson", Lexington
Paul Vincent Johnson, Lexington
Cheryl [ones", La Center
Michael Francis Kelly", Lexington
Theresa E. Kelty, Lexington
Michiko Kwak, Richmond
Michael John La Croix, Burnside, Ill.
Virginia D. Landreth, Oxford, O.
Jay B. Larson", Morris, Ill.
Joan Kavanaugh Lesueur", Cullowhee,
N.C.
Ching-Hui Wen Liu4-, Charleston, W.
Va.
Ronald Joseph Locke, Lexington
Deborah Lenore Ludwig4-, Fairview
Park, O.
Donald Wallace Lyons4-4-,Lexington
Thomas Paul Marcum, Lexington
Maureen Welling Matkovich",
Wadsworth, O.
Sandra Works McChord4-, Lexington
Katherine Heaton McDowell4-,
Elizabethtown
Anne Katharine Middleton4-, Columbia,
S.C.
Cheryl Mathias Middleton, Covington
Woodvall Ray Moo;e, Houston, Texas
Betty Ilene Nelson", Columbia, S.C.
Jerald A. Nidich, Cincinnati, O.
Brenda Kay Nostrant", Russell
Katherine Jane Odle", Noblesville, Ind.
Stuart Lee Olmstead", Louisville
Kathleen Ann Orth" ", Kenosha, Wis.
Peggy Ann Jean Parks""", Charleston,
w. Va.
William Morris Pease, Jr.", Altoona, Pa.
Margaret Eblen Petro #, Lexington
Patricia Ann Prermattt"", Clifton, N.J.
James Allen Pollock", Oxford, Pa.
Charles-Alan Ralston"'l\ Lexington
Ona M. Rea'"#, Lexington
Ann Franklin Redmond", Lexington
Edith Hubbard Reid", Manchaster
Sandra Dockrey Robertson", Murray
Jane Ann Bobinsoo" ", Lexington
Catherine Gay Roeder, Warren, O.
Ileda Tilton Reitman, Richmond
Cheryl Rottgerin, Paducah
Carole Faith Sasser", Lexington
John Hebden Schaflner "", Lexington
Elizabeth Maxson Shier", Lexington
Caroline Crutcher Simmons", Lexington
Janet Lou Simpson, Hopkinsville
Jean Ellen Singleton", Freelandville, Ind.
Frank E. Smith", Williamsburg, Va.
Lena Denham Smith", Louisville
Peggy Morgan Smith", Elizabethtown
Marjorie Ann Stanley", Indianapolis,
Ind.
Martha Jean Stark, Uniontown, O.
Nancy Jane Stastny", Broadview
Heights, O.
Joyce Merchant Stocks, Cincinnati, O.
Donald Richard Sunday" ", State
College, Pa.
Eleanor Hatten Terry"', Elizabethtown
David Charles Thaw" ", Richmond, Va.
Carmen Mauris Thomas, Elizabethtown
Donald Henry Crenshaw Timberlake""",
Mechanicsville, Va.
Suzanne M. Traylor", Evansville, Ind.
Marvin Dean Trivette", Todd, N.C.
Don E. Uhls ", Columbus, Ohio
Mary Jane Unverzagt", Lexington
Caynell Thomas Valentine, Lexington
Gail Lucia Winters", Central City
Janet Ruth Witten", Sardis, Ohio
Bardie C. Wolfe, Jr., Charlottesville, Va.
Mary Alice Wright", Owensboro
Master of Music
Judith Ann Brown, Louisville
Elizabeth Marion Cawood" #, Harlan
Mary Harper Dannies, Hingham, Mass.
Thomas Monroe George", Salem
Paula Sowell Oroveston, Lexington
William A. Haas, Louisville
Marie Christine Lindvall"'#, Denver,
Colo.
Jack R. Lowther", Wheeling, W. Va.
Jennifer Moore Newman"'#, Lexington
Lawrence P. Thomas", Lexington
Gregory John Umber", Decatur, Ala.
James Harrison Whidden##, Lexington
Richard Dale Winslow", Kokomo, Ind.
Jack D. Zackery", Central City
Master of Science in Clinical
Nutrition
Nancy Ann Johnson #"', Lexington
Nancy Claire Smith, Sussex, Wis.
Bette Kyleen Ward, Lexington
Shirley W. Wellinghurst, Lexington
Master of Science in Home
Economics
Shikha Asthana" "', Lexington
Karen Sue Behm, Groveport, O.
Velva [erdene Cockrel, Bardstown
Lynne Rolfs Doyne, Lexington
Youssef S. M. Hafez, Lexington
Dorothy Carol Haggard, Lexington
Claudia Weinman [ett, Georgetown
Leona Grace Webb Montgomery",
Owensboro
Elaine Beverly Mosovsky" ". Tarentum,
Pa.
Rita Lynn Searcy Stout", Carrollton
Ann Duncan Strunk, Louisville
Master of Science in Statistics
Robert Hayes Brown, Lexington
Lawrence Ray Catlett, Hodgenville
Miguel A. Carcia-Conzalez ", Lexington
Karen J. Patterson, Lexington
Marvin Price Srnoek", Lexington
Master of Science in Medical
Radiation
Gene H. Sowelle"', Lexington
Moster of Science In Nursing
Ruth Anne Combs", Lexington
Emily Louise Egbert", Georgetown
Sondra Gibson Ferguson", Lexington
Sandra Belle Harshbarger", Lexington
Nancy Bryant Hynson", Lexington
. Wilda Jean Newman", Somerset
Rebecca Smoak Parrish", Orangeburg,
s.c.
Sister Marilyn Spink"', Louisville
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Master of Fine Arts
Hubert Lee Burton", Lexington
William E. Gruters, E. Hartford Ct.,
Conn.
Richard L. Higgs, Janesville, Wis.
Kenneth R. Steeves, Racine, Wis.
Master of Science in Dentistry
Daniel F. Rentz, jr."", Miami, Fla.
Master of Social YVork
Paul D. Acra, Lexington
Charles Henry Asher, Jr., Lexington
Thelma B. Bradford, Lexington
Lauretta Flynn Byars, Lexington
Joseph Medford Caudill, Lexington
Thomas J. Childers, Jenkins
Madgel Clare Cleveland, Waddy
Cleo Johnson Coleman, Lexington
Linda Charlene Cox, Williamsburg
Mervin Leroy Darter, Atlanta, Ga.
Fred Scott Downing, Lexington
William Joseph Dungan, Lexington
Dale Winifred Durham, Moreland
Vicki L. Fudge, Burkesville
Henry C. Galbraith, Lexington
Elizabeth Haddix, Lexington
Landrum Haddix, Lexington
William Cecil Hatter, Lexington
Toba Horwitz Hausner, Lexington
Tana Lou Heller, Portsmouth, O.
John Holbrook, Broadhead
Doris Zimmerman Johnson, Morehead
Susan Joseph, Louisville
John D. Lyons, Monticello
Gary Dee McDonald, Lexington
Barbara J. Meddin, Lexington
Charles David Medley, Lexington
Wilbert Maynard Miller, Versailles
Susan Jane Moore, Tyner
Janice Witzer Newman, Lexington
Dewell Edward Perry, Alva
Anita Spikes Privett, Lexington
Lester A. Richey, Hustonville
James M. Roberts, Lexington
Kenneth Fred Royse, Nicholasville
Mary V. Singler, Louisville
Irene Mae Sintay, Lexington
Lydia Arlene Sitler, Lexington
William Christian Steinhoff, E. Norwich,
N.Y.
Donald Leroy Stukas, Las Vegas, Nev.
Joseph Newton Suitor, [r., Princeton
Nathan Richard Sullivan, Lexington
Deborah Anne Webh, Premium
Daisy Lisenbee White, Monticello
Sheila Winett, Lexington
Judy 'Hodges Woodall, Lexington
Susan Bolotin Wurl, Lexington
College of law
Acting Dean: Robert G. Lawson
Juris Doctor
Margaret Marie Allison, Lexington
Mary Jo Anderson, Lexington
Sam William Arnold III, Cynthiana
Mark Glenn Arnzen, Ft. Thomas
James M. BakeriHI, Frankfort
James Gary Bale, Frankfort
Dan R. Bartley, Louisia
David Douglas Beals, Lexington
Robert Randolph Behnken, Lexington
James E. R. Bell, Hindman
Charles Nicholson Benson, Jr. <) G, Florence
James Franklin Blndley, Terre Haute,
Ind.
William Karnes Bodell II, Frankfort
Rebecca Minor Broaddus, Mattoon, Ill.
James Walker Bryant, Campbellsville
Arthur Joseph Bryson, Lexington
Henry McIntyre Burt, Louisville
L. Davis Bussey, Lexington
Cary J. Celestino? <), Lexington
Robert Lynn Chenoweth G G, Bourbon,
Ind.
David Raymond Choate, Albany
Murvel Eugene Combs~~, Ontario, Ore.
Thomas Clark Dawson, Bloomfield
Joseph Martin Day, Nebo
Truman Lewis Dehner" ~, Lexington
Garry Lynn Edmondson, Lexington
James Ronald Elktns" ", Benton
Neil Edwin Elltson" ", Lexington
Richard Lundy Elswick, Elkhorn City
Catlette Thompson Evans, Tompkinsville
Eric Vincent Evans, Lexington
Richard Lee Fain, Lexington
Edward Lambert Farmer, JT.~o,
Henderson
Robert Curtis Fields" 0, Catlettsburg
Thomas G. Fitch, Lexington
David Michael Foellger, Ft. Thomas
Louise Elizabeth Foley, Lexington
Tommy Joe Frtdy"", Onton
Fredric N. Frjske'"", Lexington
Fred Edward Fugazzi, [r., Lexington
Gordon Thomas Germain, Lexington
Brian Peter Cilfedder, Lexington
Fred Garland Greene, Lewisburg
William James Haberstrohoo, Altoona,
Pa.
William Halim Haboush, Lexington
William Henry Haden III, Louisville
Alan Montgomery Hall, Elizabethtown
Jimmy Martin HammondH, Lexington
John Eugene Hancock, Cold Spring
Charles Michael Hatzell, Lexington
Benjamin Walker Hawes, Jr., Owensboro
Michael Wesley Hawkins, Glasgow
Henry E. Hayden'CIO,Lexington
James Hite Hays" ", Shelbyville
John Douglas Havs"", Lexington
Ted Bryant Herbert, Lexington
Byron Hobgood, Madisonville
William Banks Hudson III, Lexington
William Edward Hudson, Greensburg
David Carman Hull, Murray
Joe Alan Jarrell, Ashland
Stephen S. Johnson, Louisville
William Henry Jones, Jr., Springfield
James Larry Karraker, Anna, Ill.
D. B. Kazee, Lexington
Larry G. Kelleyo 0, Lexington
Lowell Daniel Key, Paducah
Gilbert King, Jr., Gary, Ind.
William David King, Paducah
Jack Darrel Kiser, Lexington
Jane Kirkpatrick Kissling?", Lexington
Sammy Steven Knight, Murray
David W. Lamar, Lexington
James G. Lelvlaster" 0, Lexington
R. Neil Lewis, Lexington
Paul Littlefield, Lexington
George Elmore Long IIoo, Gilbertsville
Lee M. MacCracken, Lexington
Jerry Markbam"", Lexington
Timothy W. Martin, Henderson
Leslie Kirk Mason", Eminence
Roy Burl McCoy, Olive Hill
William F. McGeeo, Mayfield
Taft Avent McKinstry, Versailles
Gordon T. Mercer, Cape Vincent, N.Y.
Charles G. Middleton III, Louisville
William Earl Mitchell, Clay





Christopher Allen Muncy, Hyden
William Michael Nixon, Lexington
William B. Norment, jr., Henderson
Joseph Dean O'Leary, Louisville
Thomas Lee Osborne, Benton
Raymond D. Overstreet" 0, Liberty
Howard Cobb Parker, Lexington
Charles David Patrick, Lexington
Darren Wayne Peckler, Carbondale, Ill.
Robert Earl Pennington, Lexington
John Patrick Pieri, Buffalo, N.Y.
Mott V. Plummer, Vanceburg
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/PI
Richard Dennis Pompelio, Netcong, N.J.
Herbert Francis Ponder", Lexington
Ern Reynolds, Manassas, Va.
Richard Norvin Rose, Lexington
Robert Leslie Rosenbaum, Lexington
Dan Rowland °0, Lexington
Marvin Lewis Rudnick, Lexington
Joyce Mae Russell, Greensburg
James Stephen Sanders, Lancaster
John Stewart Schneider, Lexington
James Douglas Schrim, [r., Lexington
William Roddick Schuetze, Monroe, Wis.
Billy Wayne Sherrow" ", Lexington
William Bradley Short, Jr.H, Lexington
William L. Shraberg, Lexington
G. David Sparks, Owensboro
John Calvin Speer, Lexington
Richard Gary Spicer, St. Paul, Minn.
Michael Joseph Stapleton, Lafayette, Ind.
William Duncan Stark, Jr. 00, Lexington
Jack Grant Stephenson, Harlan
Richard Collins Stephenson, Lexington
William Lane StevensOO, Danville
Edward Van Stevenson, [r., Louisville
John William Stevenson, Stanley
Stephen Robert Streich, Chicago, Ill.
James Cole Strode, Lexington
Brian Godfrey Sullivan, Lexington
Paul Sullivan", Socorro, N.M.
L. C. Taylor, [r., Dallas, Tex.
Ralph Ernest Taylor" <:I, Lexington
Donna Hogg Terry, Middletown
Thomas Rodney Thomas, Louisville
William Rudolph Thomasoo, Lexington
William Washington Thomas III,
Lexington
Kelly David Thompson, Bowling Green
Vernon Cox Thompson, Jr.0, Table
Grove, Ill.
Donald Richard Todd, Lexington
Walter Michael Troop °0, Madisonville
Jerry Davis TmittOO, Lexington
Walter William Turner#<), Lexington
Joseph H. Vahlsing, Covington
David Richard VandeventerOO, Lexington
David Alan Weinberg, Lexington
Alfred John Welsh, Louisville
Scott Thomas. Wendelsdorf, Lexington
James Russell Westenhoefer, Hazel
Crest, Ill.
Ronald C. Whiteo 0, Lexington
Wilson Jeffrey Whittle, Kennett Square,
Pa.
Edward Joseph WinterbergOO, Erlanger
James George Woltermann, Bellevue
Catesby Woodford, Mt. Sterling
College of Medicine
Dean: William S. Jordan, Jr.
Doctor of Medicine
Roger D. Akers, Drift
John Robert Allen, Somerset
Robert Keith Allen, Lexington
Paul Stephen Armstrong, Ashland
Larry Steve Atkinson, Falmouth
Joseph Paul Bark, Akron, O.
George William Bauer III, Elizabethtown
Denis 1. Becker, Teaneck, N.}.
Richard McMurtry Bell, Cynthiana
Marvin Edwin Bishop, Falmouth
Nathan Leroy Brightwell, Henderson,
Tex.
Joe Thomas Broderson, Franklin
Ross McCain Brown, Hazard
David Earl Bybee, Louisville
Jacqueline M. Campbell, Lexington
Gene N. Combs, [r., Pikeville
Robert MacAdam Cooper, Lexington
Guinn Shaw Cost, jr., Hopkinsville
Ronald Wayne Cotliar, Brooklyn, N.Y.
James Tandy Coy III, Kirksville
Charles Edward Crase, Charlestown, Ind.
Thomas Andrew Dale II, Grayson
Elizabeth Brents Dickinson, Glasgow
Darwin Keith Edwards, Brooksville
Sherman Elias, Louisville
Teresa Marie Elliott, Gallatin, Tenn.
Peggy Jeanne Blakeman Falace,
Campbellsville
George Lewis Fields, Louisville
College of Dentistry
Dean: Harry M. Bohannan
Doctor of Dental Medicine
Steve W. Auslander, Bardstown
Philip Warren Barber, Jr., Louisville
Clifford J. Berger, Centralia, Ill.
Thomas Kendall Binkley, Lexington
David E. Bittel, Owensboro
Raymond Paul Braughard, Louisville
Charles Robert Brown, Pikeville
David S. Butler, Valley Station
David Michael Cash, Mayfield
Richard Franklin Caudill, Ashland
C. Lawrence Chiswell, Cheboygan, Mich.
Stephen Jeter Clark, Central City
James Cobb Ellis, Murray
Steven Allen Fertig" 0, East Brunswick,
N.J.
Rickey P. Fields, Whitesburg
Jon Charles Fisher, Owensboro
Jennie Heim Franz, Louisville
Roger Arnold Freeman, Jr., Hopkinsville
Jerold Nelson Friesen, Lexington
Robert Arthur Cadlage, Louisville
William John Ceimeier, Covington
Michael Wood Glover, Danville
Alan Louis Gorrell, Owensboro
Robert Phillip Cranacher, Jr.,
Brandenburg
Terence Lee Gutgsell, Louisville
William Douglas Hacker, Manchester
William David Hager, Nicholasville
Michael Howard Hall, Lexington
Donald Lincoln Hamner, Hopkinsville
William M. Heffron, Louisville
Robert Finley Hendrickson, jr.,
Broadhead
Charles Jerome Hieronymus, Jr.,
Barbourville
Sidney Franklin Hopkins, [r., Chino,
Calif.
Thomas James III, Louisville
Lorraine Frances [osifek, Syosset, N.Y.
Jan Aimo Kiviniemi, Lexington
Aaron Wayne Linville, Millersburg
Douglas Monroe Lowin, Brooklyn, N.Y.
M. Nicholas Martin, Eddyville
Larry Wayne Maynard, Myra
Evan Scott Medley, Middlesboro
Eldridge Murrell Montgomery, [r.,
Danville
Lucian Yann Moreman II, Valley Station
Guy Miller Furnish, Louisville
Hugh Kenneth Gardner, Jr., Louisville
Philip Edwin Genet, New Albany, Ind.
Thomas F. Goeke, Ft. Mitchell
Terry Vernon Gruelle, Union
Larry Eugene Hamlin, Morehead
Ivan Keith Hannahs, Russell
Van Alan Harberson, Perryville
Kent Herring, Cleveland, O.
James Mark Huntsman, Scottsville
James Marvin Keeton, Jr., Ashland
James A. Kemp, Bowling Green
Bernard Edward Keough, Lexington
Keith Edward KinderknechtOO,
Lexington
Samuel Ager Leishear III, Washington,
D.C.
Glenn Raymond Malchow, Franklin
Robert James McDill, O'Fallon, Ill.
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Charles Ross Morrison, Louisville
Larry Brent Norfleet, Nancy
Elaine Ruth Norman, Louisville
Charles Wilmer Patterson, Lompoc,
Calif.
William Luther Paul, Dawson Springs
Robert Edward Pennington, Jr., London
Richard Mortimer Penny, Jr., Erlanger
Albert Charles Prerost, Riverside, Ill.
Ronald Lynn Richardson, Morehead
Joseph Charles Russell, Ft. Wright
Douglas Dwayne Ruth, Harlan
John Paul Schmitz, Ft. Thomas
Paul Leonard Schulster, Little Neck,
N.Y.
William Lee Shuflett, Greensburg
Daniel Simon, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Ronald Francis Singler, Louisville
Victor Raeburn Smith, Ft. Thomas
Stephen Moose Spires, Bowling Green
Daniel Wheeler Spurlock, Prestonsburg
Philip G. Steude, Beavercreek, Ohio
Eugene Earl Stevens, Louisville
Chuck Stringham, Lexington
Renee Stringham, Lexington
Richard James Taylor, Lexington
H. Bruce Triplett, Ashland
Victoria Lee Vetter, Litchfield
William Boyd Wheeler, Lexington
Martin Lee Willman, Louisville
David Brooks Wilson, Mayfield
Vincent Edward Ziegler, Newport
Michael Herbert McNeil, Brownwood,
Tex.
William J. Morgan, Louisville
Richard Keith Mullins, Pleasureville
Don Person Munden, Longview, Tex.
Douglas McGuire Neuman, Louisville
Jeffrey Paul Okeson, Andover, N.J.
John Harold Perel"", Victoria, Tex.
Dovard Thomas Porter, Jr., Gracey
Gerald James Re, Richland Center, Wis.
Larry Robert Shapero, Louisville
Lawrence R. Sheber, Shaker Heights, O.
Darrell McDonald Sheets, Denison, Ia.
Munro Steckler, Cincinnati, O.
Thomas Clay Stuart, Owensboro
Robert William Webster, Danville
J. Donald Wehunt, Louisville
Gary Holmes Whitelock, Lexington
Charles Lawrence Wright, Lexington
College of Arts and Sciences
Dean: Wimberly Calvin Royster
Bachelor of Arts
Elizabeth Ellen Abell, Lebanon
Arlyne Cornelius Adams, Williamsburg
Martha Lynn Adkinsv ", Louisville
Talmage Young Allen, Jr., Hopkinsville
Kirtley B Amos, Princeton
Kathryn Hart Anderson, Lexington
Kenneth R. Andrews, jr.H, Lexington
Sandra Jean Angle, Bowling Green
Donald Lee Asfahl, Lexington
Sharon Kaufman Asfahl, Lexington
N. Steven Atcher, Lexington
Marcia Francis Bade, Louisville
Karen Sue Bailey, North Rim, Ariz.
Linda Roberts Bailey, Lexington
Susan Elizabeth Bailey, Southboro, Mass.
Kenneth F. Baker", Louisville
Elizabeth B. Baldwin, Lexington
Philip Lloyd Balke", Highland Park, Ill.
Michael Gregory BalkoH, Lexington
Alfred Richard Ball, Lexington
Janice F. Ball, Cox's Creek
Karen Ball, Williamson, W. Va.
Elizabeth Byrd Ballard, Shelbyville
Jan Barckley"", Easton, Pa.
Michael Nelson Barker, California
Byron L. Barksdale" ", Paris
William James Barr III, Paris
Vivian Kay Barrett" "', Alexandria
William H. Bass, Jr., Louisville
William Moorman Batsel, Jr."', Lexington
Patricia Kelley Bausman, Dayton, O.
Jane McClellan Beagles, Hanover, Ind.
Gary Charles Beaver" ", Hartsville, S.C.
Janet Lee Beatty, Lexington
Joan Margaret Beckerich, Ft. Thomas
Karen Leigh Beckwith, Kent, O.
Perry Filbert Bedinger", Lexington
Nancy [o Beery", Canal Winchester, O.
Laura Belle Begley, Hazard
Jessica Gay Bell"", Lexington
Gertrude Hull Bellardo""", Lexington
Donna Geers Bellstrom, Lexington
Mark Allen Bergman" ", Ft. Mitchell
Robert Mark Berkey, Louisville
Elizabeth Mary Bernoskie, Rahway, N.J.
Elizabeth Ann Bertschy, Dayton, O.
Cynthia Graham Bishop, Lexington
Nancy Duncan Bishop, Lexington
Samuel Stephen Blackburn, Portsmouth,
o.
Steven Dennis Blair "", Weeksbury
Yolanda Stern Blank""", Lexington
David Ishmael Blanton, Portsmouth, O.
Jerry Kelton Blanton, Lexington
Constance White Blayney, Louisville
Janet Rupe Blue, Lexington
Karen Marie Blum, Levittown, Pa.
Jacob A. Bogaczyk III, Ludlow
Robert Dale Boone, Louisville
Elliott Russell Booth", Lexington
Vicki Cochran Booth, Lexington
Mary Louise Borgman, Louisville
Thomas Clemens Bowie" ", Louisville
Cheri Ann Bowling" "', Princeton
Lynn Cameron Bowling, Catlettsburg
Michael Bowling, Hyden
Cenina Consalvi Bowman, Lexington
Diana Lynn Bowsher, Ft. Thomas
Renee- Ellen Boyd, Lexington
Gary R. Bradley, Carrollton
Eric Charles Brandes", Columbus, O.
John N. Brandon, Jr."'''', Radcliff
Ora Travis Brasel, Jr., Corbin
James Charles Brennan, Virginia Beach,
Va.
Conley Eugene Brian, [r.", Louisville
Paul Allen Bridges, Louisville
Mary Carolyn Bridgman, Louisville
Deborah Ann Bridwell, Middletown
Sanford C. Brill, Lexington
Anne Floyd Bringardner, Lexington
John Paul Brock, jr., Bay Village, O.
Beverly Ruth Bromley, Louisville
Donald Kenneth Brown, Linwood, N.J.
Gretchen Marcum Brown", Lexington
Jane Delano Brown, Nottingham, Pa.
Mary Elaine Brown"'''', Louisville




Carrie Merle Bryan, Fern Creek
Hilary Carlton Buchanan", Henderson
Stephen Vaughn Buchanan", Paducah
George Allen Buckmaster, Jr., Henderson
John B. Bunch"""", Latrobe, Pa.
Mary Martin Bunker, Frankfort
Margaret Spencer Burgess", Louisville
Joseph Edwards Burks II, Shelbyville
Kenneth Wayne Burton't ", Louisville
Bustina N. Burton, Louisville
Rebecca Lynn Bushman, Louisville
Rodney Everett Buttermore, Harlan
Bill Montague Buxton" ", Covington
Rose Hill Caldwell, Lexington
Barbara Ann Cambron"""", Bardstown
Dorothy C. Cameron, Lexington
Michael Austin Campbell""", Middletown
Sarah Morton Carpenter"""', Frankfort
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Mark Sutherd Carroll, Lexington
Nancy Ann Carter, Dayton, O.
Robert Ernest Carter (I , Ft. Mitchell
Mary Janet Cartmell, Lexington
Rosella Maria Castelli, Lexington
Leslie John Chapman, Lexington
Pamela Gail Childers, Belcher
Frank Fritz Chuppe, Jr., Louisville
Ann Rebecca Ciannellc, Lexington
Thomas John Ciannello, 'Warren, N.J.
Barbara K. Clark, Louisville
Delfin Leo Clark, Louisville
Donna Jean Clark, Flatwoods
Molly Ann Clark" ", Lexington
Mary Frances Clarkson, Pontiac, Mich.
Carol Frances Clay", Louisville
Kenneth Louis Clayton, Erlanger
Charles Christopher Clenney"""',
Covington
Samuel Gregory Click, Ashland
Paula Lynn Cloud, Calvert City
Jerry Allan Clouse, Newville, Pa.
Louise Sandford Cobb, Louisville
Larry John Coffey, Roebling, N.J.
Edwin Harris Cohen, Louisville
Elaine Brown Collier, Lexington
John Lawson Collins, jr., Arlington, Va.
Nicholas A. Collora", Wallingford, Pa.
Hazel Richey Colosimo, Arlington, Va.
Julie Penrod Colson, Lexington
James Combs"""', Newport
Gary Wayne Compton, Richmond
Judith Kay Conley, Huntington, W. Va.
Larry E. Conley, Willard, O.
Joseph Thomas Converse, Madisonville
Howard Kent Cooper, Jamestown
Steven Ray Cope"'(/, Winchester
Rita Amy Corman, Ashland
Myra Elaine Cornelius, Williamsburg
Margaret Linda Craft", Florence
Jonathan Albert Dougal Craig "",
Lexington
Donna Susan Crawford, Science Hill
Virginia Leigh Crawford, Whitesburg
Peggy Ann Craycraft, Winchester
James Ervin Cressman, Lexington
Frances Holt Crumbaugh", Frankfort
Miguel Angel Cuadra, Managua,
Nicaragua
Oliver Kash Curry, Jr.(/(!, Carlisle
Teresa Faye Curry, Louisville
Fred Lee Curtis" ", Midway
Charles Michael Czarski, Riviera Beach,
Md.
Harry Leon Dadds II, Louisville
Caroline Marcum Dahl, Louisville
Mary Kathleen Dahl, Middlesboro
Sylvia Evelyn Dapson", Lexington
Robert Carlton Davenport, Paris
Sandra Faye Davenport, Sonora
Cherie Ellen David?", Louisville
Clair Davtes"", Lexington
Daniel Bruce DaviesQI>,Newport
Ansel Lewis Davis, Jr., Lexington
Gordon Michael Davisu, Louisville
John Franklin Davis IV, Hopkinsville
Margaret Colby Davis, Mt. Dora, Fla.
Michael W. Davis, Erlanger
Thomas Todd Davis, Shelbyville
Thomas 'V. Davis, Greensburg
Maria R. Davit, Lexington
Sandra Starks Day" 1>, Nebo
David Bernard Dearinger, Versailles
Robert Bruce DeLeuil, Louisville
Thomas Fry DeLong, Franklin
Raymond D. DeMartini, Lake Forest,
Ill.
Thomas McClintock Denbowl>l>, Beaver,
Pa.
Kristin O. Dennen, Lexington
Bradford Robert Dennis", Lexington
William Ernest DeSanctis, Louisville
Earl Joseph Devoto, Ft. Thomas
Shirley Ford Dexter, Lexington
Gordon John Dill, Dayton
Harold Hugh Dodson, Henderson
Carol Jean Donnelly" 1>, Ft. Wright
Mark Leonard Dooley"", Needham,
Mass.
Kimley Nielsen Derwin, Alexandria, Va.
Margaret A. DotyO, Auburn, N.Y.
David Jerome Doughty, Winthrop, Me.
Paul Erb Doutrich III, Harrisburg, Pa.
Deborah Draper, Short Hills, N.J.
Betty Ann Driver, Saginaw, Mich.
Michael J. Duckworth, Springfield, Ill.
Kendall Lee Duerson, Berea
Kevin Joseph Duffy, Louisville
Gregory F. Dulin, Rockville, Md.
Barri Reynolds Duncan, Nicholasville
Sharon Ann Durham, Louisville
Esaleen Panter Durrett, Lexington
James Robert Early, Lexington
Evelyn Virginia Edwards, Lexington
John Steven Edwards", Madisonville
David C. Ehleo, Lancaster, Pa.
Robert Bruce EidsonQ-\), Catlettsburg
Dariel McKinley Elam, Lexington
Pamela Lynn Elam, Ashland
Patricia Lee Elam, Ashland
Richard Sargent Elliott, Lexington
Donna Susan Elswick, Frankfort
Gary James Epplen, Covington
Victoria Susan Eshelman, Lexlngton .
William Halla Evans, North Middletown
David Andrew Ewen, Lexington
Jeannie Falkner" ", Frankfort
Richard K. Falknor, Jr.##, Dayton, O.
Charles M. Falls, Jr."'""",Logan, W. Va.
Robert Alan Farmer, Lexington
Cynthia Kay Feeser, Fairfield, Pa.
Pauletta M. Feldman?", Louisville
Elizabeth J. Ferron, Paducah
David Lynn Fien, Lexington
Joseph Fink, Louisville
James Frederick Finlay, New City, N.Y.
Nancy Jane FinnieH, Lexington
Matthew Joseph Fischer III, Brewster,
N.Y.
Jane Elizabeth Fleming, Herndon
Benjamin Sory Fletcher III, Hopkinsville
Thomas William Foerster, Louisville
Patrick James Fogel#4, Flemingsburg
Sandra Kay Foote" #, Louisville
Diane Maureen Force, Enid, Okla.
Forrest T. Fornash", Alexandria
Stephen Wayne Fortney, Lexington
Shirley G. Fox", Lexington
Janice Smith Francis, Centertown
Raymond G. Frazier" ", Morehead
Kenneth Neil Freedman, Ashland
Melinda Ann Freeman, Williamsburg
Dorothy Susan Friend, Lexington
Vicki Loretta Frisby, Mariba
Margaret Stommel Fugeman, Lexington
Denise Mucci Furnish, Lexington
Alan Kent Caitsldll, Lexington
Philip Henry Gardner, Lexington
June Maria de la Garza, Birmingham,
Ala.
James Lewis Gash, Owensboro
James Martin Gdaniec, Louisville
Gwynne Verne Gehring", Akron, O.
Delia Catherine Ceren"", East Point,
Ga.
George Edward Gibson, Middletown
Nancy Jane Gilboy, North Wales, Pa.
Terry Thomas Gilliam", Lexington
Alan Richard Codsave, Louisville
Michael Joseph Goetz, Ft. Mitchell
Susan Elizabeth Goff, Ashland
Michael Thomas Goffinet, Louisville
Carol Ann Coldbaugh" ", Lexington
Janice Sue Goldenberg", Huntington,
W. Va.
Keith Anthony Goodacre, Lexington
Gary Lovell Goodwin, Ashland
James Jeffries Goodwin", Savannah, Ga.
William D. Gorman, [r.", Hazard
Stephen Thomas Gough, Lexington
Lawrence Edward Oraban, Lexington
Lucy Campbell Graddy, Versailles
Marshall Dudley Gravitt##, Lexington
John Merrell Gray, Jasper, Ala.
Logan Gayle Gray III, Lexington
Nancy Lynn Graybeal, Marion, Va.
Omar Leslie Oreeman 1>, Lexington
Earl Mac Green, Owensboro
Joan Martin Green, Louisville
Marlene Green, Lexington
Michael Thomas Greenwell '"", Lexington
Christine Sherley Griffith, Lexington
Gary Joseph Griffith, Highland Heights
Marvin Hardy Griffith, jr., Lexington
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Nancy Lee Groseclose, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Gary 'Welch Grubbs", Covington
Jeffrey Martin Cumer.. Louisville
Wolfgang Klaus Gurr, Dover, N.J.
Elvin J. Hacker, Lexington
Dallas Wayne HalcomblH>, Indianapolis,
Ind.
Ronald Hale, Santa Maria, Calif.
Elizabeth Whitton Haley" ", Lexington
Eugene Harold Hall, jr., Louisville
Francis Perry Hall <;1 ", Catlettsburg
Gary Lee Hall # <;1, Lexington
Sharon Lynne Hall, Lexington
William C. Hall, Owensboro
Cynthia M. Hamblin", Lexington
William Bradshaw Hammond, Jr.,
Lexington
Linda Lockridge Hancock", Henderson
Martha HankinslH>, Ashland
Michael B. Hanson", Newport
Harriette Ellen Hard", Decatur, Ala.
Patricia Ann Hardyl>#, Winnetka, Ill.
Don Merle Harford?", Lexington
Damon Wilson Harrison, [r., Louisville
Mary Antoinette Hartman>::''''',Louisville
Glen Hughes Harvey, Lexington
Barbara Jean Harwood, Lexington
Dahlia Jane Hays", Lexington
Thomas Franklin Hayse, Jr., Lexington
John Charles Heaberlin, Paris
Eleanor Hedges, Owensboro
Kenneth W. Heidelberg, Highland
Heights
Richard Lee Heineman", Russell
Lance J. Heise, Shelbyville
Joseph Milton Henderson, Lexington
James David Hendricks, Woodbury, N.J.
Louisa Weeks Henson", Fern Creek
Michael Millard Herrick, Louisville
Judith Ann Herrlein", Arlington, Va.
Stephen B. Herzog, Dayton
Donna Tickle Hewett" ", Lexington
William Joseph Hieronymus, Lexington
Mary Lee Hillenmeyer, Lexington
Bonnie Rummel Hilt, Upper Marlboro,
Md.
Elaine Ellis Hinton, Lexington
John Emerson Hitchcock, Fayetteville,
N.Y.
Rebecca Suzanne Hodge, Louisville
Robert Charles Hoffman, Erlanger
Sharon Kay Hoke", Conover, N.C.
Francis Larry Holbert, New Haven
Linda Fruits HollanH, Louisville
Robert Dale Hopper", Paducah
Michael A. Horlander, Lexington
M. Camille Horn, Frankfort
Michael Randolph Horn, Louisville
Sharon Kimbel Horstmeyer" ", Frankfort
Robin L. Horton, Lexington
Carl Michael HoushlH>, Lexington
Starr Hovis, Louisville
Arthur Fowler Howard", Lexington
Frank Scott Howell <;1 #, Frankfort
John Daniel Howell'''', Oakland, Calif.
James Wyatt Huff, Somerset
Karen Peterson Hulbert, Louisville
Laurence Elliott Hulbert, Louisville
Charles Scott Hunter", St. Petersburg
Beach, Fla.
Douglas Rick Hutson, Corbin
Catherine Randall Ialeggto" ", Lexington
Mark A. Ingram, Louisville
Janet Augspurger Isenhour, Lexington
Doris Nesbitt jackson", Lexington
Patricia Ann Jackson, Magnolia
Jerome Stephen Jacobs, Lexington
Harry Edward Jacobson, Louisville
Judi Jasper, Science Hill
Morrison Leroy Jenkins IIIQ, Lexington
Charles Edward Jennings, Louisville
Steven Wayne Jensen, Philadelphia, Pa.
Albert Lawrence Johnson, Greencastle,
Ind.
Andrew johnson" ", Washington, D.C.
Joseph Russell Johnson Q, Frankfort
Phillip Terry Johnson, Frankfort
Wallace Kenyon Johnson, Washington,
D.C.
Cecelia Annette [ohnston "", Kingsport,
Tenn.
Susan Elaine Johnston, Astoria, N.Y.
Charles David johnstone" ", Louisville
Diane Marie Jolly, Lexington
Ginna Gray Jones, Lexington
Pamela Jane Joyner, Memphis, Tenn.
John Arthur JunotU, Louisville
George David Justice, Ashland
Rodney Stephen justice", Ashland
John Bruce Kalbfleisch, Louisville
Rachael L. Kamuf" ", Owensboro
Norbert N. Keissler, Covington
Terry Stephen Keith <:>,Shepherdsville
Laura Dinsmore Keller", Lexington
Martha Anne Keller<:><:>,Lexington
Patrick James Kellogg, Louisville
Barry Rice Kellond" ", Louisville
Julian Emerson Kennamer, Louisville
Nancy Moore Kerr, Louisville
Martha McHatton Kesheimer, Lexington
Margaret Mickey Klng" ", Mill Valley,
Calif.
Marshall Roland King, Paducah
Lyle Harrison Kirby, Richmond, Va.
Ronald Lee Kissllng" Q, Lexington
Jay Kirk Kttrell" ", Irvine, Calif.
Edward Lee Klee, Flemingsburg
John Linley Klor, Vancouver, Wash.
Mary Ann KluemperH, Covington
Kent A. Knauer, Ft, Thomas
Karen Sue Knight, Louisville
Susan Carolyn Knott" ", Henderson
David Allen Koenig, Ft. Thomas
Thomas Wayne Kohl, Perrysburg, O.
James L. KohrmanH, Florence
Paul McNeil Kramerfl'Q, Newport
Fred Arthur Kreider, Lexington
Stephen Louis Kubala fI'(>, Ft. Thomas
Katherine Chenault Kurk, Louisville
Robert Claiborne Lamar, Louisville
John Randall Lambert, Paducah
Larry Hall Lambertson, Lexington
Thomas Elwood Lamkin, Ekron
Elizabeth Evans Landrum ", Louisville
Danny Michael Lang, Newport
Linda Alice Lawson, Memphis, Tenn.
John Stephen Leckie, Huntington,
W. Va.
Michael Warren Leitner, Louisville
Arthur David LeMaster, Warfield
Beverly Penhale Lemon", Lexington
Herman Wesley Lester", Elkhorn City
Richard Neil Levy":", Great Neck, N.Y.
Jerry Wayne Lewis, Louisville
Lincoln Robert Lewis, [r., Lexington
Robert Charles Lindig, Lexington
Terry Eugene Little, Paducah
Gerald Wayne Littrell, Winchester
Dianne L. Lobes, Cincinnati, O.
Judith Ann Lockyer<J, Frankfort
Joanne Michelle Loncao, Ridgewood,
N.J.
Mary Wilson Long, Lexington
Ralph Edwin Loomis, Covington
Frank Anson Love" Q, Birmingham, Ala.
Marianne Lovell, Lexington
Thomas Anderson Lovinsu, Huntington,
W. Va.
Margaret Lynn Lubbers, Covington
Laura Diane Luchi4-, Cincinnati, O.
Bennet John Luckens, Lexington
Anita Catherine Lukes, Louisville
Fletcher Dawn Lutcavish QQ, Louisville
Barbara Anne McAllister, Lexington
Patricia Wolf McCabe, York, Pa.
Ronald Lee McCauley, Louisville
John Berton McClanahan, Jr.fI', Ashland
Karren R. McClelland, Lexington
Mary Frederick McCloyU,
Elizabethtown
John Lee McCormick, Jr.H, Louisville
Betty Jean Mc'Oantel" ", Louisville
Carol Lynn McDaniel Q, Ashland
Roger Delnyne Mcfraniel", East
Bernstadt
Catherine Faith Mcf'arland", Louisville
Mary Angelina Mcr'Iaw", Providence
Neil McHugh, Lexington
Janet Lynn McKcnzieH, Cincinnati, O.
Deborah Jean McMillen, Ashland
Janice Abernathy McPherson, Covington
Sandra Kay McSpadden, Lexington
Douglas Hale MacFarland, Lathrup
Village, Mich.
Vera Susan Olivia Maggard, Whitesburg
Sylvia Anna Magura ". Prestonsburg
Bruce E. Mains, Lexington
Curtis Gene Manuel, Lexington
Jane M. T. Marrs, Magnolia
Lynn Hayden MarshallH, Washington,
D.C.
Diane Claire Martin, Lookout Heights
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Leda Nicolette Martin#4-, Richmond,
Ind.
Martha Alys Martin, Ashland
Robert Allen Martin, Crofton
Robert Lewis Martin(>4-,Lexington
Maurice Branham Mason (>", Ashland
Alison Mathews "", Palos Verdes
Peninsula, Calif.
Kent Maury, Versailles
David Charles May, Akron, O.
Dennis H. May, Bloomingdale, N.J.
Nancy Pratt May, Mt. Sterling
Randall Scott May, Danville
Steven Albert Melching" Q, Ludlow
Patricia Mary Mellen H, Henderson
Jacqueline Ann Mercer, Ludlow
Brenda Kay Messer, Grosse Pointe, Mich.
Sarah Elizabeth Metcalfe, Madisonville
Donald Edward Miller, Jr., Lexington
Edna Gail Miller, Ashland
Jane Randolph Miller, Owensboro
Mary Monica Miner, Florence
Barbara Merrell Mink, Lexington
Charles Moffett, Maysville
Mary Anne Moloney, Lexington
Wanda Diane Monroeu, Cecilia
Lynn Cobb Montgomery" ",
Campbellsville
Adalene Yancey Moore", Atlanta, Ga.
Catherine Clark Moore, Glasgow
Constance Gail Moore, Ashland
Ronald Ray Moore, Winchester
William w. Moore, Cincinnati, O.
Lei8.e Ann Moormauv", Evansville, Ind.
James Percy Morgan, Jr., Henderson
Kenneth Bryan Morgan, Paintsville
Susan Morley", Northbrook, Ill.
Samuel W. Morris IV, Harrodsburg
Thomas Edward Mouser", Lexington
Herbert Orin Mullen", Fnubush
Donald Wayne Mullins, Cecilia
William Charles Mullins, Paintsville
Maureen T. Mulville, Hinsdale, Ill.
Timothy R. Murphy, Lexington
Dana Jane Murray, Elyria, O.
Grover Michael Murrell, Lexington
Harriett Pidgeon Naerheim, Dearborn
Heights, Mich.
Nicholas John Nash, Louisville
James Curry Ntcholson" ", Anchorage
Samuel Rush Nicholson, Jr., Anchorage
Lisa Burckle Niekamp, Louisville
Thomas R. Nienaber, Florence
Clay Blair Nixon, Ferguson
Linda Kay Nolan eQ, Louisville
James Henry Noland III, Louisville
Christine Hayes Nolen, Ashland
Sara Kathryn O'Briant" ". Logan, W. Va.
Michael Joseph O'Dea III, Louisville
Constance Miriam O'Hearn, Louisville
Stephen Hart Olden, Pennington, N.J.
Dennis Vincent O'Leary, Franklin Park,
N.J.
Harold Winfred Oliver, Jr., Louisville
Sherry Lee Oliver, Paducah
Helen Gatewood Orear, Mt. Sterling
Leslie Ellen Orndorff, Winchester
Nancy Bell Orr, Bowling Green
Guillermo Otalora, Lexington
Franklin Pearce Owen<'<', Lexington
James Colvin Owen, Lexington
Deborah Kay Padgett, Paducah
William Randolph Page, Jr.,
Charlottesville, Va.
Arthur Barry Palmer, Flint, Mich.
Winona Huckaby Palmgreen", Lexington
Guy Leslie Palumbo <', Lexington
Martha Jean Pardee, Lakewood, O.
James Edward Pari do, Lexington
Daniel Charles Parker, Mogadore, O.
James Richard Parks, [r.", Lexington
Kathleen Wells Parrish, Lexington
Karen Elise Parsons" ", Lexington
William Lawrence Patrick, Louisville
William Thomas Patteson, Jr., Louisville
Mary Boyd Payne, Lexington
Estill Curtis Pennington, Paris
Patricia Jayne Cook Perkins, Lexington
Donna Lynn Perry, Lexington
Michael Wayne Petrey", Louisville
Lynn Cameron Phifer<'<', New Orleans,
La.
Martha Sidney Pike, Middletown, Va.
Cherry Deann Ptlgram" ", Erlanger
Sherry D. Pless, Lexington
Mary B. Plummer, Decatur, Ga.
Charles Edward Pogue, [r., Ft. Thomas
William Sherrill Poore, Richmond
Rudolph William Porotti, Hopedale, Me.
Felice Porter", Versailles
Melba Dean Porter", Russell Springs
Antoinette Paris Powell, Lexington
Stephen Dale Preston"O<',Lexington
Albert Moffett Pyle, Ft. Mitchell
Linda Wills Qaim-magami", Lexington
Mae Marie Quan", San Salvador, EI
Salvador
Vivienne M. Quinn, San Francisco, Calif.
Raymond Perry Raisor" ", Frankfort
Glenda Juett Ralston, Lexington
Blaine Edward Harney", Elkhorn City
Cwendolyne Ranney, Bowling Green
Linda Ann Ransom, Bethesda, Md.
Willard Edward Rauch, Mineola, N.Y.
William Edward Rea, Warsaw
Barbara Jean Redman, Lexington
Karen Lee Heed", Greenup
Linda Lou Reed, Covington
Edward Bradley Reeves", Frankfort
Lee Brian Reeves, Bowling Green
Joseph D. Reister, Lexington
McKinley Reid Heynolds ", Beaver Dam
Robert Franklin Reynolds, Lexington
Roland Joseph Rhodes", Crystal City,
Mo.
Roger Franklin Rhule, Louisville
Hugh Montgomery Richards, Warsaw
Patrick Gordon Richmond, Wauwatosa,
Wis.
Michael Gordon RiedingerH, Newport
Marcia Kaye Risk?", Nicholasville
Elaine T. Roberts, Lexington
Rona S. RobertsU, Monticello
Steve P. Bobey?", Shepherdsville
Alice Marie Robinson, Oneonta, N.Y.
Katherine Sue Robinson, Paris, Ill.
Mary Kathryn Robinson <'", Rockport,
Mass.
Cynthia Carol Hcgero, St. Augustine, Fla.
Jc Ann Rogers, Louisville
Robert Bruce Rogers, Louisville
Robert Donald Rogers, Lexington
Lylas Dayton Rommel, Cox's Creek
Carol Louise Rompf, Louisville
Doris Fooks Rosenbaum, Lexington
Richard Strauss Rosenbaum, Lexington
Susan Grimsley Rosenbaum<'<', Lexington
Robert Karl Rothfuss?", Bellevue
Alfred J. Ruh, Jr., Lexington
Leah Russell, Paducah
Thomas G. Bvan" ", Lexington
Raymond Joseph Sabbatine, Jr.n,
Lexington
Cheryl Christine Salisbury, Lucasville,
O.
Kent Andrew Sallee, Wilmington, Del.
Sue Anne Salmon, Madisonville
Thomas N. Sanders<'<', Elizabethtown
Charles A. Sapp III, Lexington
Gary Martin Sapper" ", Erie, Pa.
Robert Mitchell Savage, Maysville
Sandra Lambert Schaefer, Lexington
John Baxter Schilling, Louisville
Arthur Patrick Schneider IP', Lexington
Lawrence Frederick Schneider, Louisville
Peter Louis Schneider, Oak Park, Mich.
Linda Susan Schreck, Lakeside Park
Mary Jean Schuhmann, Louisville
Barbara Louise Schultzman, Paducah
Charles Robert Schumacher, Maysville
David Anthony Schwarte", Ludlow
Daniel B. Schwartz, Scarsdale, N.Y.
Alexander Scianna, Lexington
Analy Lisa Scorsone'":", Richmond
John Jeffers Scott", Frankfort
Raymond J. Scott", Covington
Roddy Dane Scott, Canada
Ann M. Seabeck, Passaic, N.J.
Gary Patrick Settles" ", Lebanon
Ronald Scott Seymour<', Louisville
Richard L. Shafer" ", Lexington
Delores David Sharoteh"", Lexington
John M. Shank, Indianapolis, Ind.
Willard Thomas Shearin, New
Providence, N.J.
Donna E. Sheeranoo, Erie, Pa.
Arlene Huber Sheffield, Haddonfield,
N.J.
Dianne Shelton, Paducah
Emily Esther Shraberg, Lexington
Stuart James Shriner, Ocean City, N.J.
Patricia Charles Shuster, Horse Cave
Shelby Jean Siar, Sharon, Pa.
Wayne Joseph Srmon"", Lexington
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Susan Downs Simms, Springfield
Kelly Keith Sinclair, Campbellsville
Judith Ann Singler, Lexington
Jon Roger Skaggs", Catlettsburg
John Miller Skillman, Hardinsburg
Helen Stewart Sloneker, Hamilton, O.
Webb Morrow Smathers, [r., Canton,
N.C.
Caroline Smiley", Prospect
Daniel Tysen Smith, Paris
Jane McCorkle Smith, Stone
Mary Jane Sute Smith, Oxford, O.
Michal Ann Smith, Ashland
Patricia Susan Smith, Columbus, Ga.
Sherry Lynn Smith <'", Ashland
Frances Elizabeth Sohn, Charleston,
W. Va.
Karen Pestell Sommer", Paris
Darrell Jones Spalding, Rockledge, Fla.
Larry Gene Sparks, Louisville
Nelson Reed Spaulding III, Springfield
William Mosa Sphire, Brandenburg
Stephen James Standiford, Covington
Drucilla Carol Stanley" 0, Lexington
Nade R. Steelman", Huntington, W. Va.
Ladonna Kay Stevenson" ", Park Hills
Nora Beck Stites, Princeton
David F. Stith, Northbrook, Ill.
Rebecca E. Stott, Wilmette, Ill.
William Edward St. Pierre,
Elizabethtown
Mary A. Straney, Louisville
Faye Btnius Stuckey" 0, Lexington
Ann Patricia Sullivanu, Teaneck, N.J.
Mary Nell Sutherland °0, California
Douglas Jerald SwansonH, Lexington
Sharon Elizabeth Sweat, Lebanon
Junction
James Richard Tavel, Ft. Thomas
Arnold Starling Taylor ", Covington
Leonard Washington Taylor III,
Lexington
Linda Faye Taylor", Cave City
George Michael Teague, Lexington
DarJ Alan Tellefsen, Elmhurst, Ill.
Robert Lee Templeton, Louisville
Daniel Nicholas Tenfelde, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Quentin R. Terry, Jr.H, Paintsville
Janet Ann Teuton, Stamford, Conn.
Joanne Kathryn Thiede" 0, Moorestown,
N.J.
Barbara Jean Thi.el, Park Hills
Gary Lee Thomas", Lexington
Stephen Anthony Thomas, Pleasure
Ridge Park






Emily Throgmorton 0, Louisville
Karen Rush Thuente", Lexington
Gloria Kay Thurman, Bowling Green, O.
Terry Ellen Tippett, St. Albans, W. Va.
Sharon Faye Traylor, Wurtland
Timothy Edward Traylor" Q, Lexington
Richard Elwood Trayner ", Nicholasville
Kathryn Rairden Tremere, Lexington
W. Gregory Tremerg, Lexington
Teresa Margaret Tripp, Brandenburg
Lina Jean Trosper, Lexington
Martha Jean Tussey, Lexington
Richard Allen Utterback, Evanston, Ill.
Robert Andrew Valentine", Bowling
Green
Ann Bailey Van Arsdall, Harrodsburg
Christopher Reynolds Vandiviere" Q,
Lexington
Linda Louise Varney, Lexington
Sally Kay Viparina, Union, N.].
Steven Lee Vogel, Wyckoff, N.J.
Carol Straus Walker, Lexington
Patricia Gail Walker, Valley Station
Robert M. Walker" ", Lexington
Mary Jean Wall, Lexington
Leah A. Wallace, Evansville, Ind.
Pamela S. Wantanen, Lexington
Patricia Ann Wantanen, Lexington
Nancy Irene Ward, Bowling Green
Anne Elizabeth Warnock, Marshall, Tex.
Darlys Rowland Warren, Pineville
John Stephen Waterfill, Anchorage
Kay Elizabeth Wathen, Morganfield
C. Robert Watkins, Corbin
William Warren Weaver, Carrollton
Lloyd Edwin Webb IIIH, Lexington
William James Wehr, Covington
Robert Thomas Weigand, Ft. Thomas
Ruth Doris Weisenstein, Lexington
Barbara Anne WellsQ<1,Glasgow
Mary Craft Wenzel", Lexington
Paul Louis Wertheimer, Chicago, Ill.
Elaine Alice Wesley, Louisville
Judith Elizabeth West, Charleston,
W. Va.
Linda Katherine West", Lexington
Beverly June WestbrookH, Lexington
Byron Thomas Westerfield, Hartford
Rebecca Jean Westerfield, Owensboro
Allen Bennett Whaley, Lexington
Charles Royce White" <1,Frankfort
Stephen Elbert White, Louisville
Shirley Louise Whitehouse, Danville
James Dennis WhitfordH, Saratoga
Springs, N.Y.
Larry Alan Wiggins<1Q,Lexington
Linda Ericksen Wiggins, Lexington
Carol Ann Wilburn, Louisville
David Valentine Wilder, Louisville
Angela Marlene Williams, Lexington
Betsy Lynn Williams, Covington
Bobby Doyle Williams, Hindman
Dalphna Jean Williams, Bethel Park, Pa.
Margaret Kay Willmoth, Elizabethtown
Billye Bell Wilson, Paducah
Charlotte Eve Wilson, Louisville
Marijane Wilson, Owensboro
Paula Clydene Wilson, Turkey Creek
Earl Craig Winkle", Lexington
Jacqueline Faye Winter, Bronx, N.Y.
Rose Marie WohlJebH, Louisville
Leslie Jean WoodH, Erlanger
Edward Pitt Woodroof III, Lexington
Vicki Sue Woodrum, Louisville
Charles Rue Woods, Harrodsburg
Travis Moore WoodwardQQ,
Elizabethtown
Barbara Drew Wooldridge, Radcliff
James Daniel Wooton, Hyden
George Carlton Wright, Lexington
Wendy Louise Wright, Lexington
Mark Aaron YeltonQQ, Alexandria
Julia Calvert Young, Lexington
Thomas L. Young, Lexington
Jerald Marc Zakem", Newport
Calvin Talbott Zehnder, jr., Louisville
Thomas Lee Zimmerman, Louisville
Mary Dana Zwischenberger, Anchorage
Bachelor of Science
John Travis Algren H, Louisville
Thomas Charles Atinay, Lexington
William Harold Back, Eubank
Choctaw Brodie Badgett, Madisonville
Robert Samuel Bailey" Q, Elizabethtown
Humphrey Ballou QQ, Nicholasville
Donald Lee Baugh, Central City
James Kent Begley, Louisville
John Randall Bentley, Lexington
Elizabeth Maureen BischoffQ", Louisville
Alexius Michael Bishop, Owensboro
John Keith Bohart, Louisville
Cletus Millard Bonds III, Louisville
James Russell Booth, Beattyville
Thomas M. Bratton, Russell
John Thomas Braun", Franklin Lakes,
N.].
Henry Brazzell III, Clinton
Angela Maxine Brelsford, Russell
Jacqueline Davis Broadley"", Henderson
Richard Keith Broughton, Elizabethtown
Brian Lee Brown, Sparta, N.J.
Donald Richard Brown, Radcliff
William Frank Buchwald, Frankfort
Mary Margaret Burgess", Morganfield
H. David Caldwell", Lexington
Dorothy Susan Camenisch Q, Stanford
Donald Joseph Cassidy, Louisville
Susan Neale Chadwell Q, Lexington
James Andrew Chandler, Corbin
David Cheng Chang, Lexington
Roger Dale Chelf, Campbellsville
Karl Duane Clinard, Scottsville
William Bruce Combest, Jeffersontown
Roberta Lee Conrad, Lexington
Richard Gwene Cooleys ", Lexington
Catherine Collins Cooper, Ashland
Frederick Louis Cooper, Middlesboro
Alvin Ray Crook, Henderson
Alex Damelio, [r., Lexington
John Donovan Daugherty", Lexington
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Daniel A. Davison, Louisville
Gary Allen Delaney", Lexington
David Ross DouglasQQ, Louisville
Donald Walker Eblenu, Henderson
Robert Willis Edwards, Prestonsburg
David Michael Elliott, Valley Station
Barbara Belmonte Ellisonu, Lexington
Rodger Martin Emberton, Lexington
Frank Selby Evans, Albany
Jeffrey Nagy Fadel"', Seven I-Ells, O.
Stephen Wilson Farley, Versailles
Judy Corey Frankenberger", Lexington
Garry Ray Franklin" Q, Ashland
Larry Douglas Fuller, Lexington
Mary Ann Gay, Versailles, Ind.
Mary Lynn Gillespie, Lexington
Harold E. Goldberg, Lexington
Kathryn E. Craves", Frankfort
Pamela Anne Croven, Paducah
James Aloysius Hagan", New Haven
Donna Bizzell Halker, Lexington
John Stephen HallH, Ashland
John Michael HamiltonU, Alexandria
Alvin R. Harrtson" ", Hopkinsville
Hugo Oscar Hempel IV, Lexington
Sue Carol Henson", Lexington
John L. Hetterman"", Crittenden
Lindsay Boardman Hough, Lexington
Russell William Hudgens, Alexandria,
Va.
Adrienne Huheey, Ft. Thomas
Paul Wayne Hulker, Frankfort
Ronald Lawrence Humphrey, Lexington
John Joseph Ialeggto, Livingston, N.J.
Kerry Lee James, Paducah
Daniel R. Jervis, Hopkinsville
James Lewis Johnson, Bardstown
John Robert Johnson, Draffin
Arthur Lawrence Kay III, Lexington
Larry Robert Kendall, Russell
Daniel King III, Ashland
Hubert Ellis King, Jr. "", Covington
Paul McKee Kinnaird, Jr., Ashland
Nancy Hawks Lackey, Lexington
John George Langenbrunner" ",
Lexington
John Russell Lillis, Richmond
Joseph Lehmann Lindsey, Lexington
Henry George Linnemann, Erlanger
Kenneth Michael Lloyd QQ, Louisville
Francis Leon Lovell, Jr., Louisville
Mary Lynne LovingoodH, Kettering, O.
Dale Lee Lucas, Worthington
Thomas David McAdamsQ\ Louisville
Lucien Franklin McBrayer,
Lawrenceburg
Roger T. Mitchel, Asheville, N.C.
James Allen Mtrchell"". Austin, Tex.
L. Kendall Mitchellu, Toms River, N.].
James Robert Moore, Mt. Sterling
Kathryn Marie Moore, Ashland
Sandra Conrad Murphy, Lexington
Mark Lewis Murray, Lexington
David Blair Neeland, Wilson, N.C.
Robert Roy Nelson, Louisville
William Thompson Nickell, Eddyville
Clarence Vernon Nunemakeru, Allen
Earl Franklin Parker, Petersburg
Charles Elwood Parsons", Sandy Hook
Bevelyn Kaye Pettit", Butler
Steward T. Pickett II, Louisville
Gretchen Elizabeth Pieper, Springfield,
Ill.
John Michael Platt" ", Lexington
Betty Joe Pruitt", Ashland
James Eiler Rasmussen, Lake Forest, Ill,
David W. Rhoads, Lexington
Ward Richard Rice, Florence
Cathy Marcella Richardson, Lexington
Sharon Elizabeth Rogan, Middlesboro
Marc Ira Rosen, Williamson, W. Va.
Gary J. Rue, Lexington
Bruce Brewer Sawyer"", Lexington
Edward O'Neal Schroeter", London
Barry Chester Shaffer, Ashland
Bruce William Shaffer, Ashland
Michael Carter Sherman, Louisville
William Duane Shidal, Jr., Paducah
Diane Frances Skoll"", Huntington,
W. Va.
James Thomas Slaline, Crestview
Gary Thomas Smith", Lexington
Theresa Eunafae Smith, Scottsville
Henry Stone Spencer, [r., Lexington
Wanda Dixon Spisak", Covington
George S. Stefanis, Lexington
Michael F. Stephens, Ashland
Danny Lee Stewart, Alva
John Stites IHO(!, Nashville, Tenn.
James Matt Storm, Keavy
Theodore D. Strouth, Hellier
Connie Sue Swager, Corydon
Janet Lee TaylorU, Louisville
Faye Corey Terrell, Lexington
Joyce Lee Thomas, Elizabethtown
James Bruce Tomberg, Dayton, O.
Patrick R. Turner, Paducah
Roger William Valentine, Lexington
Betty Lou Vanderpool, Lexington
William Scott Van Meter~~, Lexington
Stephen Kelly VaughtH, Lexington
Geraldine Dolores wade" ", Lexington
Charles A. Wathen, Morganfield
Walter Thomas Watts~';', Lexington
Daniel Lee Weiner, Lexington
Nicholas Irvin White, Frankfort
James Wesley Williams III, Stanford
Lynnette Louise Williams, Murrysville,
Pa.
Harold Elwood Winter, Jr.'''·';', Lexington
Susan Diana Winters, Westwood, N.J.
Sara [o Wood, Greenville
Linus Stephen Wurth, Paducah
S. Vincent Zink, Lexington
so
Bachelor of Music
Frank Thomas Dillard" ", Lexington
Cathy McGlasson Farrar, Richmond
Linda Leigh Greenwood, Knoxville,
Tenn.
Bachelor of Music in Music
Education
Virginia Ann Bertram##, Lexington
Kenneth B. Carter~#, Georgetown
Judith Leet Foster", Lexington
Thomas C. Hardin", Carlisle
Tresa Whitt Humphrey, Mt. Sterling
Thomas Allen [ohns ", Lexington
Susan Eileen Lambertson##, Lexington
Marsha Francis Long", Lexington
Suzanne Francis Marshall, Lexington
Beverly Ann Martin, Madisonville
Samuel Scott Mays';'0, Lexington
Deborah Lynn Ogletree, Lexington
Rebecca Flora Porter" ", Lexington
Christy Lynn Richardson, Beattyville
Donald Eugene Sullivan, Louisville
Lora Louise Ulrey, Ft. Mitchell
College of Agriculture
Dean: Charles Elmer Barnhart
Bochelor of Science in Agriculture
Jacob Olatunji Akintola"", Ogbomoso,
Nigeria
Walter Joseph Alexander II, Louisville
David Henry Andre, Stanford
Harmon Howard Barlow III, Cave City
Larry Coleman Bell (! Q, New Hope
Charles William Black, Henderson
Randall Lee Blackburn, Stanville
Harold Miller Brown, Glendale
David Carl Bucko <I, Terre Haute, Ind.
Stephen Neal Calvert" ", Chaplin
Louis Wayne Chittenden", Salem
John William Clay" ", Mt. Sterling
James Harold Collett", Crab Orchard
Ralph W. Collins, Jr.'''''', Augusta
John Albert CombsH, Franklin, O.
Paul David Cornett, Cawood
Donald S. Crabtree, Mt. Sterling
Edwin Loon Cunningham", Painesville,
o.
Hugo Edward Davis, Radcliff
Mitchel Bertram Denham, Ir., Maysville
Delores Dickinson, Louisville
Robert Kendall Divine, Morganfield
Byron Reid Dozier, Harrodsburg
Jerry Lee Dunville, Slaughters
James Edwin Earnest, jr., Lexington
Larry Stephen Edwards, Paducah
Mary Louise Einang, Norwood, N.J.
Alayne Caryl Evans", Rochester, N.Y.
Louis A. Ferrucci"""", Trenton, N.J.
Samuel Kent Finney, Crestwood
Roger L. Freeman, Paducah
Robert Friel", Stanton
Carthel Evan Gaskin, Burnside
William Kendall Centry", Henderson
George Nolen Cilpin", Hodgenville
Susan C. Ouyther, Leonardtown, Md.
John McMeekin Haggin, Lexington
Kevin Patrick Hamlin, Paris
William Lorenzo Hankla"''''', Lexington
Connie S. Heird, Lexington
Fred Herald", Lexington
Winfrey Lee Hurt, Cooper
Albert Lawrence Iten, Houston, Tex.
Robert Wayne Jones, Paducah
Margaret Anne Kelly, Covington
Daniel S. Kendrick" "', Dayton
Gary B. Lampertv'", Linden, N.J.
Michael M. MajorH, Hickman
Charles Edward Mayer", Cox's Creek
John Patrick Mcf.lurg", Middleton, R.I.
David Russell Mttcham"", Irvington
Harvey Wayne Mitchell, Princeton
James Carrick Mitchell, Georgetown
Kenneth Hubert Mohr", Lexington
George E. Monarch III, Hardinsburg
Frances May Moore, Mayslick
Jane Lee Moore, Lexington
Thomas Pierce Moorman, Glendean
Susan Anastasia Moran, Lexington
Dorothy Hoagland Morgan"", Fern
Creek
Jimmy D. Mullins, Amburgey
Vemie Ray Mullins"""", Yosemite
VyrJe Wiljon Owens, Lexington
Bobby Lewis Pilesu, Cox's Creek
Nelson Adolph Pott III, Glasgow
Keelan Wayne Pulliam", Frankfort
Roger Francis Quarles, Frankfort
Mary Jean Quisenberry, Emden, Ill.
David Ernest Reeves, Allensville
Kenneth Stephen Ring, Georgetown,
o.
Milburn Gerald RobertsU, Faubush
Bruce George Sauerbry, Langhorne, Pa.
Meredith E. Scalesu, Ingle
John Frederick Schuhmann"''''',
Campbellsville
James Bradley Scudder, Elizabethtown
William Edgar Sharpu, Lexington
William Preston Shearer, Winchester
Serena Sue Sheesley", Harrisburg, Pa.
Douglas Wellard Shepherd, Fairfield,
o.
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Garroll Layne Shryock, Owenton
Michael Stewart Sims, Mt. Olivet
Anthony Earl Smith", Ezel
John Douglas Smith"""", Eubank
Sharon Alicia Smith, Louisville
David Charles Snider", Taylorsville
Larry Gene Springate, Sinai
Wayne Sherwood Sterling, Salisbury,
Md.
Everett Keith Stratton, Shelbyville
John R. Stull, Sebree
Clifton C. TaylorU, Somerset
Truman Lee TiptonH, Shelbyville
Milton Coburn Toby, Campbellsville
Frederick F. Walker, Rockville, Md.
Bennie Dwight Warren, Hodgenville
William Bruce Watkins, Owensboro
Ralph Erick Westlinu, Louisville
David Andrew White, Brookville, Ind.
Donald Wayne White, Keeling, Va.
Doris L. Whitton, Lexington
Michael Dale wtlke" ", Henderson
Darrell Ray Williams", Penrod
Edward Allen Wolsing""o, Independence
Perry W. Wornall ", Paris
Marjul Dwin Wright, Guthrie
Bachelor of Science in Forestry
Danny Joe Basil, Glasgow
Michael Ray Brotzge, Fern Creek
Thomas Edward Ehmett", Covington
Larry Gene Hardwick, Bronston
Roger Allen Horseman, Lexington
Dewey David Johnson, Hulen
Max Edward Leach, Frankfort
Michael Cary Luta" ", Elyria, O.
Arnold Corbett Osborneo"", Ashland
Gerry Rau, Louisville
Albert Walter Schmidt", Ft. Thomas
William Michael Toebbe"""", Covington
Charles Van Trimble't ", Lexington
Gregory L. Webb"""", Owensboro
College of Engineering
Dean: James E. Funk
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural
Engineering
Roger Wayne Conn, Shelbyville
David Evans Ludwick, Jeffersontown
Michael Lee Luscher" 0, Frankfort
Charles William Marshall, Maysville
Mark Wayne Phipps, Fulton
Eugene Prater, West Prestonsburg
James Stuart Reeves, Mayslick
David Michael Rieke" 0, Worthington,
O.
James Edwin Sheldon, Ashland
Ernest William Tollner, Dover
Bachelor of Science in Chemical
Engineering
James Richard Adams, Middletown
William Frederick Barham, jr., Lexington
James Horton Barry, Maysville
Wayne Edward Brooks, Boaz
Charles Edwin Catlett" 0, Magnolia
James Leon Connor, Paducah
James Ralph Conway"", Nicholasville
John Claude Cranfill, [r.", Beckley,
W. Va.
Richard Michael Crouch, Greensboro,
N.C.
Mario Adalid del Cidu, Lexington
Kenneth Louis Downs, Louisville
Victor David Humphrey, Glen Ellyn, Ill.
Larry Gordon Johnson, Prestonsburg
Clarence Randall Lewts"", Fern Creek
Michael L. Patrick, Williamsburg
Don M. Phillips, Paducah
Wayne Joseph Schaftlein, Louisville
Jerry Ray Tapp, Louisville
Mark Ralph Thompson, Louisville
Daniel K. Tiandra, Lexington
Douglass George Townsend, Louisville
Kenny Weaver, Lexington
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering
Rondal Gene Allenu, Vine Grove
Joseph Garner Armistead, [r., Pembroke
James Paul BenedictU, Cincinnati, O.
Jon Arthur Bennett"", Covington
Jerry Thomas Bow, Monticello
Donald Kermit Bryant1lo1lo,Welchs Creek
Lester Eugene Crigler "", Lebanon
Junction
John Morris Crittenden, Frankfort
Gary Lee Dabneyl:ll:l, Monticello
John Paul Devts"", Cave City
William Earl Davis"'''', Gray
Richard W. Day, Lexington
Amir Mansour Fouladgar"", Lexington
Andrew Thomas Fulton "", Louisville
Winston Bromley Caffron, jr.,
Brownsville, Tenn.
Jerry Allen Gilpin"'~\ Fairplay
John O'Leary Hatght"", Lexington
James R. Ham", Carlisle
Stanley Oris Hazard, [r., New Albany,
Ind.
Shannon Lee Hellard, Mt. Vernon
Donald Ray Herd"", Hazard
Ronald Dean Herringtcn'i ", Paris
William Calvin Hill, Central City
George V, HoggU, Premium
Thomas Walter Holderfieldu, Louisville
William Hildreth Hornbecku, Frankfort
Thomas [obe, Ir." ", Leitchfield
Michael Edward Kazunas'", Louisville
Rick Paul Keene, Phyllis
James Larry Kerrfl-1lo,Somerset
Charles Phillip Lambert, Lexington
James Richard Lile l:Il:I, Lexington
Larry Glenn McCaslin1lofl-, Nicholasville
Richard LeRoy Moffitt, Canterbury,
Conn.
Phillip Glenn Morrtson"", Philpot
Joseph Bernard Muehlenkamp IIlfI-, Cold
Spring
John Darrell Natton"", Philpot
Wayne S. Nicholsu, Glasgow
Edward Sue Perkins, Lexington
Perry Dyke Potter" ", Flatwoods
Harold Wayne Powell, Liberty, Ind.




George Michael Ritchie, [r., New Haven
Richard Vincent Sayre, Lexington
Craig C. Shennanfl-"" Taunton, Mass.
James Douglas Sizemore"'1lo, Lynch
Mickey T. Smith"'fI-, Centertown
Albert Leon Smothers(/<), Lexington
Kris Stegelman" ", Madisonville
Robert Stephen SteltenkampH, Lookout
Heights
Harry Joseph Sterling, jr., Ashland
Richard Hugh Stith, Rineyville
William David SuttonH, Georgetown
Michael Lee Swinfordu, Richmond
Charles R. Thomas, Pineville
William Denton Thomas, Lexington
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Lawrence Anthony Trenkamp, [r."",
Villa Hills
David Martin Vanlvleter'", Lexington
Guy Franklin Vansant III, Frankfort
Hanna M. WakimH, Beirut, Lebanon
Arthur Everett Walker, [r., Mt. Sterling
Larry A. Warren, Elizabethtown
Robert Lee Waters, Elizabethtown
Willie H. Whittamore, Jr.H, Bybee
Robert Henry WiedoH, Versailles
James Blaine Williams"'o, Madisonville
Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Aubrey Dale Allen" ", Hopkinsville
Stanley Loren Bentley"", Neon
Rodney Albert Boyd?", Elizabethtown
Ronald Lamar Boyd, Louisville
Jerry Lewis BrackettH, Elizabethtown
Enos Stanley Burkhart" ". Danville
Wayne Douglas Carmony, Lynch
Daniel Hunter Casey, Lexington
George Michael Cassity", Benton
Phillip Dwaine Clark" ", Lexington
David G. Crockett, Nicholasville
Darell Dean Cronch"", Mayfield
John Dunlap Dobbins, Jr.H, Louisville
Kenneth Murray Eades"", Lexington
Thomas Adam Geoffroy, Lexington
Tilman Van Crubb"", Middlesboro
H. Mitchell Hammond", Lexington
William H. Hayes""", Russell
Royce Earl Hensley", Gray
Joel Eugene Hodge""", Lexington
Allen Jay Hoke, Ashland
Charles Henry Holbrook, Lexington
Chester Wayne Jenkins, Louisville
David F. Kearns", Lexington
Douglas Earle KeeverS ", Flatwoods
Kenneth Ralph King, Newport
William Edward Lawson""", Lexington
James Gary Lea"", Ft. Mitchell
Robert H. Mackey"", Richmond
Jorge Eduardo Medina, Charlotte, N.C.
Thomas Allen Moore?", Falmouth
Timothy Eugene Morris"'''', Lexington
George William Mullins"'''',
Campbellsville
David Ellsworth Oakley, Hopkinsville
Robert Wayne Osborne°l:l, Ashland
Richard Malcolm Pack, Charlottesville,
Va.
Jonathan Wayne Porter1loo, Lexington
Michael M. Proctor, Lexington
Donald Joseph Quattrocchi, Owensboro
Larry Thomas Raisor, Campbellsburg
Michael Davis Hankin", Stanford
Royce H. Reiss, Jr. H, Port Neches, Tex.
Harry J. Rieso 0-, Lexington
Norman Allen Robbinsu, Owensboro
Charles L. Bush" ", Lexington
Ira Kenneth Ruth, West Liberty
Richard Wayne Sandefur, Beaver Dam
George Buist Scott III, Murray
Neil Thomas Shepard, Lexington
Clyde Stalker, Elkhorn City
Roger Lee Starnes'i ", Lexington
Hugh Douglas Stinson, Lexington
George G. Stuart, Owensboro
Kulwant Singh Thind, Lexington
Larry Randolph Thompson, Nicholasville
James A. 'I'rivette'":", Ashland
Jesse Lee Vanderpool, [r., Lexington
Carmel Wallace, Jr.H, Elkhorn City
Vidor J. Watson, Middlesboro
Gary Lynn Wickelhausu, Cold Spring
Billy Ray Zemo, Ashland
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical
Engineering
William Conley Abnee" ", Mt. Olivet
Stephen Garrett Blume" ", Jeffersontown
Larry T. Bradenoo, Corydon
William John BudaH, Berea
Allan Russell Burke, Somerset
Edson Allen Current, Lexington
John Michael Dossettv ", Henderson
John Linden Eastin, Winchester
Michael Lowell Ellenwood -0 -0 ,
Hopkinsville
John White Farmer 110-0, Lexington
Neil FryH, Bellevue
Thomas Stewart Garman, Lexington
Gustavo H. Cuerrerov'", Lexington
Gary E. Halker, Lexington
Herman Lane Harris", Lexington
Richard Lee Hensley", Frankfort
Michael Lee Horn, Florence
Kenneth Lynn Howardu, Mayfield
A. Morgan Howarth, Lexington
Jimmy Carlton James 00 , Stanford
Francis Jacob Kramer, Ft. Thomas
Terrill L. Lewellen, Lexington
Anthony Thomas Manion, May's Lick
Lowell Thomas Mcf.ann" ", Trinity
William Jason Meredith", Elizabethtown
Dale Lynn Milesu, Paducah
J. Michael Miller, Tonawanda, N.Y.
Kevin Michael Monroe, Hickory
Hassan Qaimmaqami", Lexington
Chester Frazier Robards, Jr. -0,
Brecksville, O.
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Danny F. Rockoo, Hodgenville
Charles Christopher Salmon00,
Madisonville
Stephan Hunt Schramme, Florence
James Martin Shipp, Lexington
Guy Winfield Shumate, }r.-O-O, Lexington
Horace Grant Skaggs-o-o,Ashland
Orson Pratt Smith 11100, Louisville
Harold Michael Staton, Mt. Sterling
Damon R. Talley, Magnolia
Edward Hall Taylor, Georgetown
Randy Keith Wethtngrcns ", Louisville
Charles Dana woodrum" ", Louisville
David William Yeary" -0, Lexington
Bachelor of Science in Metallurgical
Engineering
Robert Alan Bradford, Ashland
David Keith GregstonU, West Paducah
William Stewart Haviland°-o, Cynthiana
Robert Stephen Martin, Jr.oo, Louisville
John Maurice Winebrenner, Florence
College of Education
Dean: George W. Denemark
Bachelor of Arts in Education
Sharon Marie Abbott, New Carlisle, O.
Major: Sociology
Claudia Marie Acheson", Painesville, O.
Major: Elementary Education
Gale L. Adkins, Loveland, O.
Major: Elementary Education
Gloria Irene Adkins, Ashland
Major: Elementary Education
Roger William Aleksa", Lexington
Major: Social Studies (Junior High)
Charlotte Joy Alexander"""", Louisville
Major: Elementary Education and
Special Education (Educable
Mentally Retarded)
Anne Douglas Allen"", Winchester
Major: Elementary Education
Belinda Sue Allen"", Chesapeake, Va.
Major: Elementary Education
Joyce Lynn Allspaw, Cincinnati, O.
Major: Elementary Education
Barbara Ann Anderson <I, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Jeffrey John Appling, Erlanger
Major: Sociology
Edgar George Archer, Lexington
Major: Political Science
Johnnie Cook Arnold" ". Cynthiana
Major; Elementary Education
Joyce H. Arvin, Lexington
Major; Elementary Education
Florence Bacon Ashby" ", Middletown,
O.
Major; Elementary Education
John David Atktns" ", Turkey Creek
Major: Geography
Jane Ellyn Bader", Jeffersontown
Major: Biological Sciences
Karen Sue Bailey, Ashland
Major: Elementary Education
Jennifer Ellen Bailiff, Somerset
Major: Elementary Education
Dave John Bair ", Lexington
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Anieta Carol Baird, Hustonville
Major: Mathematics
Pamela G. Baker, Ashland
Major: English (Junior High)
Ruth Ann Baker, Lexington
Major: Political Science
Betsy Anne Baldwin, Charleston, W. Va.
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
[o Anne Baldwin, Frankfort
Major: Elementary Education
Frances Louise Barnes, Jeffersontown
Major: Elementary Education
Carolyn Strother Barret, Hazard





Kathy Newman Beam, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Sharon Bedell, Independence
Major: History, English and
Communications (Junior High)
Margo Candace Behm, Rocky River,
O.
Major: Elementary Education
Bari McCracken Behnken, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Carolyn Sue Bell, Madisonville
Major: Elementary Education
Sally James Bell"", Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Marsha Katherine Bennett, Worthington,
O.
Major: Biological Sciences
Shea Springer Bennett, Covington
Major: Elementary Education
Gayle Louise Benney, Loveland, O.
Major: Elementary Education
Edward Guy Benningfield, [r.,
Hodgenville
Major: Geography
Arthur Jerry Bentlev"", Lexington
Major: Physical Education
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Nancy C. Berling, Covington
Major: Elementary Education
Rachel Angela Biagi"'''', Shelbyville
Major: Business Education
Bonnie Lee Bickel", Ft. Thomas
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Jane Hurt Binford, Lexington
Major; Elementary and Special
Education (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Bonita Kay Bishop, Cincinnati, O.
Major; Elementary Education
Sandra Ann Blake, Cincinnati, O.
Major: Physical Education
Mary Lynn Combs Blakeman, Lancaster
Major: Elementary Education
Myra Gail Blandford?", Springfield
Major: History
Carol Helene Blanton, Lexington
Major: Music
James Cleveland Blevins, Lexington
Major: English and History (Junior
High)
Brenda J. Bloomfield, Quincy
Major: Elementary Education
Carolyn Anne Boatman, Bainbridge, O.
Major: Elementary and Special
Education (Orthopedically
Handicapped)
Rowena Preece Bolin" "', Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Sandra Stokes Bolin", Hickman
Major: Elementary Education
Albert William Borne", Lexington
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Edward L. Botner, [r., Lexington
Major: History and Geography (Junior
High)
Betsy Elaine Bowen"'''', Owensboro
Major: Elementary Education
Elizabeth Mary Bowey, Waterbury,
Conn.





Lucy Anne Bowsher, Lexington
Major: Art
Alice Ann Boyd, Ashland
Major: History
Mildred Kay Bradley, Ashland
Major: English







Major: Elementary and Special
Education (Orthepedically
Handicapped)
Terry Allen Brewer, Lexington
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Ronda Kay Brewster"'''', Willamson, N.Y.
Major: Physical Education and Health
Margaret Lynn Broka" ", Park Hills
Major: Elementary Education
Cecelia Searcy Brown"'''', Lawrenceburg
Major: Elementary Education
Lois Ann Brown", Lawrenceburg
Major: Business Education
Mary Michael Brown?", Taylorsville
Major: English
Russell Howard Brown, Lexington
Major: Special Education (Educable
Mentally Retarded)
Ruth Jane Brown, Richmond
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Sharon Evelyn Brown, Henderson
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Ann Brunson, Ft. Thomas
Major: Elementary Education
Steve Cecil Bryant", Lexington
Major: History
Lynn Elaine Bryden" ", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Beth Ann Bunzendahl, Connersville, Ind.
Major: Elementary and Special
Education (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Mary Lee Burke, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Suzanne Smith Burkel>, Lexington
Major: English
Nellie Chloe Burns, May's Lick
Major: Elementary Education
David Lavis Busse", Covington
Major: Secondary Education
Mark H. Byington"'''', Lexington
Major: Art Education
David Richard Caldwell, Lexington
Major: History
Cheryl Rolston Callahan" ", Louisville
Major: English
Darrylyn Y. Callaway, Benham
Major: Sociology
Sandra Kay Camtc" ", Danville
Major: English
Iris Maile Cannon", Wilmore
Major: Elementary Education
Charles Wayne Capps", Greenville
Major: Social Studies
George Carnahan f!-, Jackson
Major: History and Sociology
Fred Willis Carnes, Jamestown
Major: Science Area
Timothy C. Carson"'""',Louisville
Major: Special Education (Educable
Mentally Retarded)
Jill Patricia Casey, Pompano Beach, Fla.
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Michael Taylor Casey, Shelbyville
Major: Health and Physical Education
Michael Wayne Cassell, Ashland
Major: Social Studies
Kathryn Joyce Chadbourne, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Bonnie Gean Chandler, Princeton
Major: Elementary Educatoin
Barbara Heaton Chasteen u, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Kirk Lee Chiles, Lexington
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Gail Riddle Chowning, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Lawrence Vernon Chowning, Louisville
Major: Mathematics
Margaretta Belin Clarkeu, Waverly, Pa.




Nancy Jeanne Clark, Pewee Valley
Major: Elementary Education
Robert Gale Clark, Byrdstown, Tenn.
Major: Elementary Education
Richard M. Clements, Lexington
Major: Recreation
Sharon Stone Clements, Lexington
Major: English and Communications
(Junior High)
Carolyn Ruth Coggins, Louisville
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Arlene Mervis Cohen, Lexington
Major: History
Susan Ray Cole, Downers Grove, Ill.
Major: Elementary Education
Georgia C. Collins, Lexington
Major: Art
Linda Sue Collins, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Margaret Ann Collins", Prestonsburg
Major: Art Education
Margaret Ewing Collms" ", Lexington
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Mary Leake Combs", Lexington
Major: English
Patricia Carol Combs, Hindman
Major: History
Mary Eliza Conant", Toled~, O.
Major: History
Edwin Carter Conley, Salyersville
Major: Elementary Education
Richard Reuben Conley" ", Danville
Major: History
Sandra Lee Conley", Lexington
Major: Speech and Drama
Virginia Hlson Conley, Ashland
Major: Elementary Education
Penelope Tuemler Conrad, Falmouth
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Katherine Cooksey, Valley Station
Major: Elementary Education
Virginia F. Cooper, Somerset
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Ann Corbett" ", Ft. Mitchell
Major: Physical Education
Sallie Jean Cornett, Dwarf
Major: Business Education
Sherry Lohr Cornett", Hindman
Major: Elementary Education





Constance Maria Costello, Delran, N.J.
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Karen Wilkerson Cottingham <>4,
Lexington
Major: English and Communication
(Junior High)
Philip Edward Cottrell<'/-<),Cincinnati, O.
Major: History
Kathleen Stewart Countin, Louisville
Major: Mathematics
Joyce Ann Craig, Midway
Major: Elementary and Special
Education (Trainable Mentally
Retarded)
Janet DeBord Cranfill, Beckley, W. Va.
Major: English
Donna Lee Crask, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Anne Jacqueline Crawford", Frederick,
Md.
Major: Elementary Education
Rebecca Lynn Crews, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Debra Ann Cripe, Louisville
Major: English
Paula Jones Cronan"", Lexington
Major: English and Communications
(Junior High Education)
Jennifer Mary Crotty", Falmouth
Major: Elementary Education




Rebecca Lynn Davidson e", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Carolyn Ann Davis, Paducah
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Constance Irene Davis", Pittsburgh, Pa.
Major: Physical Education
Harriett Weiler Dawson, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Sarah Carolyn Boggs Day", Cumberland
Major: Political Science
Debbie Clemene Dearinger, Versailles
Major: Special Education (Educable
Mentally Retarded)
Maxine L. DeBoer<>,Wauseon, O.
Major: Elementary Education
Kathleen Rose Dedden <) ", Covington
Major: Elementary Education
Larry Colby Deener"", Campbellsville
Major: Social Science
Sheila W. DeVary, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Julia Abell Dexter, Danville
Major: Elementary Education
Cheryl L. Dierig, Newport
Major: Elementary Education
Juanita Underwood Dittyu, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Brenda Kaye Dixon, Cincinnati, O.
Major: Political Science
Carole Sue Doane?", Frankfort
Major: Art
G. P. Doane m-. Evarts
Major: History









James Thomas Donohoe, Timmonsville,
S.C.
Major: Biological Sciences
John Michael Donohoo, Georgetown, O.
Major: Geography
Nancy Louise Dorta "", Valley Station
Major: Elementary Education
Lynn Jane Dorton, Paintsville
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)




William Dreyer" ". Covington
Major: History
James Thomas Druien, Jr.<><>,Louisville
Major: Political Science
Donna Lou Dunn, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Sherri Morgan Durrett, Danville
Major: Elementary Education
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Amanda Mary Dysard 4 ", Ashland
Major: English and History
Barbara Jane Dye", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Dianne Gaile Eades, Lexington
Major: English
Susan Davis Easter" ", Lexington
Major: Science Area




Anna Sue Ellis, Rockfield
Major: History (Junior High)
Larry Joseph Ellis, Bluefield, Va.
Major: History
Sue Armstrong Ellis" 0-, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Betty Lewis Elrod, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
William Carson Elswick, Ashland
Major: History
Martha Anna Endler, Russell
Major: Elementary Education
Melissa Jane Engel"", Chagrin Falls, O.
Major: Elementary and Special
Education (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Jill R. EssigH, Louisville
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Annabel Ellen Evans, Cincinnati, O.
Major: English
Diane Helen Evans, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Phyllis Marie Campbell Fain ". Lexington
Major: English and Biological Science
(Junior High)
Janet Lee Farley, Ashland
Major: English
Linda Louise Farrall, La Plata, Md.
Major: Elementary Education
Gregory Steven Fatovic", Louisville
Major: History
Carolyn Febish <>!>, Lexington
Major: Art
Mendana Ann Fekel, Elmer, N.}.
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Joan Maria Feldkamp, Louisville
Major: Health and Physical Education
Christine Ann Felthaus, Ft. Mitchell
Major: Elementary Education
Linda B. Ferguson, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Russell L. Fergusonv ", Covington
Major: Social Studies
Blenda York Fields, Radcliff
Major: Elementary Education
Lois A. Fields, Lexington
Major: Business Education
Debra Jean Findeisen, Coral Gables, Fla.
Major: Elementary Education
Constance Fischbach", Dry Ridge
Major: Elementary Education
Alfred Clark Fish m-, Lexington
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Cathy Jean Fishburn, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Barbara Joan Fisher, Lexington
Major: Social Studies
Carole Ann Ftsher", St. Albans, W. Va.
Major: English and Communications
(Junior High)
Patricia Workman Fisk, Dry Ridge
Major: Elementary Education
Clark Alan Fitch l> ". Louisville
Major: Social Studies
Martha Gossett Fizer, Cynthiana
Major: Elementary Education
Joan Elizabeth Fleischer" ", Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Sharon Lee Flynn", Ft. Thomas
Major: Elementary Education
Karen L. Ford, Ft. Thomas
Major: Sociology and History
Phillip John Forjan, Steelton, Pa.
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Donna Marie Fox, Stanford
Major: Recreation
Kathryn Anne Frampton, Charleston,
w. Va.
Major: Elementary Education
Brenda Paula France", Newport
Major: Biological Science
Gregory C. Frank", Covington
Major: Elementary Education
Phillip Eugene Frazier, Lexington
Major: Art
Debbie J. French, Morganfield
Major: Elementary Education
Martha Marie Fulks, Toluca, III.
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Sandra S. Galbreath, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Dee Reed Gallagher, Birmingham, Mich.
Major: Elementary and Special
Education (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Juanita H. Callivan", Whiting, Ind.
Major: Elementary Education
Karen Kay Calloway", Henderson
Major: Elementary Education
Carolyn Skipwith GamboeH, Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Major: Elementary Education
Christine Pierce Gancarz, Miami, Fla.
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Linda Gail Christy Garlock, Catlettsburg
Major: History
Janice 'White Garrett, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Christine Ann Gates, Southgate
Major: Elementary Education
Nora Wright Gatewood, Lexington
Major: Biological Science
Margaret Maria Gatti, Delanco, N.J.
Major: Elementary Education
Corrine E. Gearhart, Ashland
Major: Elementary Education
Mark Allen Gentry, Henderson
Major: Political Science
Barbara Bays Geralds(/(!, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Jerry Lee Getzel, Louisville
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Kathleen Dianna Gibb, Lexington
Major: English
Diane Dorotha Ciffen" ", Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Judith Kay Cillen", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Brenda Louise Gilliam, Danville
Major: Elementary and Special
Education (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Patricia Lee Cilliam'", Wise, Va.
Major: Elementary Education
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Raymond Lee Oilmore" ", Lexington
Major: Art
William Douglas Glass, Louisville
Major: History
Joseph Robert Gluck Ill""", Cumberland
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Cathy Coble", West Van Lear
Major: English
Mary Lee Goble, Dwale
Major: English
Rikki Galen Oocbenour s ", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Doris Davis Goldstein, Frankfort
Major: Elementary Education
Katheryn Savage Goode, Paris
Major: Elementary Education
Melissa Jayne Gordon, Homewood, Ill.
Major: Elementary and Special
Education (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Sara K. Gover, Somerset
Major: Elementary Education
Van Johnson Graham, Winchester
Major: Political Science
Larry Edward Grannis, Flemingsburg
Major: Social Studies
Bonita Lynne Gray, Independence
Major: Elementary Education
James L. Creen" ", Eminence
Major: Special Education (Educable
Mentally Retarded)
Paul W. GregoryU, Richmond Hill, N.Y.
Major: Social Studies
Charity Crlffith" ", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Pamela Kay Crisham" ", Henderson
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Marcia Lynn Gritton", Henderson
Major: Languages
Shelley Marie Guttman, Lexington
Major: Speech
Donald Lee Hackel, Louisville
Major: Political Science
Sharon Kemper Hackworth, Shelbyville
Major: Elementary Education
Linnea Rae Hadley, Carrollton
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Patrick Louis Hagan, New Haven
Major: History
Lawrence Hale, Jr. 0, Waynesburg
Major: Elementary Education
Susan Gaye Hale, Lowall
Major: Spanish
Bill David Hall, Topmost
Major: Sociology
Harold Hall, [r., Topmost
Major: Sociology
Rebecca Frazier Hall, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Marie Antoinette Halpin 0, Lookout
Heights
Major: Special and Elementary
Education (Orthopedically
Handicapped)
Gloria Sharon Hamilton, Waynesburg
Major: History
Mary Shealis Hammonds", Winchester
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Carol Sue Hammons", Water Gap
Major: Sociology
Marjorie Ann Hanby, Springfield
Major: Social Studies
Pamela Jeanne Hancock, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Mary [o Hand, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Cynthia Diane Harbison, Morganton,
N.C.
Major: Elementary and Special
Education (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Patricia L. Hardest yO, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
James Delbert Hardin, Sinai
Major: Social Studies
Mary Lou Hardin, Inez
Major: Biological Sciences
Elizabeth England Hargis, Covington
Major: Business Education
Marion McDowell Harper, Lexington
Major: English
Ann Troutman Harpole, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
William Lewis Hartley", Versailles
Major: Business Education
Vicki Lane Hawes, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Donna Kathleen Haydon, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Jenny Wake Hayes, Princeton
Major: Elementary Education




Kathy Jones Hazard"", Lexington
Major: English
Elden Charles Healey" 0, Lexington
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
John Aitken Henderson, Lexington.
Major: Social Studies
Katherine Frances Hessel, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Brenda [o HesterOO, Dry Ridge
Major: Social Sciences
Fred Ray Hester" 0, Maysville
Major: Social Sciences
Henina Little Hickman, Lexington
Major: Art
Carol Newman Hicksoo, Lexington
Major: English
Billy Orr Hinton, Lexington
Major: History
Deborah Ann Hitchcock" 0, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Evelyn Holben, Western Springs,
Ill.
Major: Elementary Education
Dianne Holland 00, Lexington
Major: English
Linda Maria Holmes, South Fallsburg,
N.Y.
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Cynthia Ann Homra, Fulton
Major: Chemistry
James A. Horn, Jr. II, Lexington
Major: History and Sociology
Pamela Faulconer Horn"", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Dorothy Irene Hoskins" ", Danville
Major: History (Junior High)
Leilah Catherine Houchin, Mt. Eden
Major: English
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Brenda Gail Howard?", Harlan
Major: Elementary Education
Judith Ann Howes, Lexington
Major: English
Coleman Wesley Howlett, Louisville
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Stuart Jay Hubbard, Centerville, O.
Major: Physical Sciences
Carol Lynn Hudepohl, Southgate
Major: English
Sidney Johnson Hudson", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
M. Michelle Hue?", Ft. Mitchell
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Linda J. Hugenberg, Ft. Mitchell
Major: Elementary Education
Cynthia Woodfin Hughes, Madison, Ind.
Major: English
Judith Vaughan Humbleu, Winchester
Major: English and Communications
(J unior High)
Stanley J. HuntOO, Lexington
Major: Science
Anne Duke Huntsman", Maysville
Major: Elementary Education
Norma Simmons Huntsman, Scottsville
Major: Elementary Education
Robert Leslie Hurt, Russell
Major: Recreation
Patricia R. Hussey, Endwell, N.Y.
Major: Business Education (General
Business)
Virginia Lynn Imhoff, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Betty Fryman Ingram, Lexington
Major: Chemistry
Barbara Jean Irwin", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Judy Bondurant Isaacs, Louisville
Major: Sociology
Shirley Perry Ishmael, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Lois Jacobs, Pippa Passes
Major: English
Julia Ann jaggie, Lexington
Major: History




Cynthia Ann Jenkins, Louisville
Major: History
Danny Thomas Johnson, Lexington
Major: Social Studies
Jane Ruth johnson":", Hickman
Major: English
Linda Kay Johnson, Gibsonia, Pa.
Major: Biology
Norma Gail Johnson, Elizabethtown
Major: Elementary Education
Paula Jean Johnson, Beaver Dam





Catherine Anne Jones, Washington, Ga.
Major: Health and Physical Education
Helen Anne Jones, Pewee Valley
Major: Elementary Education
Seebert W. Jones, Jr., Louisville
Major: Political Science
James Maxwell Jordan, Ashland
Major: History
Linda Kay jordan", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Irene Marie Yacura Joseph, Lexington
Major: French
Beverly Geoghegan judy" ", Cynthiana
Major: Elementary Education
Barbara Lynn Jump, Elliston
Major: Elementary Education
Janet Lee [ustice ", Ashland
Major: Recreation
Jerry Lee Kaiser" ", Louisville
Major: History
Bruce Albert Karem "', Louisville
Major: Sociology
Carol Jean KarpH, Louisville
Major: Biological Sciences
Lynn Louise Kaufman, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Major: Art
Jill Ann Kearney, Annandale, N.J.
Major: Elementary Education
John B. Keddie, Lexington
Major: Science
Jerry Clifton Keepers, Louisville
Major: Sociology
Gloria Simpson Keeton", Lexington
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Karolyn Kell" ", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Carol Ann Kelley, Ashland
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Pamela Glass Kelley" ", Georgetown
Major: Elementary Education
Sue A. Kelly, Morehead
Major: Chemistry
Vivian Stewart Kern, Hopkinsville
Major: Elementary Education
Anne Charlene Kemp, Tacoma, Wash.
Major: Health and Physical Education
Joan Elizabeth Kempf, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Eva Arlene Kennedy, Louisville
Major: English
Ann Keough, East Providence, R.I.
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Eileen Keough, Lexington
Major: Elementary and Special
Education (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Kay Lynn Kettler" ", Lexington
Major: Science and Social Science
(Junior High)
Barbara Rosine Kimbrel" ", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Loretta S. Kincaid <:> ", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Kathy Ruth King, Lexington
Major: History
Victor Douglas King", Kingston, Tenn.
Major: Physical Education
Feyadora Vaznelis Kirk"', Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Virginia Meade Kirk"'''', Lexington
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Carol Sue Kling, Covington
Major: Elementary Education
Judith Forsyth Klor, Lexington
Major: French
Karensue Margaret Knable" ", Alexandria
Major: Elementary Education
Lola Stephens Knauer, Cold Spring
Major: Elementary Education
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Bonnie Hawkins Krawczyk, Lexington
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Robert Lemar Kuster, Cynthiana
Major: History and Political Science
Partehnia Lafferty, Royalton
Major: Elementary Education
Eleanore Coomes Lally, Lexington
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Glenda Kay Lanham, Hazard
Major: Elementary Education
Susan Ann Lanphlerd, Carrollton
Major: Elementary Education
Shelley Cornett Latta", Henderson
Major: Elementary Education
Betty Dee Laudeman, Louisville
Major: English and History
Kathleen Lawson, Vine Grove
Major: Elementary Education
Jacqueline deLime Lea""", Frankfort
Major: Physical Education
Martha Terry Leitch", Nicholasville
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Don Allen Lentz "", Lexington
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Joseph Anthony Lentz", Middletown
Major: History
Muriel Leslie l'I "', Emma
Major: Elementary Education
Janet Hendricks Lewis, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Laura Elizabeth Lewis, Louisville
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Lucinda Ruth Lewis?" Ashland
Major: Elementary Education
Linda Jeanne Lightfoot, Winchester
Major: English
Barbara Joyce Lindsey, Utica
Major: Elementary Education
Cayla Sue Long, Manteno, Ill.
Major: Elementary Education
John Roland Lonneman, jr., Cold Spring
Major: History and Political Science
(Junior High)
Janet Lee Lookabill, Indianapolis, Ind.
Major: English
Mary Elizabeth Lowe", Greensburg, Ind.
Major: English
Anna Ratliff Lowry, Madisonville
Major: Science (Junior High)
Bess Miller MacClelJan, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Kimberley Ann MacKeigan, Lakewood,
O.
Major: Elementary Education
Marjorie M. Magedanz, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Lee Manier, Nashville, Tenn.
Major: English and Communications
(Junior High)
Julia Ann Manning, Falls Church, Va.
Major: Elementary Education
Mary F. Manning", Maysville
Major: Elementary Education
Helen Angela Marcuccilli, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Barbara Elaine Marcum, Ludlow
Major: Elementary Education
Lana Susan Marcum, Frankfort
Major: Elementary Education
Margaret Ellen MarkinGO, Ironton, O.
Major: Biological Sciences
Lynn Cheryl Marsh ~, Fern Creek
Major: Elementary Education
Rebecca Jane Marshall~~, Middletown,
O.
Major: Elementary and Special
Education (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Shirley Carter Marshall, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Charles Edward Martin, Staten Island,
N.Y.
Major: English
Jane Powell Martin, Ft. Mitchell
Major: Elementary Education
Susan Clark Marx, Lexington
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Joy Childers Masengnle"", Windy
Major: Elementary Education
Raymond Joseph Massie, Lexington
Major: English
Rachel Mastin, Cynthiana
Major: English and Communications
(J unior High)
Ann Rapier Mattingly, Bardstown
Major: Mathematics
Anna Catherine MattinglyGO, Vine Grove
Major: History (Junior High)
Linda Gruner Mayer, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Mark Richard MayneH, Lexington
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Mary Catherine McAdam, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
George Steven McAllister", Lookout
Heights
Major: History
Constance Maureen McAloon, APO, N.Y.
Major: English
Melvin Ray McCane, Covington
Major: History and Political Science
Rose Allen McCauley~, Cynthiana
Major: Elementary Education
Ann Coyle Curry McCoy, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Daniel Miles McCracken4", Radcliffe
Major: History and Political Science
Ellen Atkins Mcffullough", Ashland
Major: Elementary Education
Maurice John McDanielH, Louisville
Major: Social Studies
Catherine Eblen McGinnis, Henderson
Major: Mathematics
Henley Mclntosh" ", Newport
Major: Social Sciences
Enid Marie McMillin, Garden City, N.Y.
Major: Elementary Education
Linda Elizabeth McNeace" >:>,Sarasota,
Fla.
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Mary Elizabeth Meachum", Bluefield,
W. v«.
Major: Business Education
Peggy Ann Meacham 4",Lexington




Nannette Elizabeth Mershon", Louisville
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation





Holly Jo Michael, Fairfax, Va.
Major: Elementary Education
David W. Miller, Bethlehem, Pa.
Major: English
Deborah Miller" 4",Anchorage
Major: Elementary and Special
Education (Trainable Mentally
Retarded)
Diane Gail Miller, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
James David Miller, Cecilia
Major: Earth Science
Janet Carol Miller" 4",Campbellsville
Major: Elementary Education
Robin Ann Miller, Lexington








James Philip Mitchell, Louisville




Ruth Teaque Mooney, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Diana Lee Moore, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Major: Mathematics
John Robert MooreH, Frankfort
Major: History
Randy Farrell Moore, Garrett
Major: German
[o Ann Morgan, Lexington
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Judith Elaine Morgan, Louisville
Major: Art
Kaye Ellen Morman?", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Brenda Gayle MorrisH, Cumberland




Patricia Gayle Morris" ", Henderson
Major: English
Charles Wesley Mory, Louisville
Major: Political Science
Nanette MotterU, Louisville
Major: English and Communications
(J unior High)
Judith Hicks Mountjoy?", Stanford
Major: Elementary Education
Tod L. Mucci, Taylors, S.C.
Major: English
William Alan Mueller,' Lexington
Major: English
Carma Boyd Mullikin, Tollesboro
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Carolyn Nichols Murphy", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education (Library
Science)
Cynthia Anna Murray't ", Leesburg, Va.
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Janice Allen Nash", Ashland
Major: Elementary Education
George Robert Newell, Maysville
Major: History
William Jerry Newland'' ", London
Major: History
Mary Filiatreau Newton" ", Lexington
Major: Business Education
Joan Elizabeth Niekamp, St. Henry, O.
Major: Elementary Education
Anne A. Nixon, Lookout Mountain, Tenn.
Major: Special Education (Educable
Mentally Retarded)
Lynda Sue Noble, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Patsy Lucas Noel, Middletown
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Susan North, Kenilworth, Ill.
Major: Art
Jack Randall Nuckols", Lexington
Major: History
Robin Plott Nunley, Charleston, W. Va.
Major: Elementary Education
Meredith Anne Nye, Bloomington, Ind.
Major: Elementary Education
Janet James Oakley" ", Lexington
Major: English
Catherine Adams O'Bryan, Lexington
Major: Sociology
Karen Patricia Olin, Ft. Knox
Major: Elementary Education
Martha Clara Olson, Louisville
Major: History
Audrey-Carol Cox Ormerod, Lexington
Major: SOciology
Brenda Cole Osborne"'''', London
Major: English
Jennifer Lynne Osborne, Cincinnati, O.
Major: Elementary Education
Linda Lee Painter" ", Alexandria
Major: Mathematics
Nancy McCord Parke", Ft. Mitchell
Major: Elementary Education
Janet Clark Parker, Lexington
Major: English and Communications
(Junior High)
Rebecca Alice Parkison, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education




Glenna T. Parrish, Georgetown
Major: Elementary Education
Helen Hyde Parrishu, Paris
Major: Art
Steven Gene Parrish, Evansville, Ind.
Major: Business Education (General
Business)
Raymond Porter Patrtck'' ", Lexington
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Judy Page Patton" ", Frankfort
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Ann Patton, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Joyce Ann Payne, Danville
Major: Special Education (Educable
Mentally Retarded)
Bernice Frank Peo", Lexington
Major: Business Education
Susan Elaine Perkins, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Jennifer Anderson Perry" '", Pikeville
Major: English
Michael Charles Pfetzer, Covington
Major: Social Studies
Jane Judson Phillips", Monticello
Major: Recreation Therapy
Jewell Mitchell Phillips, Midway
Major: Elementary Education
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Martha Dudley Phillips, Nicholasville
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Meredith Pickerill, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Randy Gerald Pool, Lexington
Major: History
Sharon Tolle Pope, Maysville
Major: Elementary Education
William David Pope", Lexington
Major: Biological Sciences
Donald Lee Porterfield"'''', Lexington
Major: History
Mary S. Porterfield" ", [effertown
Major: Elementary Education
Butler R. Pottinger IV""", New Haven
Major: Sociology
Linda Susanne Powell"', Lexington
Major: Physical Education
Linda Eastbourn Prejean, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Gloria Jean Price, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Pamela Ann Price, Greensburg
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Terry Watson Price, Liberty
Major: Elementary Education
Joan Hagedorn Prince, Ft. Thomas
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Stephen Dale Prince, Ft. Thomas
Major: History
Donna Boyce Proctor, Lexington
Major: English
Diana Moore Pulliam, Shepherdsville
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
John William Puntillo, Highland, Ind.
Major: Physical Education
David Earl Pursell"'''', Morrisville, Pa.
Major: Health and Physical Education
Paul David Queen, Ashland
Major: History
Kim Foster Quick, Valley Station
Major: History
Patricia Ann Hadmecher" ", Lexington
Major: History and SOciology
Joan Kathleen Hamsey"", Glenview, Ill.
Major: Spanish and Social Sciences
(Junior High)
Sandra Kay Ramsey, Louisville
Major: Elementary and Special
Education (Trainable Mentally
Retarded)
Vida L. Rankin, Catlettsburg
Major: Elementary Education
Mary James Rapier, Paintsville
Major: History
Cynthia Elaine Ratchford, Lynch
Major: Elementary Education
Karen Sue Raub, Ft. Knox
Major: Elementary Education
Stephen Robert Ratterman", Louisville
Major: Art
Gerald Edsel Ray, [r., Lexington
Major: Physical Sciences
Linda Berry Ray, Lexington
Major: Art
Ralph Micheal Reavis", Long Lane, Mo.
Major: Biological Sciences
Sherry Ann Reavis, Bunnell, Fla.
Major: English
Mary Ann Hurst Reckelhoff, Lexington
Major: Elementary and Special
Education (Neurologically Impaired)
Dianne Eckler Reed, Crittenden
Major: Biological Sciences
Mark Kenneth Reed, Jr.<J,Lexington
Major: History
Reba Irene Reed Q <J,Corinth
Major: Health, Physical Education
Jane Robertson Bees, Ft. Mitchell
Major: Elementary Education
Barbara Rae Reuss, Ft. Wright
Major: Business Education
Hassell Jay Reynolds" Q, Perryville
Major: Physical Education
Merlene B. ReynoldsQQ, Martin
Major: English
Paul Ayer Reynolds", Louisville
Major: History
Bettye Lynn Rice, Covington
Major: Elementary Education
Joseph T. Richardson, Franklin
Major: Art
Patricia Louise Richardson <J,Atlanta, Ga.
Major: Physical Education
Susan Blair RichmondQQ, Lexington
Major: History
Diane Elaine Hickelman", Coshocton, O.
Major: English
John David RiggsH, Owensboro
Major: History
Vicki Karen Riggs, Flatwoods
Major: Social Studies
Norma Diane Rigsby, Ashland
Major: English
Vicky Henson Ritchie, Cynthiana
Major: Elementary Education
Patricia Murphy Rizenbergs, Frankfort
Major: Elementary Education
Thomas Cary Roach QQ, Lexington
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)





Thomas Henry Robinson III, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Deborah Ann Roche, Lexington
Major: History
Brenda Faye Rock, Hodgenville
Major: Elementary Education
Debra Laffitte Rogan, Middlesboro
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Roxie Green Rogers, Harrodsburg
Major: Elementary Education
Susan Dorothy Rogers, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
William Wakefield Rohn, Louisville
Major: Biological Sciences
Sarah Taylor Hollins", Cincinnati, O.
Major: Elementary Education
Billie Faye Ronnebaum, Ft. Thomas
Major: English
Elmer Gordon Rose, Van Lear





Robin K. Bosetbal"", Poughkeepsie,
N.Y.
Major: History
Margot Louise Ross, Blauvelt, N.Y.
Major: Special Education (Educable
Mentally Retarded)
Pamela Mary Rothrock, Lexington
Major: Political Science
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George W. Roush 0, Lexington
Major: Mathematics and Science




ISara Catherine Rowland, Harrodsburg
Major: Art
Kathy Marie Roy, Science Hill
Major: Elementary Education
Margaret Ford Rushing, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Sally M. Bvland"", Owensboro
Major: Elementary Education
Sharon Makle SalleeH, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Wanda Faye Samples, Clinton
Major: Elementary Education
Brenda Courtney Sargent" 0, Shelbyville
Major: History
janatha Joy Sawyer, Russellville
Major: Elementary Education
Marcy Meyer Scales, Ft. Thomas
Major: Elementary Education
Roger William Scales, Ft. Thomas
Major: English
Katherine Elizabeth Schaefer" ",
Belleville, Ill.
Major: English
Janet Kay Schell, Bowling Green
Major: Elementary Education
Barbara Jeanne Schenck, Dubuque, Ia.
Major: Elementary Education
Virginia Marie Schenk, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Nancy Jane Scher, Lexington
Major: English
Sandra Kaye Schick, Fairview Park, O.
Major: English
Allan Edward SchmittOO, Ft. Thomas
Major: History
Patricia Page Schraderu, Lexington
Major: English
Roseann Schmutzler, Huntingburg, Ind.
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Terry A. Schneider, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
William Douglas Schneider, Louisville
Major: Business Education (General
Business)
Joan L. Schomaker, Newport
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Mark Edwa~d' Schubert", Lexington
Major: Health and Physical Education
Elizabeth Jean Schulte" ", Erlanger
Major: History
Bruce C. Schultz\!;", Cold Spring
Major: Science
Mary Jane Schumacher, Maysville
Major: Elementary Education
Alice May Schwartzel, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Joseph Allan Scott, Louisville
Major: History and English
Susan Loxley Scott, Signal Mountain,
Tenn.
Major: History and Special Education
(Educable Mentally Retarded)
Bernard C. Scruggs, Lexington
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Kathleen Mary Seidel, Columbus, 0.
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Vivian L. Sendelweck", Lexington
Major: Chemistry
David Sherman Sexton, Nicholasville
Major: Geography
Terry Michele Shaw, Millville, N.J.
Major Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Sharon Lee Sheets, Frankfort
Major: Elementary and Special
Education (Trainable Mentally
Retarded)
David Alan Shepard, Worthington, 0.
Major: Physical Sciences
Libbie Anne Sherman", Ashland
Major: Sociology
Charles Edward Shirley, Boonyman
Major: Social Studies
Billie Burrus Shulhafer, Louisville
Major: Art
Kathleen Louise Siehl, Ft. Mitchell
Major: English
Martha Ann Simione, Louisville
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Bernard Godfrey Simms, Jr.H, Ormond
Beach, Fla.
Major: Geography
Kawanna [o Simpson, Walton
Major: Business Education
Judith Ann Sizemore, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Martha Ellen Skaggs\!;#, Lexington
Major: German
Hilma Elizabeth Skonberg, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Patricia Ann Slawinski, Edison, N.J.
Major: Elementary Education
Letha C. Sloan#, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education and





Glenda Faye Smiley"", Lexington
Major: Special Education (Educable
Mentally Retarded)
Anita Louise Smith", Lexington
Major: English
Benjamin Pressley Smith III, Hawesville
Major: Mathematics
Bernice A. Smith, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Elizabeth Ann Smith, Ashland
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)




Marilee Miller Smttb" ", Decatur, IlL
Major: Elementary Education
Sharon Kathleen Smith, Rockfield
Major: Business Education
Jane Blythe Snider, Springfield
Major: Art
Terry W. Sobania, Downers Grove, IlL
Major: Music
James Terrell Soper, Lexington
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Kay Bennett Sorg" #, Owensboro
Major: Elementary Education
Elizabeth Ann Southard, Anchorage
Major: Elementary Education
Linda Darlene Spence, Tollesboro
Major: Sociology
Dennis Michael Sporing" ", Ft. Thomas
Major: Sociology
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Elizabeth Lowry Stagg", Danville
Major: Political Science
Elbert Phillip Steadham, Meridian, Miss.
Major: Social Studies
John Wesley Stephenson"", Ashland
Major: History
Sandy Lynn Stevens, Taylorsville
Major: Elementary Education
Francis Herman Stith"", Rineyville
Major: Elementary Education
Laura Catherine Stocker, Richmond
Major: Elementary Education
Sarah Margaret Stokes, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Betty Bascom Stone", Sharpsburg
Major: History
Jennifer Louise Stout, Versailles
Major: Elementary Education
Debra Quire Stratton, Bagdad
Major: Elementary Education
Jacqueline Sue Stratton, Lexington
Major: History
Joseph Ernest Sfump'":", Ashland
Major: Elementary Education
John Dennis Sullivan, Glendale
Major: Elementary Education
Cary W. Sully, Rockford, IlL
Major: Economics and Sociology
Ann Elizabeth Swanner, Winchester
Major: Elementary Education
Carol Lee Swartzel, Kettering, 0,
Major: Elementary Education
Paula Cynthia Sweeney, Lexington
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Margaret E. Tackett, Frankfort
Major: Elementary Education
James William Taylor, Valley Station
Major: Speech and Drama
Michael Jerry Tenery, Lexington
Major: Science
Pamela Jan Terry, Paintsville
Major: Elementary Education
Patricia Ellen Terry, Paintsville
Major: Elementary Education
John Thomas" #, Lexington
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Joyce Cochran Thomas"'(!, Lexington
Major: English
Virginia L. Thomas", Lexington
Major: Business and Vocational
Education
Janrose Thompson" >- Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Patricia L. Thompson"", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Philip Collins Thompson" ", Louisville
Major: History and Special Education
(Educable Mentally Retarded)
Patricia Ann Tiebens, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Katherine Lynn Tierney, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Robert Anthony Tolotta, Cherry Hill,
N.J.
Major: Biological Sciences and History
James Evard Toy, Paducah
Major: English
Phillip Wayne Travis, Louisville
Major: History
Martha Bradford Treitz, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Richard Albert Tucci, Youngwood, Pa.
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Elizabeth Harriet Tucker, Woodstock, Ill.
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Gayle Ann Tucker, Lexington
Major: Distributive Education
Barbara Lee Turner, Newport
Major: Spanish
Karlene Kipping Tuttle" ", Carrollton
Major: Spanish
Delores Fleck Van Arsdale (!"', Louisville
Major: Business Education
Margaret Lee VanBussum, Evanston, Ill.
Major: English
Eileen Michele VanderWerf, Dover, N.J.
Major: Elementary Education
Bonnie Justice Venters, Lexington
Major: History and Political Science
Gary Phillip vonkennel" ", Chillicothe,
O.
Major: History, English and
Communications
Joy Cunningham Voss, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
William Henry Vredenburg, Jr,H,
Lexington
Major: History
Daniel George Wachs, Park Hills
Major: History
Cathy Frances Wade, Louisville
Major: English
Ollie Thomas Wade" ", Lexington
Major: Health and Physical Education
Gary Wagers (!, Louisville
Major: Social Studies
Susan Helen Wagner, Louisville
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Michael Wayne Wainscott, Lexington
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Pamela Phillips Wainscott, Lexington
Major: History
Robert Allen Wainscott, Erlanger
Major: English
Lynn Lemmon Walker(!(!, Columbia
Major: Elementary Education
Virginia Fay Walker", Louisville
Major: Art
Jean Larsen Wallace, Lexington
Major: English and Communications
(Junior High)
Julia Ann Wallace" ", Lebanon
Major: Elementary Education
William Harges Wallen, Prestonsburg
Major: Sociology
Sharon M. Walter, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Ellen Walters", Flatwoods
Major: Elementary Education
Nancy Jane Walters, Magnolia
Major: English
Judith Ann Warren"", Lexington
Major: Business Education
Norman Daniel Wathen, Morganfield
Major: Health and Physical Education
Linda A. Watson"", Lexington
Major: Biological Sciences
Valerie Jean Watson, Henderson
Major: English
Carolyn Ann Watts, Ft. Thomas
Major: Elementary Education
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Jane Carter Webb, Prestonsburg
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Gibson Webb, Frankfort
Major: Elementary and Special
Education (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Stephanie Kathryn Weiner(!(!, Henderson
Major: English and Communications
(Junior High)
Carol Ruth Weingarth, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Carolyn Lee Wells(!(" Lexington
Major: Spanish
Linda Susan West, Ft. Mitchell
Major: English
Patricia Ann West", Richmond, Ind.
Major: Elementary Education
Karen Lee Whaley" ", Lexington
Major: Elementary and Special
Education (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Susan Elise Wheeler, Louisville
Major: Art
Donna Kavanaugh White, Robards
Major: English
Mary Bonna White(!(!, Madisonville
Major: Elementary Education
Ted Noah White, Science Hill
Major: Distributive Education
Melissa Comley Whitlow, Nicholasville
Major: English
Betty Mickler Wtdes"", Lexington
Major: History, English and
Communications (Junior High)
Donna Lynn Wilder, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Pamela Ann Wilford, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Vicki L. Willard, Frankfort
Major: English
Blanche Elaine Tackette Williams"
Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
James Douglas Williams (!, Lexington
Major: Social Studies
Phillip T. Williams, jr."", Cecilia
Major: English and Sociology
Richard Charles Williams, Winchester
Major: English
Susan Gay Willig, Kettering, O.
Major: Elementary Education
Barbara Ann Wilson~, Covington
Major: Elementary and Special
Education (Neurologically Impaired)
Marsha Kay Wilson?", Fern Creek
Major: Biological Sciences
Mary Caldwell Wimsatt" 0, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Kay Winebrenner, Franklin
Major: French
Linda Zoe Winters, Princeton
Major: Elementary Education
Linda Wipke Witten, Lexington
Major: Art
Peter Richard Wolf, Louisville
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Judy Kay Womack, Louisville
Major: Business Education
Ann Royce Womeldorf ", Rochester, N.Y.
Major: History and Political Science
Kermit Wilson wood"", Catlettsburg
Major: History
Deborah Anne Woods, Circleville, O.
Major: Social Studies
Nancy Moore Woodwardoo, Henderson
Major: Elementary Education
James Louis woolrtdge" ", Lexington
Major: History
Claude Wayne Workman, Flatwoods
Major: Physical Education
Susie Browne Workman", Ashland
Major: Elementary Education
William A. Workmann, Lexington
Major: History
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Terry Harold Wortharu"", Cecilia
Major: History and Sociology
Martha Louise Wullschleger", Jackson
Major: Special Education
(Orthopedically Handicapped)
Judith Lynn Wurmser" ", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Daniel Wayne Wyatt, Louisville
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Marcia Lee Yancey", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Ellen Field Zapp, Louisville
Major: Special Education (Speech and
Hearing)
Mary Rose Burke Zerhusen, Ft. Wright
Major: Elementary and Special
Education (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Dean: Charles Foster Haywood
College of Business and Economics
Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Lonnie Rudy Carroll", Pineville
Joseph Douglas Christian ~~, Lexington
Lorene Clemons, Hazard
Stuart Bruce Cope?", Lexington
Mary Crowe Elliott, Lexington
Vickie Paynter Lewis °, Lexington
Sandra Bruner Pennington, Louisville
Andrew B. RolphH, Maysville
Maria Cristina Slack", Falls Church, Va.
Hershel Tipton, Lexington
Danny D. Watkins, Frankfort
Gordon L. Williams", Clarksville, Ind.
Jimmie Lynn Williams" ", Lexington
Bachelor of Business Administration
Cecil Glenn Adkms" ", Owensboro
David Edward AdkinsH, Lexington
Thomas Edward Alcorn", Valley Station
William Stephen Andrlot" 0, Louisville
Fernando Grandchant Arce~~, New
York, N.Y.
Charles Kenneth Ash, Erlanger
Kirk Allyn BabeyH, Avon, N.Y.
Jamieson E. Baird", Clarendon Hills, Ill.
Gary Stephen Bale, Horse Cave
Russell Lee Ball, [r., Madisonville
Sam David Ball, Columbus, O.
Danny Duane Barker, Highland Heights
Thomas Joseph Barrettu• Louisville
William Griffin Barron, Owensboro
Tommy Lee Baxter, Lexington
Ronald Eugene Becker" ~, Louisville
Joseph E. Belgrade", Louisville
Paul Kent Bichon Il.-Il.-,Erlanger
James Patrick BieschkeH, Lexington
Mark Crawford Billig'>'", Louisville
Edmund Taylor Blackburn", Frankfort
Orville Lee Blankenship", Cumberland
James Richard Blaydes, Lexington
Thomas A. Bogner", Ft. Mitchell
Harold Thomas Boone, Henderson
James Bruce Bougenc, Mayfield
Robert Lee BourneH, Nicholasville
Joe Rollin Bowen, Owensboro
James E. Bowman Il.-", Lexington
James Stephen Bovd" ", LaCenter
Rita Karen Boyd, Hopkinsville
Larry C. Brewer, Lexington
Dennis Mayo Britt, Mt. Olivet
Larry G. Broadley", Lexington
William Hughes Bronston IIIH,
Lexington
Michael L. Brown, Lexington
Robert Donald Brown, Clinton
David Edward Browning, Louisville
Frederick Louis Brubach, Mansfield,
O.
John Anthony Buecker", Ft. Wright
William T. Bufordll.-Il.-,Nicholasville
Peter Francis Burkeu, Ft. Mitchell
Steven Alan Burnham, Louisville
Vickie Diane Byrd, Burlington, N.C.
Donald Brent Cassady, Louisville
Robert Douglas Caulk, Campbellsville
Richard Shouse Chapman", Mayfield
Michael Steven Clapp, Lexington
Steve Alton Cody, Naranja, Fla.
Stephen Thiel Cole, Middletown, O.
Robert Kent Collard, Clarkson
Jack M. Combs, [r.", Louisville
Joe Wayne Compton, Louisa
Richard Vance Conrad", Louisville
Jerome Francis Conway", Pittsburgh, Pa.
Michael Lee CraceH, Lexington
Waverlie Dean Crafton II, Lexington
Joseph Andrew Crumpler, Frankfort
Gary Dean Curry", Lexington
George Lee Danielll.-o, Stearns
Harding E. Dawahare, Pikeville
Mark Bowman Dawson" ", Henderson
Robert Lewis Dean, Lexington
Carl R. Delph, Lynch
Carl Thomas Dempewolf, Henderson
James H. DeSpainH, Hodgenville
Alan Joseph Dohanyos'", Lexington
Richard C. Dolfint" ", Cherry Valley,
N.Y.
Owen Earl Dorsey, Elizabethtown
Steven Clark Downs, Louisville
Larry Thomas Dunn Il.-Il.-,Louisville
John Joseph Dwyer, Hackensack, N.J.
John Martin Eckelsll.-o,Lexington
Michael Louis Etd e0, Louisville
Kathryn Hale Emrich 0, Louisville
John L. Feldmann, Ft. Mitchell
Justin Lawrence Feldman",
Independence
Gary Lyn Ferguson, Lexington
H. Kenneth Fightmaster, Erlanger
David Lee Ffke, Lexington
L. Pat Flanagan H, Pikeville
Kenneth 1. Foree" ", Bedford
Larry Gordon Forston, Lexington
Ronald Coleman Foster, Lexington
Michael Edward Fowlerll.-,Louisville
Lawrence William Fox, Louisville
John Morris Fraley", Fern Creek
James J. Fricke, Covington
Douglas Leigh Gernert, Kingsport, Tenn.
Robert D. Otbson"", Versailles
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Stanley Earl Gibson, Henderson
Thomas A. Gilmore", Ft. Mitchell
Edward Ray Girdler, Somerset
James Patrick Givens, Hopkinsville
Ronald Edward Goodpaster, Lexington
David L. Oranacher, Brandenburg
Bryan R. Griffith""", Lexington
Harley Wayne Hafer~o, Erlanger
Charles Martin Hamilton, Jr.H,
Henderson
Joseph Alan Hancock, Paducah
Ronald Steven Hatfield, Albany
Robert Darrell Havens, Lexington
William Maurice Hegarty, Lexington
William Montfort Helm, Louisville
Paul Barrett Hennessy't ", Henderson
David Ernest Hilliard, Mayfield
Arthur Eugene Honeycutt, [r., Lexington
John R. HopkinsOll.-,Lexington
Patricia Ann Horak, Ludlow
Frank Marsden Houpt, Huntingdon
Valley, Pa.
John Patrick Housh, Lexington
James Ellis Howard, Pyramid
Richard S. Hulette", Lexington
Joseph Daniel Hutt, Anchorage
Richard Stephen Isaacs, Lexington
Joseph Ralph Jackson, Lexington
Kenneth William Jackson, [r., Lexington
Harlan Stephen Jacoby, Lexington
David Michael [ett, Anchorage
Daniel Raymond johnson", Louisville
J. C. johnson", Parksville
Rodney Charles Jones, Owensboro
Neil Tyrone Keathley, Harold
Michael Allen Kern, Hopkinsville
John Drew Kirkland, Owensboro
Gerald Norman Kroggel, Brandenburg
Richard Lee Landersf ", Erlanger
Thomas M. Latta", Henderson
William Shelby Latta 0, Henderson
Arthur Latter III, Louisville
Larry A. Leche?", Louisville
Louis Nelson Leonard, Lexington
James Maxwell Lewis, Lexington
Stephen John Long, Paducah
James Milton Lovell, Paris
Linda Dianne Lowry, Paducah
Carol Lynn Maleski", Belleville, Mich.
Janice Elizabeth Marcinek, Lexington
Paul Joseph Martin", Owensboro
Mary Lillian Matttnglv" ", Bardstown
John Robert Mauzey, jr., Owensboro
Craig Lynn Maxey" 0, Lexington
Thomas Darby McCarty, Buffalo Grove,
Ill.
Thomas A. McCauley, Lexington
Thomas Robert McClure, Erlanger
Lyn Rogers Mcffurdy", Prospect
James J. McGee, Lexington
Robert Crume McGinnis, Bardstown
Earl Martin McGuire, Ashland
Gary Norman McGuireu, New Castle
Michael Carey McNerney, Louisville
Dennis Wayne McNulty, Louisville
Orville Perry Meade, Irvine
David R. Meredith", Paducah
Carl Martin Michalsu, Lexington
William Lane Miles(l;, Stamping Ground
Lanny Sheridan Miller, Russell
Thomas L. Minter, Lexington
Kenneth R. Moore, [r., Lexington
Richard Bruce Moore, Covington
Marc Walker Morgan", Waukegan, Ill.
Steven Lee Morguelan, Louisville
Stephen Eugene Moser" (1;, Louisville
David Lee Muse, Lexington
Paul Douglas Neal, Louisville
Donald Gregory Neftzger" ", St. Joseph,
Mich.
Ronald Alan Neurath, Louisville
Daryl Edward Newby, Lexington
David Michael Nunley, Charleston,
W. Va.
Walton Jackson O'Nealu, Ghent
Gerald Douglas Osborne, Lexington
Samuel Coleman Owada (1;, Cumberland
Stephen Dawson Park, Owensboro
Larry M. Parke, Hindman
William Christy Parsonsu, Mt. Sterling
Harry E. Perry", Port Royal
Mark DeWayne Pierce, Paducah
Lucy Neville Platt, Ashland
Jennifer Ruth Plenge, Shepherdsville
Michael Steven Plymale, Lexington
Steven A. Points, Ashland
Donald Wakefield Porter, Lexington
Brian Milburn Potter, Elkhorn City
Berkley Phillip Prather II, Frankfort
Richard W. Preston, Lexington
Max Stephen Pufferu, Lexington
Harry Boyd Quinn(l;(I;, Princeton
Frederick Layne Rahlmann(l;¢!, Ashland
Roy Michael Ricketts", Louisville
Dennis Arthur Riddell, Louisville
James Roach II, Muskegon, Mich.
Raymond Richard Roelandt, Louisville
Warren T. Rogers, Vine Grove
Darrell M. Rose'''', Cleveland, O.
Richard Allen Rose, Versailles
John Karl Rothrock, Louisville
David A. Hust", Indianapolis, Ind.
Bayard Edward Ryan, J r., Lexington
David Ralph Sanders, Lexington
John Henly Sanders", Lexington
James Michael Sanders, Lexington
Richard Allen Schiman ¢!(1;, Florence
Stephen Anthony Schwager" "", Louisville
Edward Joseph Schwartz, Florence
Albert Clay Scott, Nicholasville
Suzanne Scranton, Lexington
James P. Settles (1;, Bardstown
Dennis Joseph Shea, jr., Pittsburgh, Pa.
William Edward Shores, Jr.H,
Brandenburg
Thomas Howard Sims, Louisville
Orville Milton Skeen (1;, Lexington
Charles Bruce Skinner, Louisville
Gary Thomas Smith (1;, Lexington
Johnny Marston Smtth" ", Owenton
Ronald John Sofka (1;, Glenview, Ill.
James B. Sorrell?", Nicholasville
Peter Lynn Soteropoulos", Louisville
Robert Dale Spalding", Lexington
Charles C. Sparks, Mt. Olivet
Beulah Diane Sparrow (I;", Lawrenceburg
James Edgar Spurlock, Lexington
Gregory Wayne Stevenson"", South
Portsmouth
Larry Dale Stratton, Lexington
Richard Fowler Strode, Lexington
Michael Joseph StrunkH, Covington
Richard Ellwood Stump(l;"", Lexington
Gary Wayne Szekeres, Hodgenville
George M. Tarsis, Newport
John Owen Thomas, jr., Lebanon
Stephen Biggs Thompson, Louisville
Gary Neil Thor" "", Lexington
Roger Dale Timberlake", South Shore
Douglas Davis Tough, Oakville, Ontario
Thomas Eugene Vicini", Lynch
Stephen Wade Vickery, Lexington
Richard James Ungar " ", Cincinnati, O.
William Dennis Wadlington¢!fI,-, Princeton
Otha Eugene Warren, Henderson
Roger Dale Webb, Rising Sun, Ind.
Marc Alan Wells, Madisonville
Clarke Tackett Welsh III, Logansport,
Ind.
Warren Jerome White" , Louisville
Richard Stephen Whttworth?", Louisville
William Laraby Wickman, Lexington
Roger Vincent Charles Wilder, Park Hills
George Philip Williams, Louisville
Steven Glenn Wilson(l;¢!, Henderson
William Roy Wilson", Campbellsville
William Alan Woodling, Louisville
Michael Dean Woodruff", Covington
Bachelor of Arts in Accounting
William David Ackley", Frankfort
David Louis Allgeier, Louisville
Enrique J. Aparicio, Lexington
Ted Robert Arlinghaus, Ft. Mitchell
William Thomas Armstrong, Maple Glen
Lyle Bailey, Pineville
David Allan Beshara, New Lexington, O.
Jack Hayward Brown (1;, Pikeville
Robert Lee Burns, Valley Station
Robert Gordon Camuel ¢!", Lexington
Gary A. Cantrell, Louisville
Larry James Charney, Lexington
Artis Ray Cole, Lexington
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John Walter Colvin, Erlanger
Jack Cornett, [r., Ashland
Joseph Walton Craft III, Hazard
Michael Dale Currans¢!¢!, Lexington
Pete A. Davit" ", Lexington
Jack Stephen Dennts"", Lexington
Joseph Lynn Dickerson", Bardstown
William Albert DonaldsonH, Mt.
Sterling
Ken Richard Dougherty" ", Lexington
John Thomas Duncan, [r., Nicholasville
Robert J. Duty, Paintsville
Emily Louise Egbert, [r., Georgetown
Gary Lee Elliott, Latonia
Franklin Hart Farris, Jr., Maysville
Gary Thomas Farwick, Cincinnati, O.
Richard L. Finnie" ", Lexington
Raymond Walter Flischel, Florence
Robert Wayne Florence, Lexington
Ronald Joe Floyd?", Morganfield
Larry Allan Fox, Lexington
Robert McGilliard Garner, Lexington
Mark Edwin Greene, Ashland
John D. Hales, Jr.¢!9, Fulton
John Arthur Hamilton, Louisville
Herman Isaac Hampton(l;¢!, Lexington
Gary Lyndon Harbin, Hodgenville
James Cleone Hensley, Lexington
Judy Kaye Henson, Lexington
Juan Adriano Hernandez, Lexington
Larry Keith Hesler, Maysville
Larry Wayne Higgins?", Scottown, O.
Daniel Cleveland Hiler¢!, Versailles
Theresa Jane Hill, Lebanon
Jerry Dale Hinrichs, Valley Station
Raymond Durwood House9¢!, London
George J. HuW, Louisville
Susan Marie JusticeH, Pikeville
Stephen William Kanoose"", Ashland
Gary Gene Kendrick, Monticello
James Logan Kephart, Frankfort
Charles William King, Jr.(I;, Ashland
Lawrence G. Kinney" ", Alexandria
Bailey S. Kurtz, [r., Nicholasville
Jay Richard Langenbahn, Ft. Thomas
Charles Patrick Lawrence, Frankfort
Charles Edward Leanhart, Louisville
David John LeonardH, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Michael Lewis(l;¢!, Erlanger
Susan Ann Logan" ", Henderson
Ronald L. Lusby, Cold Spring
Dennis William Maley, Erlanger
John William Martin, [r., Erlanger
John William Mason¢!¢!, Ashland
Dennis Carol McDaniel¢!¢!, Lexington
Jo~eph Thomas McHugh, Louisville
Gary Lee McKinney, Lexington
Robert Thomas Mclvlillin", Covington
Nolan Ray Meadows, Lexington
Linda Lee Mills, Madisonville
Paul Franklin Montgomery, Hustonville
Noble Donald Morse II¢!<':',Bagdad
Jack B. Mulltktn" ", Tollesboro
Thomas Edward O'Cull, Maysville
Garry L. Parker flO , Jeffersontown
John Clay Patterson, South Shore
Bruce Wayne Paynter, Lexington
James Garner Peak" ", Louisville
William Clark Pearce flO flO, Louisville
Gary Neal Powell", London
Mary Anne Powell, Frankfort
Thomas Wilson Prough, Lexington
Nelson Hadwan"", Pikeville
Clifford A. Reed, Crittenden
John Allen Reed H, Crittenden
Homer Rutherford Reeves, Lexington
Bradley Thomas Rhodesu, Seaford, Del.
Jesse Willard Btce" ", Owensboro
Robert H. Robinson, Lexington
Judson Conway Royster, Henderson
Robert L. Salyer" 0, Ashland
Eddie Dean Salyers, Lexington
William Loudon Sandersoo, Louisville
Annelle Schwickert, Mt. Sterling
William C. Shouse, Lexington
Michael Earle Shrout, Salt Lick
Harry Lee Smith, Canada
Joseph LeMar Smith", Waverly
Lois Faye Soard, Lexington
Stuart Sloane Southard 00, Little Neck,
N.Y.
Douglas Phillip Sumner?", Lewisburg
Ralph 1. Stevens, Lexington
Virginia Ann Sullivan, Lexington
Warren Cook Thompson ", Somerset
Paul Elmo Thurman, Nicholasville
Robert Lee Towner, Park Forest, Ill.
Marilyn K. Valentine, Lexington
James M. Vest, Danville
Douglas Alan Vetter, Louisville
Bryan O'Neal Walker, Ironton, O.
Earl L. Watts, Mayfield
James Rodney Watts, Lexington
John Russell Wheatley, Ashland
Jerry Wayne Whitehouse", Taylorsville
Donald Edward Wiley, Lexington
Donald Grant Wilson, Lexington
Robert Marion Wilson, Guston
Michael Lee Withers, Lexington
Terry Lynn woods", Paducah
Bachelor of Science in Business and
Economics
David Arnold Brewster" 0, Frankfort
Clifford Edmund Busse, Jr. 0, Covington
David William Cooku, Lexington
Betty Barkley Daugherty flO 0, Winchester
Robert Lee Dayton, Dayton, O.
Mary Margaret Edwards, Huntington,
W. Va.
Douglas Edward Findley", Lexington
Donald Richard Garda, Huntington,
W. Va.
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Barry Wayne Gravitt, Lexington
Kenneth Bowen Hanks, Jr.0o, Lexington
James Joseph Hinesoo, Hardinsburg
David Leslie IvesH, Erlanger
Robert C. Kinnucan, Lake Forest, Ill.
Debra Lynn McKinney, Louisville
Ronald Bruce Maggard'' ", Lexington
Daniel Alan Motley, Louisville




Timothy James Perrioo, Winchester
Richard H. Schlickman, Jr. 0, Ft. Mitchell
Austin Edward Sea, Dayton, O.
Terrence James Sheehan, Arlington
Heights, Ill.
William Barry Sheskin (I,- (1,-, Howard
Beach, N.Y.
William David Smith, Owensboro
Wm. F. Steltenkamp" ", Cold Springs
Dennis McDougal Stewart, Louisville
Chris Thomas Sullivan, Lexington
V. Ferguson Taylor, [r., Paris
Andrew Wrayburn Tucker" 0, Dayton,
O.
Craig Jack Walker, Cincinnati, O.
Joseph Robert Wilder, Florence
Dale Conley WoodsH, Cold Springs
Joseph Craig Woosley, Louisville
College of Pharmacy
Dean: Joseph Vincent Swintosky
Doctor 01 Pharmacy
Patsy Cummins Barnett, Lexington
Joel Owen Covinsky, Lexington
Linda Lloyd Hart, Lexington
Thomas Richard Humphries, Lexington
Ralph Woodrow Kendall, Jr., Lexington
Richard John Kowalsky, Lexington
Douglas Eugene Miller, Lexington
Bachelor 01 Science in Pharmacy
Daniel Ray Anderson, Neon
Thomas Paul Bechtel, Lima, 0,
Charles Edwin Bianchi (I (I, Somerset
Gary L. Bivins, Owensboro
Jane Craig Bosley, Owensboro
Fred G. Brammell, Grayson
Linda Lee Brown, Lexington
Sue Barnes Bryant, Lexington
Wayne Alan Bryant, Lexington
Kendell Jerel Butler, Frankfort
Quint Cox Butler, Munfordville
College of Nursing
Dean: Marion E. McKenna
Bachelor 01 Science in Nursing
Joan Lynn Baptie, Louisville
Marilyn Louise Beddow, Lexington
Nancy Anne Bergsieker, Parma Heights,
O.
Rebecca Frances Bewley, Scottsville
Elizabeth Anora Brock, Crossville, Tenn.
Brenda Darlene Brown, Somerset
Jane Tomlin Brown, Cincinnati, O.
Julia Whayne Caldwell, Louisville
Ouida Malora Carden, Irvington
June Elisabeth Cellmer, Wheaton, IlL
Edwina Louise Chambers, Lexington
Ann Sell Claggett, Lexington
Robin Brown Cornett, Hindman
Carol Ruth Craig, Brandenburg
Mary Anne Dickinson, Louisville
Lannie Mae Dobson, Nicholasville
Edythe Ann Egbert, Georgetown
Linda Lee Farrington, McLean, Va.
Carol [o Fathergfll, Lexington
Betty Charlene Feck, Lexington
Esther Robins Garlick, Ocean City, Md.
Barbara R. Grant, Georgetown
Susan Cushman Case, Sadieville
Terry William Case, Florence
Charles David Cavanah, Hopkinsville
Karen Lee Dennis, Louisville
Larry Gene Dukes, Floyds Knobs, Ind.
Michael David Eilers, Ludlow
Virginia Ann Goff, Windy
Larry Edward Harpole, Georgetown
William Ernest Harris, Somerset
Sharon Kay Hicks, Ashland
Constance Louise Hopper, Russell
Springs
Michael David Horne, Danville
Carol Ann Housley, Kevil
Judith Beardsley Hunt, Bardwell
Thomas Michael Isaacs, Lexington
Garry Jenkins"", Salyersville
Thomas Russell Lawrence, Flemingsburg
Joyce Korfhage Leach" \), Louisville
Julie Hanna Losch, Elizabethtown
Philip Carol Losch, Elizabethtown
Richard Green Lvon"", Salyersville
Glenn Cornelius Marcum, Lexington
Gary McLendon, Bronston
Ann Guthrie, Middletown
Kathy Kelly Hager, Frankfort
Mary Lane Hahn, Greenville
Beverly Louise Hoover, Louisville
Nancy Louise Hudson, Piqua, O.
Marsha Lynette Hughes, Dublin, Ga.
Karen Crouse Hunt, Wilmore
Anna Frances Johnson", Paris
Lynn Janet Joosten, Lexington
Lynn Laury, Lakewood, N.Y.
Kathryn L. Liedtke, LaGrange, IlL
Kathleen Sue Mattingly, Owensboro
Molly Ann McCabe, Ft. Mitchell
Linda Lea McIntosh, Lexington
Navona Lou Mitchell, Lexington
Barbara Moore, Danville
Sherba Christine Nelson, Ashland
Susan Zawisa Peterson, Amsterdam, N.Y.
Robin Marie Hicart, Canal Winchester,
O.
Janet Marie Riggs, Lexington
[o Ann Riney, Owensboro
Marjorie A. Robinson, Birmingham,
Mich.
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Lee Dan Miller, Lexington
Michael Montgomery, Frankfort
John F. Newman, Henderson
Dennis Jay Overman, Louisville
Linda Bentley Patterson, South Shore
Thomas L. Payne, Owensboro
Rogers Lawson Queen III, Louisville
Cossie Claude Quillen"", Whitesburg
Hubert Woodson Ridgway, jr.,
Owensboro
Bonnie Porter Russell, Franklin
Larry James Russell, Franklin
Joseph D. Serafini, Frankfort
Mark Van Sluss, Ashland
Sandra Sue Spalding, Lexington
Rodney Chandler Stacey, Loyall
Barry Michael Stegall, Burna
Condit Franklin Steil, Ashland
Jill Baer Talbert, Lexington
Bobby Ray Turner, Hazard
Gerald Lynn Underwood, Lexington
Ruth Pence Vannoy, Charleston Heights,
S.C.
Raymond K. Zlamal, Lynch
Sharon Lynn Sallee, Lexington
Kay Luan Schwagmeyer, Cincinnati,
O.
Charla Jo Scott, Cincinnati, O.
Rosemarie Selllns, Cincinnati, O.
Glenda [ewyl Seybold, Lexington
Virginia Kay Shook, New Philadelphia,
O.
Susanne Adele Sither, Lexington
Janis Fern Steinhauer, Paducah
Lee Ann Taylor, New Middletown, Ind.
Donna Louise Thompson, Louisville
Deborah Jane Van Allen, Bloomfield
Hills, Mich.
Robin Van Zytveld, Cincinnati, O.
Carolyn Margaret Vass, Lexington
Georgia Ann Warren, Owensboro
Linda Bartlett Weddle, Lexington
Deliah Ruth Hawkins White, Lexington
Laura Ann Williams, Liberty, Mo.
Priscilla M. Williams", Indianapolis, Ind.
Marilyn Ann Yocum, Louisville
Deborah Bennett Zuidema, Georgetown,
Ind.
College of Architecture
Dean: Charles Parker Graves
Bachelor of Architecture
Robert Reynolds Barclay, Mayfield
Larry Houston Black, Lexington
Terry Blake, Hawesville
Harry Lynn Bowling, London
Dennis W. Carpenter, Danville
Patrick Ed Carroll, Newport
James David Carter, Lynch
Wade Walter Christensen, [r., Valley
Station
Samuel Adair Cropper, Vanceburg
James Edward Denton, Madisonville
Laurence William Derryberry, Lexington
Gerald Paul Dubovik, Lexington
William Larimore Dunavant". Lexington
C. Richard Feeney, Birmingham, Ala.
Leland Allen Fincham, Frankfort
Michael S. Franklin, Madisonville
Phillip Noland Gilbert, Lexington
Larry D. Cream, Lexington
Riaz VI Haq, Lahore, West Pakistan
William Michael Hargis, Covington
August Fred Hennies III, Lexington
Robert A. Hrabak, Louisville
John Curtis Jones, Glasgow
Phillip Randall Lemon, Lexington
Eric Keith Loyer, Lakewood, N.Y.
Robert Michael McGee, Lexington
David Lewis Mclntosh" ", Lexington
James William Matthews, Charleston,
w. Va.
Paul William Matthews, Lexington
Bruce Frank Mirrielees, Brewer, Me.
Earl Spencer Mitchell", Westminster,
Md.
James Thomas Mitsch", Lexington
Douglas Terry Patterson, Louisville
Dean: Joseph Hamburg
College of Allied Health Professions
Bachelor of Science in Dental
Hygiene
Marsha Sue Craft, Lexington
Jana Lynn Davis, Zanesville, O.
Rita Darlene Day, Robards
Rita Marie Fox, Lexington
Linda Gayle Green, Hixson, Tenn.
Ann Russell Hill, Manchester
Joan Holland Hobgood, Madisonville
Margaret Jacquelyn House, London
Lucy Kate Jenkins, Lexington
Ellen Schilling Kemp, Flatwoods
Cynthia Walker Loving, Lexington
Carla Sue Patterson, Glasgow
Glenda West Price, Elizabethtown
Jacquelyn Rose, Louisville
Bachelor of Science in Medical
Technology
Patricia Ann Anderson(/j), Lexington
Beth Virginia Aschman, Elizabethtown
Katherine Anita Bishop, Ft. Wright
Marie Elaine Bloyd, Lexington
Ellen Mueller Chapin, Lexington
Karen Sue Clausej)j), Santa Rosa, Calif.
Sandra Darlene Coxj), Corbin
Janet Warren Cummings, Louisville
Joyce Elaine Davis, Owensboro
James D. Dawson, Jr. j)j), Lexington
Melinda Kay DobbsH, Ashland
Mary Genevieve Durham, Yosemite
Mary Elizabeth Edds, Paducah
James Robert Haden, Lexington
Rhonda Jo Hyzer, Lewistown, Ill.
John Russell Jonesj)j), Lexington
Frances Seeley Killpatrickt ";' Lexington
Frances Elizabeth Kirk, Maysville
Anita Marie Kittle, Louisville
James Michael Mansfleld'[", Lexington
Bonnie Jean Moorej)o, Louisa
Mary Elizabeth Morton"", Charleston,
W. Va.
Patricia Walden Payne, Henderson
Charles Douglas Queen" (/, Ashland
Deloris Ann Skidmore, Lexington
Brenda Joyce Skillman, Elizabethtown
Suzy Spall (/(/, Anderson, Ind.
Irene Christiansen Steen"", Lexington
Theresa M. Ttlton"", Lexington
Dianna Lovell Tudor, Greenville
Anne Taylor Wheeler, Lexington
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Charles Edwin Pence, Lexington
Patricia Justice Perry, Pikeville
Nancy Cloud Pike, Lexington
Rex E, Price, Lexington
David Brigham Roberts, Lexington
Lester Brock Roberts°O, Lexington
Paul Michael Robinson, Lexington
Todd Bryant Rose, Lexington
Charles Stanley Runyan, Marion
John Henry Scherrer, New Munster, Wis.
David Richmond Sears, Paducah
Ahmad Ali Shaban, Beirut, Lebanon
Steven S. Johnson Sherman, Louisville
Terry Eugene Soderberg, Louisville
Michael Lee Starnes, Tompkinsville
John Edward Stearman 00, Madisonville
Gerald Lee Suetholz, Covington
Robert Francis Taylor, Lexington
Clifford B. Terry III, Lexington
Bachelor of Science in Physical
Therapy
Nina Jane Bertram, Windy
Linda Whitaker Crozier, Somerset
Cynthia Diane Dean, Bowling Green
Susan Cash Durbin, Lexington
Jeanette Marie Grone, Elsmere
Nan Boyd Hudson, Hopkinsville
Thomas Everett Johnson, Speedway, Ind.
Joseph R. Langenecker, Jr., Cleves, O.
Patricia Jo Metten, Louisville
Barbara Furnish Ragland, Lexington
James William Spence, [r., St. Marys,
W. Va.
Linda Carol Stokley, Lexington
Martha E. Thomas, Belleville, Ill.
Jack Lee Wing, Phoenix, Ariz.
Sara Helen Wood, Louisville
Bachelor of Science in Public
Health
Barbara Ann Halker", Lexington
College of Home Economics
Dean: Betty Jean Brannan
Bachelor of Science in Home
Economics
June Carol Akers, Lexington
Anne Elizabeth Ames, Devon, Pa.
Mary Lynn Arndt, Lexington
Diane Lynnette Austin", Middletown
Norma D. Barker, Lexington
Cristy Lynn Barrier, Monticello
Ann Gail Barton, Lexington
Jacqueline Angeline Bashian,
Shrewsbury, N.].
Jackie Thacker Baumann, Covington
Martha Elisabeth Benham, Springfield,
O.
Christine Telfeyan Berger, Great Neck,
N.Y.
Martha Ann Bickett" flo, Lebanon
Lynda Susan Blackadar"", Watchung,
N.J.
Karen Grey Blackburn, Forest Hills
Norah Elaine Blevtns" ", Lexington
Karen Sue Bristow" ", Albany
Dianna Burchett" 0, Emma
Carol Ann Burdzy, Clifton, N.J,
Barbara Sparks Carter", Columbus, Ind.
Gayle Karen Carter, Lexington
Betsy McClain Cassity" #, Benton
Nora Faye Chitwood, Loyall
Deborah Ann Christensen, Lexington
College of Social Professions
Dean: Ernest F. White
Bachelor of Arts in Social Work
Christine Mieczyslawa Beczkowicz,
Louisville
Peggy Ann Bogenschuta":", Ft. Wright
Mary G. Bryan, Louisville
Carla Sue Bryant, Lexington
Linda Joyce Buckner, Bonnyman
Virginia Kaye Butler, Hopkinsville
Ronald B. Carnic, Lawrenceburg
Rudy Lee Clark, Covington
[eana Patrice Cook, Georgetown
Jane Marie Coots##, Lexington
Christina Stefania Duncan, Lexington
Carlotta Coates, Caneyville
Lana Susan Coleman, Evarts
Pamela J. Collins", Ashland
Suzanne N. Cook"", Lexington
Sharon B. Dale", Lexington
Nancy E. Dasey, Cherry Hill, N.J.
Catherine H. Dringenburg, Florence
Monica Elaine Estes, Waynesburg
Michelle Terese Gosney, Butler
Lynda Lee Gray, Bowling Green
Luvenia Haughabocs ", Covington
Mary Beth Heisef ", Louisville
Sue Jordan Herrington, Lexington
Agnes Charlene Hobbs", Ekron
Catherine Mae Hodge, Middletown
Sandra Kay Hyland, Louisville
Lois Elizabeth Imhoff, Cincinnati, O.
Brenda Ledford Irvin'[", Lexington
Linda Sue [aggers", Louisville
Carol Korfhage Jones, Shepherdsville
Kathryn Gail Keaton##, Salisbury, N.C.
Mary Patricia Leisman, Louisville
Ruth Ann Lemmon, Falmouth
Elizabeth Alice Lenney", Lexington
Nora Louise Lucasf ", Elizabethtown
Diane Beth McCartney, Columbus, O.
Carol Jean Mace", Prestonsburg
Sally Lee Major, Lexington
Barbara Jean Martin, Morganfield
Jacqueline May Mayberry, Louisville
Cheryl Jean Edwards, Somerset
Pamela Sue Farris, Silver Grove
Juliette Elizabeth Fister, Louisville
Sandra Ann Font, St. Mary's, Pa.
Wanda Marie Fowler, Bardstown
Janet Lee Frankum#(!, Fairplay
Jane Frances Ceorge"", Frankfort
Rita [o Howard, Owensboro
Kay Smith Hyman, Louisville
Becky A. Jaggers, Lexington
Terry Lee Kennedy, Findlay, O.
Kathleen Marie Lynch, Louisville
Charlene Frances Maguire, Louisville
Jane Cloud Moore #", Lexington
Barbara Grubb Mcraja", Versailles
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Carol Lynn Metcalf#4, Shepherdsville
Kathleen June Morse, Whitingham, Vt.
Charlotte Williams Nefzger, Frenchburg
Susan Joy Nehring, Mundelein, Ill.
Dolores C, Oakley, Bardstown
Mary Joan Oexmann, Lexington
Kathleen Penrod Owen##, Lexington
Patricia Ann Pate, Louisville
Rebecca Ann Phillips, Ft. Mitchell
Colleen Powell, Lexington
Ellen Lyng Preston", Terrace Park, O.
Mary Mildred Rabbitt, Vienna, Va.
Shelia Coltharp Reynolds", Park Hills
Frances Kelly Richards", Ft. Thomas
Carolyn Gayle Roney, Perryville
Sandra Lynn Schierberg" ", Lexington
Karen E. Sherfey, Soddy, Tenn.
Carla Gail Skaggs, Smiths Grove
Wanda Crain Smith, Lexington
Yvette Elizabeth Smith, Cincinnati, O.
Barbara LaVecce Stark, Louisville
Carolyn Sue Stark, Elizabethtown
Karen Shaw Sullivan, Glendale
Jane Ellen Talbert, Carlisle
Jean Lee Treitz, Louisville
Jeanette E. Wand, Morgantown
Mary Truitt Knuckles Watley, Pineville
Mary Carol Weber, Maysville
Donnia Ann Wesley, Bethelridge
Nancy Ellen Wilson, Louisville
Barbara Ann Munroe", Wilmette, Ill.
Franklin Witherspoon Nooe,
Harrodsburg
John Shinners Befbllng" ", Lexington
Carla Sue Rieckhoff, Frankfort
Cheryl Ann Roberts##, Lexington
Dorothy L. Saladino", Springfield, Ill,
Stephen L. Sloan, Lexington
Carol A. Steiner, Lexington
Lucia Lenahan The # (1-, Lexington
Kathleen J. Thomas", Louisville
Martha Ingram Wilson, Louisville
Nancy Carol Witten, Louisville
Florence Shelby Worsham?", Lexington
Michael William Wurth, Paducah
Graduates with Honors
Students are graduated "With High Distinction" who attain a standing of 3.6 or higher for at least three
years. Students are graduated "With Distinction" who attain a standing of 3.4 to 3.6 for at least three years.
A student who has spent only two years at the University may receive either of the above honors if he attains
a standing of .2 higher than the three-year requirement.
Those students eligible for these awards are identified by the white braided cord worn on the left shoulder.
Cecil Glenn Adkins (I; (I;
John Travis Algren-/J;-/J;
Jan Barckleys "
Mark Allen Bergman (I;-/J;
Cheri Ann Bowling" (I-
Conley Eugene Brian, Jr.lI
Karen Sue Bristow" (I;








Loretta S. Kincaid (I; <)

































































With High Distinction Carole Ann Fisher"
Delia Catherine Geren H
Patricia Lee Gilliam ~
Mary Beth HeiseH
John L. Heuerman ~~
Robert Dale Hopper"
Dorothy Irene Hoskins" °
Kenneth Michael Lloyd ° °
Sylvia Anna Magura ~
Michael M. Major" °
Joy Childers Masengale""
Judith Hicks Motmtjoy""
Winona Huckaby Palmgreen ~
Karen Elise Parsons't"
Cherry Deann Pilgram ° °
Keelan Wayne Pulliam"
Rona S. Roberts" °

























Joseph Edwards Burks II
Dorothy C. Cameron
Deborah Ann Christensen
Frank Fritz Chuppe, [r.
Judith Kay Bowles'""
Jerry Lewis Brackett"?




Molly Ann Clark" °
Jack M. Combs, Jr. °
Jane Marie CootsOO
Sylvia Evelyn Dapson"
Jack Stephen Dennls" "
Nancy Louis Doria ~°
Kenneth Murray Eadesv "




























































Harry Joseph Sterling, Jr.
DEPARTMENT HONORS
Honors in Accounting-Jack Stephen Dennis" {>
Nelson A. Radwan{>{>
Honors in Business Administration-cCecil G. Adkins(/{>
Jack M. Combs, Jr. °
Michael L. Eid(/{>
Mary Lillian Mattinglyv "
Honors in English-Gertrude Hull Bellardo""
Honors in Economics-Timothy James Perri°{>
Honors in French Language and Literature-Yolanda Blank(/{>
Honors in Geography-Herbert Orin Mullen"
Honors in Psychology.-Wtlltam M. Batsel, jr."


















































M. Hardy Griffith, Jr.
Damon Harrison
J. Charles Heaberlin






Lynn Cobb Montgomery" '"
William W. Moore
Grover M. Murrell







Susan Grimsley Rosenbaum" '"
Sally Kay Viparina
Patricia Walden
THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
In 1957 the Board of Directors of the University of Kentucky Alumni Association
established four annual awards, of $500 each, to be presented annually to members of
the University teaching and research staffs who, during the preceding two-year period
on campus, had achieved distinction in writing and/or research and teaching. In 1966·67
an additional teaching award was established. The purpose of the awards is to recognize
achievement in these fields and to encourage further effort. In 1967-68 awards were
given exclusively for distinguished teaching. The number of awards was increased in
1968-69 to six-three were awarded to members of the faculty on the Lexington campus
and three to members of the faculty of the Community College System.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 1972 GREAT TEACHER AWARDS ARE:
Modesto del Castillo, Elizabethtown Community College
James W. Gladden, College of Arts and Sciences
Sara Louise Holroyd, College of Arts and Sciences
John L. Madden, College of Business and Economics
William C. Survant, College of Agriculture
Mehale A. Zalampas, Jefferson Community College
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THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY RESEARCH FOUNDATION
FACULTY RESEARCH AWARDS
In 1968 the University of Kentucky Research Foundation established four $500
faculty research awards to University faculty members to recognize and to encourage
distinguished achievement in research and creative arts. The recipients are selected on
accomplishments made in the preceding two years.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 1972 FACULTY RESEARCH AWARDS ARE,
James D. Buckholtz, College of Arts and Sciences
Humbert Nelli, College of Arts and Sciences
Borys Surawicz, College of Medicine
Harry E. Wheeler, College of Agriculture
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
Helen Anne Jones-Graduating Woman
Damon Ray Talley-Graduating Man
Smith D. Broadbent, [r.c-Citizen
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of the
University of Kentucky each year and to one other person who is not a student of the
University, who need not be a graduate of any college or university, but who shall have
some interest in, or association with or related to, the University of Kentucky, official
or otherwise, of a nature to make this form of recognition obviously appropriate.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
FOR 1972 ARE,
THE PHILIP D. AND ELSIE O. SANG AWARD
In 1966 Mr. and Mrs. Philip D. Sang of Chicago, Illinois, established a $3,000
award to recognize annually the member of the graduate faculty who has made the
most outstanding contributions to graduate education at the University of Kentucky.
Roger Eichhorn, College of Engineering
THE SIXTH RECIPIENT OF THE PHILIP D. AND ELSIE O. SANG AWARD
FOR 1972 IS,
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This charge and the pledge which follows
were written by Dr. Frank L. McVey, Presi-
dent of the University of Kentucky from
1917 to 1940.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new relation to the
University, to the State and to Life. The University that has given
you of its store of learning looks upon you as its sons and daughters.
The State now conceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do your
part in the government, development and guidance of the Common-
wealth.
Ifwhat you have learned while here has given you larger intellectual
interests, and widened your powers of understanding, the University
feels a part of its duty done, and if in the doing character has become
your possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is satisfied
with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach problems with
open minds, to set aside prejudice in your judgment of men and
affairs. It hopes that you will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to
strive for what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material comfort, the respect
of your fellow citizens, the feeling of work well done, and a spiritual
and intellectual interest in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In your acts and
deeds you now reflect your heritage. To your fellow man, the Univer-
sity is measured by your character, by your deeds, by the company
you keep. It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you to be
true to the larger things of life, to be men and women of courage,
integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By the granting of the degree you have been admitted to the
fraternity of letters, and to the larger fellowship of the University. It
is right and fitting that you should stand and solemnly raising your
right hand repeat this pledge with me:
